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Abstract 
Despite its complexity, environmental assessment (EA) is no more than a process io 
incorporate comrnon-sense concems about community futures inio decisions that will affect 
the future. lnterpreted broadly, comrnon-sense concems include scientific. technical. social. 
econornic. legal. and political considerations. As such, EA has significant potential as a 
planning tool in the pursuit of sustainability, particularly when. through feedback 
mechanisms. common-sense concems about comrnunity futures becorne modified in 
response to EA activities. That is. the potential of EA as a twl for sustainable development 
is heightened when learning occurs based on EA planning and decision-making expenences. 
To explore this assertion. the dissertation examined two questions: ( 1) To what extent do EA 
processes in Canada facilitate learning by individuals who participate in the process? and (2) 
What are the forms of and constraints on leaming by individuals who participate in EA 
processes? My theoretical framework was transfomative leaming and rny methodology was 
constructivist. largely post hoc. and involved a phased case study design. My data collection 
methods were document review. participant observation. and semi-structured. qualitative 
interviews. The first phase involved an extensive examination of EA public involvement 
systems in 11 Canadian jurisdictions. The second phase encompassed intensive case studies 
of Maple LeCs S 120 million hog processinp facility in Brandon. Manitoba: the Salmon 
Aquaculture Review . a strategic assessment from British Columbia: and. the Green 
Commuting Project. a local climate change initiative from Winnipeg. Manitoba. 
This study has established that the extent to which EA. as it is cumntly srnictured. facilitates 
mutual learning among participants is quite limited; in other words, €A processes deviate 
substantially from the ideal conditions of leaming. EA in Canada remaias largely within a 
cornprehensive. synoptic paradigm dependent upon bunaucratic and technocratie 
institutional arrangements dominated by instrumentai rationality. Further. learning through 
participation is constained by a complex web of bamers to public involvement. Overall, 
these factors establish that the emancipatory potentiai of participation in environmental 
assessment is highly restricted. Opportunities for al1 participants to define their own 
meanings. intentions. and values are limited. which restncts opportunities to self-define 
broader goals and community futures. Further. the limits on emancipatory potential irnpinpe 
leaming through cntical self reflection on socio-political presuppositions. and restnct 
opportunities for collective mobilization in opposition to dominant social forces. 
The research also highlighted the extent and importance of informa1 leaming through 
participation in EA. but questioned the potential of cunent conceptions of EA as a vehicle for 
individual leaming for sustainable development. Given the restricted emancipatory potential 
of participation in EA. environmental assessment offen limited potential to further social 
objectives of sustainability, such as local participation, empowerment. and equity. As well. 
the nature and incidence of instrumental leaming documented in the cases confirrn the 
ongoing dominance of conventional pwth-oriented economic approaches. Furrher. larger 
contextual variables could counter what participants leam through involvement in EA as it is 
currently structured. 
The primary contribution of the dissertation is to nascent theory linking environmental 
assessment, leaming and sustainable development. The study advocates preater flexibility in 
EA institutional arrangements to accommodate incrementai or transactive approaches to 
planning and decision making. I t  also identifies 21 recommendations to policy maken for 
reform in €A administration and practice. Although some of these refoms have been 
discussed previously in the literature. they are unique as a package and serve CO reorient EA 
as a forum of leaming for sustainable development. 
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Chapter 1 : Business as usual? 
On the ouiskiru of Hertf'ord yesterciay, 1 passed a spot where the river's cutting rhrough a rubbish tip - a  
scm of glass, r u t ,  and pl ythene like bits of loo paper. All hose things - Zunphir recordings, ~o-yos, 
xylophones. weedkillers. video games .. . hula-hoops, houseboûts. p v y  b o i ~ ~ s ,  golf fmtballs. 
fondue sers. dnnk trolleys. canersis, botcies, kds, airliners - dl those splendid Thngs that made up h e  
sum of the worid. which we had to keep on making and buying to keep ourseIves dive& ruid emplo~ed 
- uere just garbage-to-be. Fùpped. smelted, sucked, blown from the nddled earth; turned into must- 
haves, al ways-wanteds, major advances, can ' t-do-withouts. And pouj! A decade later, a season Irrtcr. 
it's ashmed-tek-seen-in, clapped out, white elephant, obsolete, injh dig, inefficient p s é ,  and rina!. 
it gues to the basernent or the bushes or the diich or the bottom of the sert 
- Ronald Wnght, ,4 Scientific R o m ,  1997 
1.1 Fmming the problem 
1.1.1 Current patterns of resource use 
It is reasonable to expect fair-rninded people to disagree on the nature of current patterns of 
resource use. As Orr ( 1994) commented, an economist and an ecologist wil l l i kel y percei ve 
different aspects of reality when observing the state of interactions between human and 
natural systems. Ptacing faith in technological change and elastic technical substitution. the 
economist (at ieast of the neoclassical variety) may see unlirnited potential for economic 
growth. The ecologist. relying on systems thinking. knowledge of thennodynamics. and a 
sense of place in the ecosystern, rnay see an entirely different picture. one of unsusrainable 
resource exploitation. climate change, fragile ecosystems. and alienation between humans 
and nature. 
My research adopted more of the ecological perspective. It accepted that current patterns of 
resource development cannot be extended to all currently living people. or to future 
generations (Daly and Cobb 1989: Costanza 1991 : Goodland and Daly 1995). Moreover. it 
accepted that environmental pollution and resource exploitation can be justified under 
conventionai nsource development (Goodland et al. LW) and this is manifest in a diverse 
anay of enviconmental crises that challenges human and ecological well being: 
If today is a typical day on planet e h ,  we wiil lose 116 square miles of rain forest. 
or about an acre a second. We will lose another 72 square miles to encroaching 
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deserts, the results of human mismanagement and overpopulation. We will lose 40 to 
250 species, and no one knows whether the nurnber is 40 or 250. Today the human 
population will increase by 250,000. And today we will add 2,700 tons of 
chlorofluorocarbons and 15 million tons of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. 
Tonight the earth will be a littie hotter. its waters more acidic. and ... (On 1994. 1 ). 
1.1.2 A sustainable future 
Just as fair-minded people could reasonably disagree on the naNre of current pattems of 
resource use. they could also disagne on an appropriate vision of the future. Sustainability is 
a fluid and emegent concept and has attracted considerable discussion and cnticism (e.p.. 
Dovers 1993: Sachs 1993). However. intemationally it has become the principal aim of 
environmental policy (Glasbergen 19%). and for many resource and environmental 
managers i t  is a legitimate vision of the future (Mitchell 1997). My research adopted the 
vision of sustainable deveiopment as well as accornpanying values of equity. ernpowerment 
and participation. which are elements of various models of sustainable development. 
particularly those that foliow a three component or a rnultipie capital framework (Goodland 
and Daly 1995: Hardi et al. 1997). 
If current pattems of resource use are unacceptable. and if sustainabitity is an appropriate 
vision of the future. by what means could society move from the present towards the vision? 
A detailed and comprehensive response to this question was well beyond the scope of this 
research. but a reasonable survey of the alternatives would likely have included discussions 
of resource and environmental management. education and leaming. and social and political 
theory (Wilkenon and Edgell 1993: Orr 1994: Michael 1995: O'Riordan 19%). In fact. my 
research explored selected aspects of eac h. taki ng an interdisci plinary approach to individual 
iearning through public involvement in environmental assessrnent (EA). 
1.1 -3 Learning through involvement in EA 
Despite its complexity. EA "is no more than a process by which common-sense concerns 
about community futures are incorporated into decisions thai will affect the future" (Meredith 
1995.362). Interpreted broadly . common-sense concems include scientific, technical. social, 
economic. legal and political considerations. As such. EA has sipificant potential as a 
planning tool in the pursuit of sustainability. This is particularly so when. through feedback 
mechanisms, common-sense coocerns about comrnunity futures becorne modified in 
response to EA activities. That is. the poiential of EA as a tool for sustainable development 
is heightened when leaming occun based on EA planning and decision-making experiences. 
Public involvement in EA is of fundamental importance because it provides potential fora for 
individual leaming for sustainability. Public involvement is also consistent with pnnciples of 
participatory democracy. improves planning and decision making. helps resolve conflicts. 
and makes difficult political decisions more acceptable (Pateman 1972: Gibson 1988: 1993: 
Sinclair and Diduck 1995; Lurnmis 1996: Mitchel 1 1997). 
The learning function of public involvement in EA is significant because it helps respond to 
persona1 coostraints on participation, such as lack of knowledge. understanding. or skills 
(Schibuola and Byer 1991 ; Regnier and Penna 1996: Sullivan et al. 1996: Diduck and 
Sinclair l m ) .  Leaming through involvement could also clanfy tenns and conceptual 
models. provide a common base of understanding and. thereby, resolve cognitive conflict of 
the fonn described by Dorcey ( 1986). Mitchell (1995). and others. As well. it could clarify 
and make explicit the opposing values. interests. options. or actions at the hean of other 
forms of conflict (see Dorcey 1986). Learning through involvemeni in EA could also 
illuminate unknown situations and identify problems and, thereby. reduce ignorance. a form 
of uncertainty described by Wynne ( 1992). In addition, it could reveal "causal" chains or 
intentions in human systems and. thereby . reduce indetenninacy . another form of unceitai nty. 
Finall y. education and learning are likel y significant to sociopolitical empowerment (Rocha 
1993, w hich involves critical reflection regarding stmctures of power. cooperative problem 
solving. and collective social action.' 
' RrtS of Section 1.1 were excerpted from a previous publication by the author (see Diduck 1999a). 
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1.2 Research purposes 
1.2.1 My original intent 
This research explond connections among learning. public involvement. and environmental 
assesment. Consistent with the adaptive approach. descri bed in Chapter 3. the research 
purposes evolved in response to my growing understanding of the research problem. 1 began 
rny doctoral program with a desire to leam what govemments and environmental 
nongovernmental organizations (ENGOs) in Canada were doing relative to non-forma1 
education for EA participants. 1 wanted to know if non-fomal. adult education could be 
used (perhaps by resource and environmental managers or radical plannen. such as described 
by Friedmann (1987)) to facilitate public involvement in €A. i also wanted to kuow what 
people leamed from participating in EA and what their experiences meant for EA reforzn and 
the punuit  of sustainability. 
1.2.2 The research questions 
Following my course work and comprehensive examination. 1 developed a dissertation 
proposal with a complex set of broad research questions (Appeadix 1 ). However, once into 
the investigation. the purposes of the study continued to evolve. ultimately becoming more 
focused. As described in Chapter 3. the study followed a phased design. and the central 
research question of the fint phase became: To whot errent do EA processes in CaMdo 
facilitare learning by individuals who participufe in the process? The central question of the 
second phase was: What are the form of and conrtrainis on ieurning bv individuals who 
participare in EA processes in C&? 
The basis for the researcb questions lies in the hypothesis that the potential of EA as a tool 
for sustainable development is heightened when. through feedback mechanisms. learning 
occurs based on €4 planning and decision-making experiences. They are supported by the 
syllogism presented in the ensuing section that emphasizes EA as a form of "civic 
exploration". The practical impost of the research questions is found in their implications for 
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EA design and the reform of existing processes to better accommodate the leaming 
imperative in the pursuit of sustainability . 
1.3 Defining terms and concepts 
1 -3.1 Environmental assessrnent 
As noted. this research accepts that EA could be an important device in the transition to 
sustainability. Its significance. however, is affected by how it is conceptualized and defined. 
Nelson and Serafln ( 1995) argued that early conceptions of EA were based on the U.S. 
National Environmental Protection Act of 1%9 and are manifestations of a rational. 
comprehensive planning rnodel. They also argued that EA should be reconceptualized as a 
type of civic exploration dependent on mutual learning of the participants (Nelson and 
Serafin 1994). This is consistent with numerous authors who have suggested thai a 
transactive model of planning (Friedmann 1973; 1987) is appropriate in circumsiances 
characterized by uncenainty and change (Christenson 1985; Briassoulis 1989: Mitchell 1997: 
Cardinal1 and Day 1998). My research adopted a broad. open. and facilitative conception of 
EA. consistent wi th these views. 
The research also adopted a bmad and anticipatory definition of EA. A vanety of definitions 
is proposed in the liierature (e.0.. Jeffery 199 1 : Meredith 1992) and used in the legislation 
(e.g.. Section 2 of The Environmental Assessment Act. R.S.O. 1990. c. E. 18. Section 2(1) of 
The Canadian Envimnmental Assessment Act (CEAA). S.C. 1992. c.37). Generally. the 
definitions offer variations on one fundamental theme. the essence of which was captured by 
the Canadian Environmental Assessrneni Research Council ( 1988): EA is a process that 
requires and facilitates the incorporation of environmental concems into the planning of an 
undertaking that has potential significant impacts on existing socioeconomic and biophysical 
conditions. The Council's definition of EA is adopted in this research with two 
qualifications. First, that planning is defined broadly to inciude consideration of the need for 
and alternatives to the proposed undertaking. Second. that undertaking is defined broadiy 
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and strategically (McDonald and Brown 1995: Partidirio 1996) to include plans. policies. 
and pro gram. 
1 3.2 Public involvement 
Along with the importance of EA as a tool for sustainable development. this research also 
accepted public involvement as a fundamentai element of EA. Again. however. the 
significance and impact of public iovolvement are affected by how it is concepnialized and 
defined (Roberts 1998). Public involvement in EA has typically focused on infoming or 
consulting the public. with few opportunities for s h e d  decision making or involvement at 
normative levels of planning (Roberts 1995). As Mitchell (1997) observed. participation at 
late stages of planning can easily be perceived as nothing more than tokenism or non- 
participation. borrowing Amstein's ( 1969) language from her ladder of citizen participation. 
in this research, 1 took a broader view of public involvement in EA. Conceptually. 1 viewed 
public involvement as a sine qua non of open and transactional EA. More specificall y. 1 
adopted a modified version of the definition offered by Praxis ( 1988): public iavolvement is 
a process by which the views of al1 parties interested in an EA agency 's decision regarding 
an undertaking are integrated into planning. inciuding normative. strategic, and operational 
levels (Smith 1982). and decision making regarding the undertaking. 
1.3.3 Education and learning 
I adopted a simple and broad definition of education: purposeful activity that facilitates 
learning (Merriam and Caffarella 1991 : Mezirow 1994). Non-fonnal. adul t education was 
defined as education for adults that occurs outside of educational institutions, such as those 
activities found in churches. ENGOs and learning networks (Memam and Caffarella 1991: 
Leal Filho 1996). Non-formal. adult education can be distinguished from informal adult 
educatioo, which refen to the experiences of everyday living from which individuals learn 
something (Sutton 1989; Memam and Caffarella 199 1 ). 
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My focus was on leaming by individuals. and I adopted a broad. inclusive definition of 
learning: change in response to identifiable stimuli or information. This is the definition 
adopted by Parson and Clark ( 1995) and is very similar to Merriam and Caffarella's ( 199 1 ) 
definition: a process through which behaviour is chaaged (or bas the potential to change) as a 
result of experience. 
1.4 Organization and style of the dissertation 
1.4.1 A research travelogue 
My research was interactive and adaptive in nature, and followed emerging qualitative 
traditions in education (Maxwell 19%; Merriam 1998). human geography (Nefson 1991 ). 
and the social sciences generally (Patton 1990: Creswell 1994: Maxwell 19%: Neurnan 
1997). Consequently. 1 made slight modifications to the research questions. design. methods. 
and data sources in response to opportunities and challenges during the course of the study. 
In the thesis. 1 report the results of my research. including the circumstances and motivations 
for any adaptations made. 
1 .4.2 Packing your intellectual baggage: literahire and methodology 
Chapter 2 contains the overail conceptual framework underlying the research questions. a 
review of reiated literature identifying gaps filled by this study. and a summary of concepts 
and theories adopted in conducting the research. Chapter 3 presents the research 
methodology and discusses research philosophy. overall research design. data collection and 
anaiysis methods. data sources. and specific threau to validity and reliability encountered 
during the research. 
1.4.3 Understanding and reflecting reality: results and conclusions 
A response to the fini research question was developed through investigating EA public 
involvement systems. The extensive phase of the research. wbich empioyed criteria denved 
from transfomative theory's ideal conditions of leaming, is presented in Chapter 4. The 
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extensive phase also yielded results bearing upon the selection of the case studies presented 
in Chapter 5. The case studies offer a response CO the second research question through an 
intensive investigation of learning by individuals involved in the cases. Conclusions from 
both phases of the research are presented in Chapter 6. dong with their implications for EA 
design, public involvement. individual learning, and sustainable development. 
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Chapter 2 : Learning our way out 
To "[mm from experience" is to make a backward and forwafd connection bewecn whar H e  do to 
ihings and what we enjoy or suffer from thinpi in conquence. Under such conditions, doing becornes 
a vying; an expenrnent with the wortd to find out what it is like; the undergoing beçomes instmcuon - 
discovev of the connation of thngs. 
- John Dewey. -;rnd, 19 16 
Section 2.1 presents a summary of how my understanding and conception of the research 
changed as the program of study for my doctorate evolved. Section 2.2 summarizes the 
primary theoreticai framework adopted in the research. situates the theory in the literature. 
reviews significant criticisms. and explaios why 1 adopted the framework. Section 2.3 
reviews evaluations of EA processes and assessments of public involvement and identifies 
how phase one of the dissertation complements or advances existent research. Section 2.1 
reviews studies relating to various dimensions of individual learning through involvement in 
EA. as well as research regarding barrien to public involvement and leaming in EA. 
Throughout Section 2.1. the discussion identifies how phase two of the dissertation 
supplements or develops studies reported in the literature. 
2.1 Fmming the solution 
The starting point for my dissertation was my Master's research. conducted at the Natural 
Resources Institute. University of Manitoba (Diduck 1995: Sinclair and Diduck 1995: 
Diduck and Sinclair 1997a: Diduck and Sinclair 1997b). That work explored education and 
leaming in the context of an EA of a major water development project in southem Manitoba. 
Canada. and presented a framework for non-formal adult education for EA participants 
(funher details can be found in Appendix 2). Through discussions with rny thesis committee. 
it became apparent that this initial frarnework revealed a need to account more fully for 
learning processes in adulthood and the forms of knowledge most compatible with social 
change for a sustainable future. After additional reading and discussion with committee 
mernbers. 1 developed a broader contextualization of my research areas. 1 also presented 
deeper analyses of the dominant pattern of resource use and the role of participation in 
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sustainable development. ültirnately. 1 conceptualired my nsearch in ternis of individual 
leaming in environmental assessrnent (Figure 2.1). which led to the formation of the research 










2.2 Tmnstormative leaming 
Transfomative learning was the primary theonticai frawwork adopted in this resuirch. It 
provided the cnteria with which the EA processes were assessed in response to the central 
research question of phase one. It also furnished the conceptual tools for the analysis used in 
responding to the second phase resuvch question. 
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2.2.1 Key theories of learning 
Leaming is the subject of numerous theoretical explanations. and various typologies of 
general ieaming theones have been offered (Meniam and Caffarella 199 1 : Parson and Clark 
1995; Mezirow 1996b). Memam and Caffarella ( 1991) presented a categorization useful for 
its insights into ah11 learning. They identified four basic orientations: behaviounst. 
cogniiivist, humanist. and social leaming2 (Table 2.1). Without going into a detailed 
analysis. transfomative leaming straddles the line between the cognitivist and humanist 
approaches. Memam and Caffarella ( 1991) also idenUfied three categories of adult leaminp 
theones. which further help to contextualize transfomative learning. They identified those 
theories based on the characteristics of adult leamers. e.g.. andragogy (Knowles 1980) and 
the CAL framework (Cross 1981, cited in Memam and Caffarella. 1991 ). They further 
identified theories focused on the life situations of adults. e.g.. proficiency theory (Knox 
1980) and Jarvis' social context approacb (Jarvis 1981. cited in Memam and Caffareila. 
1991 1. Finally. they identified theories that focus on changes in consciousness. and gave 
transfomative leaming as an example. 
2.2.2 Elements of transformative theory 
The following summary is based on Mezirow (1981: 1991: 1994: 1996b). Memam ( 1991) 
and Clark ( 1993'l.' Mezirow descnbed two forms of leaming: instrumental and 
communicative. instrumental leaming helps the individual control or manipulate the 
environment. 1 t provides competence in coping wi th the extemal world through technical 
control of natural forces. Communicative learning. pertaining to social interactions. involves 
trying to understand what someone means when they communicate with you. This often 
involves values. intentions. feelings. moral decisions and normative concepts. 
Communicative competence helps the individual aegotiate his or her own meanings. 
intentions and values. rather than menly accepting those of others. 
' In this content. social leamine does no[  fer 10 leamine by orpaniwuons or insurutions. but mher to a M y  
of theories that focus on modeling and oiher f m s  of observationai learning by individuals in social setlinp. 
Flirts of Chapter 7 were adopted verbatim fmm a previous publication by the author (see Diduck 1999a). 
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Table 2.1: A Typoiogy of Cenerai Lc-g Theories (Merriam and Caffmllo 1991) 
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Disagreements or problematic assertions in the realm of communicative leaming are usually 
resolved by resort to force. authority. or discoune. Establishing the validity of a problematic 
assertion ihrough discourse couid be emancipatory (i.e.. free the leamer from oppressive 
social reiations) under the ideal conditions of leaming: accurate and complete information; 
freedom from coercion; openness to alternative perspectives: ability to reflect cntically upon 
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presuppositions; equal opportunity to participate; and. abilities to assess arguments as 
objectively as possible and to accept a rational consensus as valid.' 
The theory further suggests that leaming occun through changes (or transfomations) in a 
person's Crame of reference. A frarne of reference consists of two dimensions: meaning 
perspectives (broad epistemic. psychological and sociocultural predisposi tions) ; and. 
meaning schemes (specific beliefs. feelings. attitudes and value judgements). 
Transformation occurs through critical reflection on the underlyiag assumptions of the 
various elements of the meaniog perspective or meaning scheme. The most signifiant 
transformations occur when elements of the meaning perspective change through critical self 
refiection. These are often precipitated by a disorienthg dilemma or a series of smaller 
transitions. followed by phases such as those summarized in Figure 2.2. 
ilemma or a series of smaller transitions 
Self exmination 
Cntlcal assessrnent of role ssurnptions ruid mial expcctations 
Rccsgnttion that one's problem ma! be shrued by others in the 
communi ty 
Explonnp new patterns of behavtor 
Building cornpetence and self-confidencc in thosc new patterns 
Planning a course or action 
GYning knowledge and shlls for implcmenting one's plan 
Provisional efforis to try new roies and gain feedback 
Rcintegratmn wtth a new perspeciivc 
Figure 2.2: A Pmess of Critical Self Refiection ( M e z h w  1981; 1994) 
- - . . - - - - -
The concepts of objectivity and ntronaltty in the ideal conditions of learning rire not discussed at lcngth in the 
uansformaiive leaniing litenturc. However, given the theoq's rmts in bûermas' ideas of knowledge as social 
t h m e  (Habermas 1%8), a rewnable interpreiaiion is that these cotlccpts relate more to how knowldge is 
used, nther than to the foundations of knowledge. To say that a statement or an action 1s ntiond is to clam 
that it couid be in principle justified in procedures of argumentation. For Habermas. argumentation is rr test OC 
the "ntionality inherent in communicaiion, m;iking possible the conununce of communicative relations when 
disputes mise. without recourse to dums" (Giddens 1985, 132). 
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2.2.3 Criticisms of the theory 
Nurnerous criticisms have been made of ûansfomative leaming theory for misappropriation 
of concepts €rom Habermas and other cntical theonsts (Collard and Law 1989: Hart 1990: 
Pietrykowski 19%). lndeed. the concepts of communicative, instrumental and emancipatory 
learning are directly based on Habermas' knowledge types (Welton 1993). The criticism was 
made that although Mezirow borrowed these concepts, he did not incorporate the radical 
social critique and consequent demand for collective action inherent in Habermas' work. 
These criticisms were well founded. In the fint major statement on transfomative leaming 
(Mezirow 1981). emancipation was equated with developing a frame of reference that is 
more inclusive. differeniiating, permeable. cntically reflective. and integrative of expenence. 
These may be characteristics of a "superior" frame of reference but do not necessady impiy 
emancipation from oppressive foms of social organization. a basic theme of critical theory 
(Gibson 1986). However. the most recent statements from Mezirow (1994; 1996b) have 
addressed this concem and have reformulated the concept of emancipatory learning. Frames 
of reference displaying the above charactenstics are now labeled as "more functional". 
Emancipation is now conceived as a potentiality of transformation in the ideal conditions of 
leaming. This is more in keeping with Habermas' notion of the ideal speech situation, in 
which he suggested ihere is potential for emancipation from oppressive social relations 
(Welton 1993). 
Criticisms have also been made of transformative leaming theory regarding its linkages with 
the Freirean concept of conscientization (Collard and Law 1989: Tennant 1993: Pietrykow ski 
19%). In early foms of the theory. conscientization was equated with transformations in 
sociocultural presuppositions. As a number of wnten noted. conscientization does involve 
transformations of sociocultural codes. but it goes beyond that. Where Mezirow's concept is 
penonai and may or may not involve action. conscientization is a group expenence in which 
members becorne critically aware of and challenge dominant ideologies. Conscientizaiion 
also invoives a cycle of action-reflection-action (or praxis) (Heaney 1995). This criticism 
was well founded but the most recent statements on transformative leaming theory (Mezirow 
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1994; 1996b). aided in pari by dialogue througb the academic literature. appear to have 
clarified the distinction between the NO approaches. 
2.2.4 Reasons for adopting transformative learning 
My initial reason for adopting transformative leamiog was its philosophical and conceptual 
connections with critical pedagogy. Although this is an aspect of the theory that has been 
susceptible to critique. many of the criticisms have been addressed. Another reason for 
adopting transformative theory is that tbrough the ideal conditions of leaming. the theory 
accommodates the social context in which leaming occurs. I thought that the ideal 
conditions provided an excellent starting point for the assessment of EA public involvement 
processes. Funher. many observers have comrnented that of dl the theories of adult leming. 
transformative theory holds significant potential as a comprehensive explanation of leaming 
in adulthood (Memarn and Caffarella 1991; Memam 1993a; 1993b). It not only focuses on 
the process of leaming. it attempts to explain how adult leaming is different from learning in 
childhood. Finally. although conceived as a theory of individual leaming. transformative 
theory has significant potential for application to collective action by social aggregates. 
Rooted in cntical pedagogy. transfomative theory helps explain the development of 
sociopoliticai consciousness. and therefore offers a framework for explonng linkages 
between individual leaming and social change. 
2.3 A learning-focused assessment of €A processes 
The central question of the fint phase of the research was: To whut ruent do EA processes in 
CoMda facilitu f e karning by individuals who parricipute in the process ? As Chapters 3 and 
4 demonstrate. to answer this question. I undenook an evaluation of selected Canadian 
processes. 
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2.3.1 Other evaluative approaches 
Although the literature is rich with assessments of EA processes.5 few have focused on 
leaniing-related issues. Rather thao learning. the primary foci of EA evaluative research 
have k e n  effectiveness and efficiency, although several early studies also focused on 
faimess (e. g.. Case et al. 1983 ; Canadian Environmental Assessment Research Council 
1988). 
Studies of efficiency have concentrated on issues such as cost effectiveness. economic 
efficiency, and timeliness (e.g.. Canadian Environmental Assessment Research Council 
1988: Austraiian National Audit Office 1993, cited in Sadler 1996; Lee et al. 1994: Rescan 
Environmental Services 1995: Sadar and Stolte 1%; Canadian Environmental Assessment 
Agency 1997a: 1997b).' 
Studies of effectiveness have centered on issues such as rnethodology (Sadler 1990: Sadler 
1996: Rowson 1997). political and cultural settings (Taylor 1984: Hollick 1986: Onoiano et 
al. 1987: Renwick 1988: Wandesford-Smith and Kerbavaz 1988; Caldwell 1989; 
Wandesford-Smith 1989). the quality of environmental impact statements (Lee and Dancey 
l m :  Mathers et al. 1994: Anderson and Sadler 19%. cited in Sadler 1996: Geraghty 19%: 
Glasson et al. 1996, cited in Barker and Wood 1999: Barker and Wood 1999). and various 
factors thought to be critical in EA process design, such as the need for a legislated basis for 
EA. scoping. self-assessment. and discretion in decision makinp (Lucas and McCallum 1975: 
Rees 1981: Fenge and Smith 1986: Federal Environmental Assessment Review Office 1988: 
Jeffery 1991 : Smith 1991 : Gibson 1992: 1993: Delicaet 1995: Wood 1995: Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency 19%: Doyle and Sadler 19%: Leu et al. 19%: Sadler 
1996: Rowson 1997: Bitondo 2000). 
* For typologies of EA process evduauons. sec Rowson ( 1997). who offerrd an yialys~s b u d  on resevch 
rnethodology, and Sadler (1996), who described three types of process evduations based on scope of malysis. 
Vt should bc noted thai efficiency concepts such as those refened to above have also been used as critena in 
efrectiveness studies (e.g.. King and Nelson 1983; Wood 1995; Doyle ;md Sadler 1%). Also, as numerous 
writers have pointed out, effectiveness. efficiencv, and faimess (or equity) rue intncately linked (e-g.. Sewell 
and Phillips 1979; Sadler lm). 
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Along with evaluations of EA processes. the literature is also rich with evaluations of public 
involvement.' As above. few of tbese studies focused directly on learning. examining issues 
such as methodology (Rosener 1978; Sewell and Phillips 1979: Rosener 1981 : Grima and 
Mason 1983: Grima 1985; Syme and Sadler 1994). power sharing or the degne of citizen 
control (Amstein 1969; Westman 1985; Parenteau 1988: Praxis 1988). and 
representativeness of the participants (e.g.. MacLaren 1995; Rystupa et al. 1997). 
Despite the forepoing. several evaluations of EA processes and assessments of public 
involvement have exarnined leamiog-related issues. The balance of Section 2.3 reviews 
these studies and distinguishes them from the purpose and approach taken in phase one of my 
researc h.' 
2.3.2 Provision of information 
One set of learning-related issues examined in the literature relates to the provision of 
information. King and Nelson ( 1983) used access to and disclosure of information as one of 
seven cntena in their evaluation of the application of the former federal EA process (EARP) 
to a hydrocarbon extraction project in South Davis Strait. Critenon indicators included 
physical access to pertinent studies, translation of relevant documents. and availability of 
participant funding. Other studies that used similar issues as criteria of EA process 
effectiveness include Wood ( 1995). Doyle and Sadler ( 1996). and Canadian Environmental 
Assessrnent Agency ( 19%). A recent evaluation of shared decision making in land use 
planning and management in British Columbia examined ten criteria, including sufficiency of 
resources for participants and accuracy of infomation (Penrose et al. 1998). 
- - - 
' Vduable eariy revrcws of evaluauon fmeworks were providcd by Sewell ruid Phillips ( 1979). Grima and 
.Mason ( f 983). and Gnma ( 1985). 
* The studies reviewed in Secuon 2.3 focus on issues relatai io leaniinp by individuais. but leaminp by sociai 
collectives (Le.. socid learning) his ais0 been the subject of discussion ln evaluations of EA processes and 
assessments of public participation. This litenture is  not reviewed in here but a bnef'oveniew is provided in 
Appendix 3. 
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Several studies have focused on a particular dimension of information-provision. namely. 
readability or undentandability of EA documents. Gallagher and Jacobson ( 1993) evaiuated 
the legibility of 1 3  environmental impact statements (EISs) produced by seven govemment 
agencies in the United States. Concentrating on typography, they used ten cnteria developed 
from the literature: type size, type design. line length. justification. headings. highlighting. 
spacing. margins. reproduction. and other. Sullivan et al. ( 19%) assessed the readability of 
an EH and evaluated the understanding gained by high scboal students in Wisconsin from 
reading the document. In Canada. Shrybman ( 198)) presented a qualitative evaluation of the 
readability of an EIS from a Southern Ontario case. Further. a recent study involving the 
author assessed the quality of EA public guidance documents in Himachal Pradesh. lndia 
(Sinclair and Diduck 2000). 
Phase one of my dissertation builds on research in this area by adopting access to infomation 
as an evaluation critenon and using indicators from several of the above referenced studies. 
including physical accessibility and understandability. Further. my research advances these 
studies by grounding i ts analysis in a comprehensive theory of adult leaming. namely. 
transfomative leaming. Moreover. the research examines several leaming variables over 
and above access to information. 
2.3.3 The educational implications of involvement techniques 
Another set of leaming issues exarnined in the literature relates to the educational 
implications of various public invol vement techniques. Numerous studies have provided 
conceptual frarneworks or cntical reviews of degms of public involvement, and many have 
included education- or Ieaming-related components (Amstein 1%9: Lucas and McCallum 
1975: Westrnm 19û5; Praxis 1988: Wood 1995; Doyle and Sadler 19%). For example. 
Doyle and Sadler ( 1996) exarnined degrees of participation as indicaton of responsiveness to 
public involvement. which was one of ten criteria of effeciiveness used in their comparative 
review of Canadian EA processes. They considered five degrees of participation, 
representing a progression in EA system responsiveoess: information dissemination, 
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consultation. limited participation. broad panicipation and dispute resolution. and principled 
negotiation. 
Other studies have examined the educational poteotial of specific public involvement 
techniques. Important early work was by Glasser et al. (19'75). who dassified 25 public 
involvement techniques into six categones and evaluated each technique in tenns of 
communication and education. Communication was evaluated according to six criteria: 
degree of public contact. degree of impact on decision maker. degree of user sophistication. 
ease of use and preparation. ability to respond to varied interests. and degree of two-way 
communication. Education was evaluated according to the following critena: 
infomiing/educating. identifying problems and values. obtaining idw/solutions. feedback. 
resolving conflict. and implementing solutions. 
More recent studies from the EA literature have examined educational rnethods as public 
involvement techniques. Diduck and Sinclair ( 1997a) catalogued the methods used in a 
Manitoba case. and assessed them on an ordinal scale based on their congruence with the 
fundamental characteristics of Freirean methodology. Regnier and Penna ( 1996) assessed the 
public education efforts of a non-govemmental organization. the Inter-Church Uranium 
Cornmittee Education Cooperative. during the environmental assessrnent of three proposed 
uranium mines in Saskatchewan by using a framework built on cntical education and 
technological l i  teracy concepts. 
Phase one of my dissertation complements the studies referred to above. lt is largely distinct 
in purpose and content from the research that offered frarneworks of public involvement 
techniques. Funher. i t  builds on the study by Glasser et al. ( 1975) by focusing on EA 
systems rather than specific involvement techniques. Moreover. by relying on a coherent 
theoretical framework, my research responds to a criticism of the Glasser et al. study that the 
functions evaluated and the evaluation criteria were selected arbitrarily (Grima 1985). The 
dissertation is also distinct in purpose from Diduck and Sinclair ( 1997a) and Regnier and 
Penna (1996) and advances those studies by offering an extensive analysis of EA processes 
in Canada. Finally, the dissertation builds on Diduck and Sinclair (1997a) by adopting one 
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of their assessment cnteriag and integrating it into a larger set of measures founded on a 
coherent theoretical framework. 
2.3.4 The educational function of involvement 
The final set of leaming-related issues raised in evaluations of EA and assessmenü of public 
involvement pertains to the educatioaaf function of involvement. Of the issues reviewed in 
Section 2.3. this set intenecis most directiy with the purposes and approach taken in the 
dissertation. 
The educational function of involvement has been discussed as a rationale for (Gibson 1993) 
and a benefit of participation in EA (Lucas and McCallum 1975: Walsh et al. 1988: 
Richardson et al. lm). In addition. several studies have integrated educational effects into 
larger frameworks for the evaluation of involvement (Homenuck et al. 1977; Godschalk and 
Stiftel 1981; Smith 1983; Webler et al. 1995: Moote et al. 1997; Schweitzer et al. 1998). An 
exarnple is the work of Godschalk and Stiftel(1981). who proposed seven criteria for 
evaluation of public involvement. These inciuded "the public awareness criteri~n"'~ fhow 
knowledgeable did public participants become about the planning program?) and the "staff 
awareness criterion" (how much did agency staff members leam from the information and 
views provided by participants?). Another exarnple is Smith's ( 1983) approach in  which he 
suggested that evaluation of public involvement could focus on three dimensions of 
participation: context. process. and outcome. Effectiveness was offered as a component of 
outcome. and an indicator of effectiveness was the degree of awareness achieved by 
participants. 
' Opponuniries for inienctive education was an assessrnent critenon used by Diduck and Sinclair ( 199731. but 
in phase one of rhe dissertation, this cnkrion was &pted as an indicator of a distinct parameter. namely 
opportunity to rcflecr cntidly upon presuppositions (see Section 4.1.4.2). 
'O Public awareness hu dm ken used as an anaigc wnccpt in criticai reviews (or implicit evduations) of 
public involvernent in EA (e-g., Palerm 19!Wa; 1999b; Sinciair and Diduck 2000). 
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A fundamental distinction between most studies offenng evaluation frameworks of public 
involvement and phase one of my dissertation is in the level of analysis to which the 
frameworks appl y. Whereas phase one adopts a process-level of anal ysis in the eval uation of 
EA systerns. the frameworks reviewed above apply at the level of individual EA cases and 
require an examination of how participant awareness changed (or what participants leamed). 
Although this level of analysis is used in phase two (and thenfore the studies referred to 
above are reviewed in greater detail in Section 2.4). it represents a different perspective from 
that which was adopted in phase one. 
2.4 Leaming by individu& who participated in €A 
The central question of phase two of the dissertation was: W h  are the form of a d  
comftaints on learning bv individuah who pariicipaxe Ni EA processes in C u ~ Y  In 
response to this question. as detailed in Chapters 3 and 5. case studies were conducted and 
transfonnative leaming concepts were employed in data analysis. 
2.4.1 Similar theoretical and conceptual approaches 
A transfonnative framework has no< previously been applied to learning through 
involvement in EA. although it has been applied in a broader land use planning context 
(Alexander 1994: Alexander 1999). In this one respect then. phase two of my dissertation 
builds on existing research. lt further extends transfonnative theory into the area of resource 
and environmental management and fumishes additional empincal evidence regarding the 
theory . 
Phase two also complements a Swiss study that applied a framework similar to 
transformative leaming. using Habermasian critical theory. Focusing on cognitive 
development and moral development, Webler et al. ( 1995) examined learning by participants 
in an eavimnmental assessrnent of a waste disposal facility in the Canon of Aargau. My 
research builds on the Swiss study by exploring a bmader range of issues, including leaming 
processes and consuaints on involvement and leming. It also builds on the study by 
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examining similar subjects and ideas in an alternative cultural context. This deepens the 
empincai evidence available for theory testing and development. and expands future 
opportunities for cross-case generalizations. 
2.4.2 Evaluations of public involvement 
As noted in Section 23.4. numerous frameworks for the evaluation of public involvement 
have considered the educational function of participation (Homenuck et al. 1977: Godschalk 
and Stiftel 19û1: Smith 1983; Webler et al. 1995; Moote et al. 1997: Schweitzer et al. 1%). 
The Godschalk and Stiftel ( 1981) and Smith ( 1983) studies were reviewed earlier and 
Schweitzer et al. (1998) reponed a sirnilar appmach. In this latter inquiry, participants in 
United States Department of Energy public involvement programs were asked to identify 
attributes of success and rate their importance. In the end. the authors recommended that 
evaluations of public involvernent programs focus on a set of seven attributes. including 
whether the Department and the public stakehoiders undentand each other's concerns. 
In another framework that emphasized mutual leaming arnong participants. Homenuck et al. 
( 1977) identified two foci for evaluation of public involvement: the contributions of public 
participation programs to the problem-solving or planning effon. and impacts of the 
programs on the continuing goals of the initiating agency. Regarding the former. the authors 
identified two components: function (what the apncy hopes to achieve) and process (how 
they hope to achieve it). They also identified a number of dimensions along which function 
and process could be evaluated. One of the dimensions of function was mutual education. 
and the following measures were offered: did the agency collect new, unknown information 
about the community? and. did the people learn about agency concems? e.g.. did they have a 
better understanding of planning and administration? In a slightiy different but related 
approach. Moote et al. ( 1997) evaluated public participation in a case study of land use 
planning in southem Arizona using a framework adopted from participatory democracy 
literature. One of the evaluation dimensions was information exchange and ieaming . The 
evaluative criteria were: (1) were dl parties encouraged to discuss their interests and values 
in informal mu1 tidirectional exchanges? (2) was collective revision of goals, objectives. and 
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decision-making criteria encouraged? and. (3) was understanding of interests and values 
improved? 
Phase two of my dissertation supplements and develops the studies referred to above. 
However, it has a diffennt purpose. narnely. the intensive examination of various dimensions 
of individual leaniing. rather than the comprehensive evaluation of public involvement. 
Funher. it examines a broader scope of leaming-related issues and offers a deeper 
investigation of most of the issues canvassed. 
2.4.3 Forms of learning 
Phase two of my dissertation applied a transfomative framework by using Mezirow's 
instrumental and communicative learning as the basic analytic framework to invesiigate what 
people leam through participating in EA. And. although few studies have taken a 
compnhensive approach to leaming in EA. several have examined aspects of leaminp and 
have revealed empirical evidence on forms or types of leaming (Tableman 1990: Frideres et 
al. 1992: Richardson et al. 1993: Webler et al. 1995: Regnier and Penna 19%: Sullivan et al. 
19%: Diduck and Sinclair 1997b). The evidence indicates that primary forms of leaming 
include scientific and technical knowledge. risks and impacts associated with the project. 
alternatives CO the pmposed project. and legal. administrative and political procedures. In 
this area. the EA studies are largely consistent with research in other areas of resource 
management (e.g.. Comings et al. 1981 : Memfield 1993: Alexander 1994: Daniels and 
Walker 19%: Glasbergen 1996: Guevara 19%: Moote et al. 1997: Manhall 1998: Owen 
1 998). 
The evidence funher suggests chat important types of learning include insight into one's own 
interests and perspectives. insight into other interests and perspectives. strategies and 
met hods for communication, and cooperative problem solving skills (Tableman 1990: 
Fnderes et al. 1992: Richardson et al. 1993; Webler et al. 1995: Regnier and Penna 19%). 
This evidence is consistent with research in other areas of nsource management. but the 
studies of pariicipatory planning forums and environmental dispute senlement aiso reveal 
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evidence of negotiation. mediation and active listening skills (Buckle and Thomas-Buckie 
19%: Crowfoot and Wondolleck 1990; Owen 1998). 
Phase two also relied on the transfomative concept of changes in meaning schemes. and as 
above. the literature reveals indirect empirical evidence relevant to the analytic concept 
adopted. Several studies suggest the pnvalence of cognitive changes in concepts (Tableman 
1990: Frideres et al. 1992: Richardson et al. 1993: Webier et al. 1995; Regnier and Penna 
19%; Sullivan et al. 19%; Diduck and Sinclair 1997a). These include the developrnent of a 
more integrated understanding of both social and oatural systems (Richardson et al. 1993: 
Webler et al. 1995; Regnier and Penna 1996). This evidence is largely consistent with the 
evidence in other areas of resource management (Buckle and Thomas-Buckle 1986: 
Crowfoot and Wondolleck 1990: Kartez and Bowman 1993: Alexander 1994: Daniels and 
Walker 1996; Moote et al. 1997: Marshall 1998: Owen 1998). 
There is also evidence regarding changes in attitudes. feelings. and beliefs. Webler al. 
( 1995) reported more positive attitudes and feelings toward the communi ty . including the 
govemrnent. However. other studies have revealed that while socid cohesion may increase 
in civil society. memben of citizen groups may develop a cynical attitude and feelings of 
tesentment toward state and business interests (Tableman 1990; Richardson et ai. 1993: 
Regnier and Penna 19%: Diduck and Sinclair 1997a). Similar evidence can be found in 
studies of the development of environmental regdations (Delli Priscoli 1981; McMullin and 
Nielson 1991 ). local planning approvals (Taylor 19953. and waste facility sitings (Lynn 
1981). A point of contrast regarding social cohesion in civil society was offered by Frideres 
et al. ( 1992). who suggested that larper political and institutional barriers in EA could 
exacerbate tensions in  civil society along sociocconomic class lines. 
The studies reviewed above provide support and foundation for phase two of the dissestation. 
And. as in previous sections. my research supplements and advances the literature by 
exarnining a broader scope of learning-related issues. deepening the investigation of the 
issues canvassed, and grounding the inquiry in a comprehensive learuing theory. 
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2.4.4 Constraints on involvement and leaming 
As noted earlier in this chapter. an advantage of the transfomative framework is that it 
accommodates the social context in which leaming occun. ln its description of the ideal 
conditions of iearning and its consideration of critical self reflection on alienating social 
foms. ii recognizes potential social or structural constraints on leaniing. To contextualize 
and guide my inquiry in this area during the case studies. a review of research regarding 
constraints on public involvement in EA (inciuding related leaming issues) was conducted. 
Few studies have specifically examined constraints on public involvement in EA (Frideres et 
al. 1992). although several fumish indirect evidence on the subject (Gallagher and Jacobson 
1993; Gibson 1993: Richardson et al. 1993; Webler et al. 1995: Kakonge 19%: Regnier and 
Penna 1996: Stevenson 1996: Sullivan et al. 1996; Diduck and Sinclair 1997b: Nikiforuk 
1997). Further indirect evidence is afforded by studies from other resource and 
environmental management contexts. such as climate change initiatives. environmental 
dispute resolution. and land use planning (Buckle and Thomas-Buckle 1986: Lynn 1981: 
Crowfoot and Wondolleck 1990: Kartez and Bowrnan 1993: Andrey and Hachey 1995: 
Carpenter 1995: Chociolko 1995: Daniels and Walker 1996; Dotto 2000). Additional insight 
is provided by secondary sources that identify possible reasons for nonparticipation (or 
bamers to participation) in EA or other resource and environmental management processes 
(Praxis 1988: Smith 1993: Wood 1995: Mitchell 1997; Petts 1999) 
The ensuing review highliphts potential bamen to involvement in EA. as discussed in the 
above literature. Phase two of my dissenation advances research in this area by providinp 
added direct ernpirical evidence on the subject. Further. it das  so in a systematic manner. 
situated in the realities of EA participants. interested individuals who did not participate in 
the case studies. and EA managers from across the country. Furthemore. for the fint time. 
the constraints identified, paniculariy those pertinent to leaminp. are integrated into a larger 
theoretical framework. 
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2.1.4.1 ln formution ckJciencirs 
A set of constraints discussed in the literature relates to information deficiencies. including 
inaccurate. incomplete. and inaccessible information (Praxis 1988: Frideres et al. 1 992: 
Gallagher and Jacobson 1993; Kartez and Bowman 1993: Richardson et al. 1993: Smith 
1993; Andrey and Hachey 1995; Carpenter 1995; Chociolko 1995: Webler et al. 1995: 
Daniels and Wdker 19%: Regnier and Pema 1996; Sullivan et al. 19%; Petts 1999). As 
Petts ( 1999. 172) commented. active participation is not promoted by "[tjechnical writing 
styles, the reduction of information to a summary which tends to stress that a development 
will have no impact. failure to explain how decisions about the project (in particular 
mitigation rneasures) have been anived at. and a poor use of graphics and maps ...". Frideres 
et al. ( 1992) also identified the timing of information exchange as a potential bamer. They 
commented that proponents and govemments must recognize that "public involvernent 
begins when the fint conception of a project reaches a community". I t  does not begin with 
the formal information on the project provided by the govemment or proponent. it begins 
witb "rumor and speculation". 
Another set of constraints pertains to lack of resources, including institutional capaci ty w ithin 
civil society. In their study of baniers to involvement in the Keephills thermal power plant 
EA in Alberta. Frideres et al. ( 1992) observed that communiiy-based publics often lacked 
resources to create the knowledge they needed to challenge proopnent and state positions. A 
number of other authors have also identified the need for participant fundinp to address this 
problem (e.0.. Gibson 1993: Smith 1993; Wood 1995). a view advocated by ENGOs in 
Canada for years (Canadian Environmentai Network 1988: Praxis 1988). Related to 
institutional capacity is the issue of conflicting institutional arrangements. further identified 
by Frideres et al. ( 1992) as a barrier to involvement. The authors contended that institutional 
settings for EAs are products of an ideology favouring hierarchical. bunaucratic 
arrangements. These typically confiict with structures of the community publics invoived in 
the process. which often operate within the framework of a collectivist ethos. 
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2.443 Opportuniries to participaie 
Numerous authon have suggested that broad public involvement is fettered by pro ces 
deficiencies related to unequal opportunities to participate (e.g.. Lynn 1981: Kartez and 
Bowman 1993: Webler et al. 1995; Daniels and Walker 1996; Marshall 1998: Owen 1998). 
As Smith ( 1993.67) stated, "[r)estrictions in opportunities for participation.. .act to cunail 
widespread involvement by individuals in environmental issues". The lack of opponunities 
to participate could be linked to manipulation or control of the proceedings by one or more of 
the parties ( e g . .  Lynn 1987: Kartez and Bowman 1993: Webler et al. 1995; Alexander 1999: 
Sinclair and Diduck 2001). However. as Praxis (1988.23) noted. proponents should avoid a 
common pitfall which is to "consult only those that (sic) are likely to be supportive" of their 
proposed project. Another issue related to equal opponunity to participate is the 
representativeness of the active publics. This is an ongoing issue in public involvement 
practice as Frideres et al. ( 1992). Mitchell ( 1997). and othen have obseived that the interests 
of active publics. such as ENGOs. may not be npresentative of the views of inactive publics. 
2.4.4.4 Lock of impact on uftimare decisions 
Another set of constraints relates to the frequent lack of impact that public involvement has 
on the ultimate decisions taken. This lack of impact could be linked to the lack of 
opportuni ties to have arguments evaluated in a sy stematic fashion (e.g.. Buckle and Thomas- 
Buckie 1%: Lynn 1987: Crowfwt and Wondolleck 1990: Kartez and Bowman 1993: 
Webler et al. 1935; Daniefs and Walker 1996: Owen 1998). It could also be related to lack of 
openness to alternative perspectives on the part of the dominant parties in the proceedings 
(e.g.. Richardson et al. 1993; Kagonge 1995: Repier and Penna 19%: Stevenson 1996; 
Nikiforuk 1997). Lack of impact upon decisions taken could also signal that the decisions 
were foregone. and such an interpretation could then further constrain public involvement. 
b i s  ( 1988. 21 ) noted chat people will not panicipate. or choose to panicipate in other 
ways. if they "believe that the decisioo is already made". Similady. Petts ( 1999. 172) 
observed "increasing public alienation when they feel that decisions are made before they are 
asked to participate". 
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2.4.4.5 h c k  of motivation or interest 
Finally. a set of constraints discussed in several studies bears upon a person's motivation or 
interest in becoming involved. For example. people may not undentand or be interested in 
the poteotial effects of a projec~ As Raxis ( 1988.22) put it. some "(pleople d o i t  believe 
that the impact justifies participation" or "are unaware they are affected by a decision". 
Altematively. many people may be too busy: "...the inactive public. or the silent majonty. 
are.. ..more focused on coping with issues at work and at home. . . . Their lives are full and 
complicated enough with day to day matters.. ." (Mitchell 1997. 16 1 ). Finally. some people 
refrain from becoming involved because they believe othen adequateiy represent their 
interests (e.g.. Praxis 1988). 
2.5 Summary 
This chapter reviewed literature that provides context and an intellecnial foundation for niy 
dissertation. I t  started with an overview of how rny understanding and conception of the 
research changed as my program of study evolved. The next section summarized 
transfomative theory . discussing basic foms (instrumental. communicative). processes 
(criticai nfiection and changes in frames of reference). and social contexts (the ideal 
conditions) of leaming. It also situated transfomative theory among general learning 
theones. using a categorization useful for its insights into adult leaming. This section also 
presented criticisrns of the theory. including the suggestion that it adopted concepts from 
cntical theory without accepting the radical social critique and demand for collective action 
inhereni in this body of work. At the same time. the section considered how transformative 
theory has evolved in response to these criticisms. This section ended with a review of my 
reasons for adopting transformative theory. including the promise it holds for examining 
linkages between individual leaming and social change. 
Section 2 3  reviewed literature to identify gaps filled by phase one of the dissertation. and it 
was revealed that few assessments of EA processes have focused on leaming-related issues. 
Rather than leaminp. the primary foci of EA evaluative research have been effectiveness. 
efficiency. and fairness. It was also revealed that few evaluations of public iovoivement have 
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focused dinctly on learning, with most examining issues related marginally to education and 
leaming. One set of leaming-nlated issues examined in the literature relates to the provision 
of information. including readability or understandability of EA documents. Another relates 
to the educational implications of specific public involvement techniques. Still another set of 
leaming-related issues focuses upon the educational function of public involvement. Section 
2.3. therefore. suggested that phase one of the dissenation is largely distinct in purpose and 
content from most of the reviewed studies. In addition. it advances many of the studies that 
examined learning-related issues by grounding its analysis in a comprehensive theory of 
adult learning. Further. it is distinct because of its compreheosive approach to the leaming 
variables investi gated. 
Section 2.4 reviewed the literature to identify gaps filled by phase two of the research. 1 did 
not discover any studies that used a transfomative framework to examine leaming through 
involvement in €A. However. 1 did find that transformative theory has been applied in a 
broader land use planning context. and a similar approach. reliant on Habermasian social 
theory, was applied in an EA case study from Switzerland. Section 2.1 funher revealed that 
there have not been any evaluations of public involvement focused on leaming. although 
sevetal included some consideration of the educational implications of involvement. Section 
2.1 suggested. therefore. that phase two of the dissertation complements existing reseaich by 
extending transformative theory in the realm of resource and environmental management. It 
also builds on the Swiss case study by exploring a broader range of issues and does so in an 
alternative cultural context. This deepens the empincal evidence available for theory testing 
and development. and expands future opponunities for cross-case generalizations. 
Furthemore. the dissertation has a different purpose than typical evaluations of public 
involvement. namely. the intensive examination of vanous dimensions of individual leaming, 
and examines a broader scope of leaming-related issues and offers a deeper investigation of 
most of the issues canvassed. 
Section 2.3 also reviewed empirical evidence relevant to the elements of transformative 
learning theory used in the case studies. This evidence helped in developing the analytic 
frameworks used in phase two of the research and in identifying gaps in the literature. The 
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review in Section 2.4 revealed that pnmary forms of leaming through involvement included 
scientific and technical knowledge, risks and impacts, insight into other intensts and 
perspectives. strategies and methods for communication. and changes in concepts. attitudes. 
and beliefs. This section also revealed a paucity of empincal evidence regarding constraints 
on public involvement in EA, although indirect evidence and secondary sources suggested 
that constraints included information deficiencies, lack of resources. and lack of motivation. 
Section 2.4. therefore. argued tbat phase two supplements and advances the empirical studies 
reviewed. As noted above, the dissertation examines a broader scope of learning-related 
issues. deepens the investigation of the issues covered. and grounds the inquiry in a 
comprehensive leaming theory . In addition. it furnishes grounded empirical evidence 
respecting constraints on public involvement 
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When the critical intellect looks at anything m ~ f u i l y ,  it vanishes. This is as tnie of the solid subsmcc 
of bodies as of historical gcneralizations. of entities such as nations, of epochs such as the bliddlc Agcs. 
and of subjecnve matters such as rnyth. The reason is, of course. that "things" e u t  only relriciveiy - for 
a point of view or for convenience of descripuon. Thus when we inspect any unit more closely ive find 
chat its structure is more complex and more differentiûted than we had supposed. ILS tariet! comcs to 
impress us more than its unit. This is why there 1s somctlung of the spirit of debunking in dl 
scholarship and scientific inquiry. As a historian of science once put it. "Isn' c it amavng hou man' 
things there rire ihat aren't so?" 
- Alan W. Watts. The Two Han& OC God, 1963 
"Weil, what may seem tike the mth to you, " .wd the seven-teen-year-old bus driver and put-timc 
philosopher. "may not, of course. seem like the t ~ t h  to Lhc othcr fella. you kno~ ."
' T H '  THE OTHER FELLOW IS WRONG. IDIOT!" 
- Philip Roth. The Great Amencan Novel, 1973 
3.1 The pamdigm dialogue 
Given the theoretical and conceptual frameworks adopted in the dissertation. my search for a 
methodology began with a review of constructivist (or interpretist) and critical research 
paradigms. This review also led to a greater understanding of positivism since variations of 
positivism, the conventional and dominant research paradigm. were frequently described and 
critiqued in the literature to help explain constructivist and cntical approaches. it  also led to 
my introduction to alternatives such as postmodern and feminist approaches. 
My reading related to methodology began with an overview of research in social science 
generally. but soon focused on paradigrns in human geography and education. The ensuing 
discussion briefly summarizes my understanding of significant issues raised in this literature. 
particulariy with respect to coostnictivism, cntical social science. and positivism. 
There are several approaches to classifying ~ s e a r c h  paradigms in education (Memam and 
Simpson 1989; Guba 1990: Collins 1992; Lather 1992: Robertson 1994). Table 3.1 
synthesizes the approaches of Guba ( 1990) and Robertson (1994), and the classifications 
reflected therein are largely consistent with basic ceseaich paradigms in humm geography 
(Johnston 1 %6; Norton 1989). 
Tabk 3.1: Pamdigms in Wucation Researcb (Goba 1990; Robertson lm) 
DIMENSIONS OF THE BEHAVIOURISM CONSTRUCTIVISM CWTICAL SOCIAL 
PARADIGMS ( POSIT1 VISM SCIENCE 
Relativist reaiitics eust in Crinui d i s t :  r e d i s  Ontologicd: 
Whit is the nature of 
rcdity? 
Epistemoloefcd: 
Wh.1 is the nature of 
thc relrthnship 
ktween the knowct 
md the known? 
Methodologkd: 
How should the 
rescuchet go about 
flnding out knowledge? 
"out there " and is 
driven by irnmutable 
naturai laws and 
mechanisms 
Dualist / objecavist it 
is passible and essential 
for the researcher to 
dopt a nonintera~Uve 
posture in relation to 
d i t y  
E~penmental: 
questions and or 
hlpotheses are 
proposed and su bjected 
to empincal tests under 
con trolled conditions 
the form of mu1 ti ple mental 
constructions dependent for 
their fomi and content on 
the persons who hold hem 
Subjcctivist findings are 
the creations of the process 
of interaciion bcween the 
knower and the known 
Hermeneutical and 
dialectical (Le., tnterpretive 
and dialopcal): inrfividd 
consuuctions arc elicid 
and compareci with the aim 
of genentinp one or a few 
exists but can never be 
tully apprehendeâ. 1 t is 
dnven by naturd laws 





exploitation, and enerpize 
and facilirate social 
transformation 
on which ihere is consensus 
The basic methodological approach of behaviourism is expenmental: questions and or 
hypotheses are proposed and subjected to empirical tests under controlied conditions (Guba 
1990). Behaviourist research, reflecting a positivist episremology. concentrates on manifest. 
observable behaviours that are quantifiable and allow for statistical analysis and 
generalizable conclusions. A consequence of this approach is that researchers tend to ignore 
the leamer's cognitive activity, focussing on inputs (education) and outputs (behaviour) 
(Robertson 1994). 
Lather ( 1986) aod Guba ( 1990) offered comprehensive critiques of the behaviourist 
orientation. They argued that behaviourism treats humans as objects and ignores the 
importance of subjective reality (thougbts. feelings, ideas) in motivating human khaviour. 
ln addition. Mitchell (1989, 19). in reference to positivist research in resource management, 
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argued tbat the complexity of both naturd and social systems means that researchers "are 
often unable to isolate and measure each of the factors that might affect a particular 
relationship". Further. there are ethical barrien or dilemrnas relating to the creation of 
treatment and control groups, wbich is necessary in experimentai research. 
Criticisms of behaviounsm led to a variety of constructivist appmaches. which attempt to 
interpret and analyze the "mental climate" that directs and stimulates the acü of human 
beings. The basic methodological approach of constructivism is hermeneutical and 
dialectical (Le.. interpretive and dialogical): individual knowledge constructions are elicited 
and compared. witb the aim of generating one or a few for which ihere is consensus (Guba 
1990). Although behaviourists accept the constructivist approach as useful in exploratory 
research. few consider it to be scientific (Neuman 1997). They argue that constructivists 
obscure the distinction between what people believe to be reality and what is reality. whether 
or not we can determine the truth of reality (Phillips 1990). Cri tical social scientists argue 
that constructivism is too subjective and relativist. and ignores broad historical and structural 
contexts (Johnston 1986: Lather 1986: Neuman 1997). 
The purpose of cri tical social science. w hich also developed as a reaction to positivism. is to 
critique and transfomi social relations (Gibson 1986; Lather 1986: Guba 1990: Lather 1992). 
Educational research in  this tradition has examined issues such as student resistance to 
authonty (Willis 1977. cited in Gibson 1986; Bullough and Gitlin 1985). the effects of 
socialization inio femininity (McRobbie 1978. cited in Lather 1986). literacy among the rural 
poor (Freire 1970). and reasons for dropping out of school (Cam-Hill 1984. cited in Lather 
1986). 
A criticism of the critical approach is that it contains a logical disjunction between iis 
ontology. which is objective (reality exists "out there") and its epistemology. which is 
subjective (research is intimately relaied to the values of the nsearchen) (Guba 1990). A 
related criticism is that critical social science is fundarnentally elitist. Since an objective of 
the cri tical approach is to empower people to overcome 'Yalse consciousness". this implies 
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that a true consciousness exists. presumably in the mind of the researcher or "some better- 
informed eiite" (Guba 1990.24). 
Research philosophies "differ on what phenomena should be attended to. how one is to 
approach phenomena, and how the phenomena are io be anal y z e d  (Couch 1987.106). 
However. Neuman ( 1997) suggested that the three major approaches discussed above also 
share common features. They each view social research as the systematic or rigorous 
gathering of empiricall y based koow ledge. informed either inductivel y or deducti vel y by 
theoretical frameworks. In addition. each is self reflective. open ended and open to public 
scrutiny. In human geography. Johnston ( 1986) observed clear links among the three 
paradigms and cited numerous examples of attempts to integraie them. 
3.1 . 1 A constructivistlcritical approach 
lnspired by these integrative attempts. my research took a primari l y constructivist approac h 
but included analysis grounded in a critical social science paradigm (Johnston 1986: Guba 
1990). 1 believe that integrating aspects of the two approaches provided a good entq point 
for research into leaming through involvement in EA. Taking a constructivist approach 
helped add empirical detail to the theoretical and conceptual constructs of transfomative 
leaming. At the same time. relying on aspects of the critical approach guided the overall 
purpose of the research and the investigations into the ideal conditions of leaming. Further. 
the critical perspective. guided by the eihos of participatory democracy and the social 
objectives of sustainability. informed my consideration of the implications of the research for 
reconcepnialization and redesign of the EA pmcess. 
3.2 Research design 
3.2.1 A focus on cases 
Given the constructivist/critical framework adopted, the research could have been desiped 
in various ways. As explained later in this section. it became a phased project culminating in 
a primary case study with selected comparative analyses involving two secondary cases. My 
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reasoning ngarding design was infiuenced by my long-standing interest in case studies. no 
doubt developed during my law school education. which nlied heavily on the case rnethod. 
3.2.2 An interactive and adaptive approach 
1 used an interactive and adaptive approach. foliowing qualitative traditions in the social 
sciences (Patton 1990: Creswell 1994: Maxwell 19%: Neuman 1997). including education 
(Maxwell 19%; Memam 1998) and human geography (Nelson 1991). My readings in this 
area illuminated an issue that I bad detected only vaguely while conducting my Master's 
researc h. narnel y. the apparent gap between the incremental. transactional. frequentl y 
"messy" realities of conducting research. and the rational. synoptic. often "sterilized" way in 
which research is reported. lnspired by these new insights and not wanting to recreate my 
Master's experience. the report of which stnick me as incomplete. 1 tned to hold an 
interactive and adaptive perspective throughout my doctoral research. I was guided in this 
regard by Nelson's ( 1991) description of interactive and adaptive research in human ecology. 
His approach fit my circumstances because it was developed primarily for inexperienced 
scholars engaged in complex research involving an array of interested individuals and 
groups. Follow ing his approac h. 1 tried to continuousl y scan the research context. including 
the views of vanous parties wiih a direct interest in the research. This process helped 
identify challenges and opportunities that necessitated adaptation of the research design. 
including integration of new methods and data sources. 
3.2.3 Involvement of researdi participants 
Another important aspect of design explored in my preparatory readings was the overall level 
of involvement of the research participants. Participatory research. such as rapid rural 
appraisal and panicipatory local appraisal. has become increasingly important in resource 
and environmental management (Fais-Borda 1992: Jackson 1993; Beebe 1995: Nietschrnann 
1995: Rennie and Sin$ 1996: Ward 19%: Mitchell 1997) and adult education (Freire 1970: 
Lather 1986; 1992: Hall 1993: Heaney 1993: Maguire 1993; Park 1993). Further. although a 
participatory research design can be used within any of the major research paradigms 
(Frideres 1992; Park 1993). it is often associated with critical social science. aspects of which 
1 adopted in my research. In cntical research projects. there are often high levels of 
participant involvement. such as. in identification of the research problem. research design. 
data collection and analysis. and implementation of the research recommendations (Lather 
1986; Hall 1993). 
Despite these imperatives. 1 took a conservative approach to participant involvement. I 
valued the warnings of Heaney (1993), Maguire (1993). and othen who cautioned that high 
levels of participation can introduce logistical complexities and the potential for serious 
delays in completing research. 1 also nspected Maguire's ( 1993. 1 7 1  176) counsel in her 
account of attempting participatory research as a doctoral student: 'The dissertation should 
be an in tep l  part of your life work. but don't let it expand to become a lifetirne project. 
However. make no rnistake. the entire participatory research process takes time." 
3.2.4 Extensivelintensive phasing 
A further design issue explored in earl y readings and adopted in this research was a 
framework described by realist, industrial geographen Sayer and Morgan ( 1985). who 
distinguished between intensive and extensive research. 1 found this framework to be a fresh 
perspective on the conventional qualitative-quantitative dichotom y presented in the li  terature. 
Intensive research is pnmarily concemed with how a given process works in a particular or 
smali number of cases. e.g.. one-shot case studies and comparative case studies. Extensive 
research is mainly concemed with common properties and general patterns in a larger 
population and often f'ollows a quantitative or multiple-case study approach (Sayer and 
Morgan 1985). 
The disadvantage of intensive research. such as one-shot case studies, is chat it offen iittle 
scope for generalization. It can also be probiematic in measuring change. due to the lack of 
baseline data (Sayer and Morgan 1985: Leedy 1989: Mitchell 1W). The problem in 
measunag short-terni change can be overcome in pretest-posttest designs (Ledy 1989; 
Mitchell 1989) but measunng long-term change requires a time-senes research design. which 
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is often not practicable. These problems in measuring change can also be found in extensive 
research. Other disadvaotages of extensive research include lack of explanatory power and 
the "ecological fallacy in making inferences about individuals" (Sayer and Morgan 1985. 
151). 
Sayer and Morgan's ( 1985) framework was helpful in devising the phased design used in this 
research, which involved both extensive and intensive stages. My reasoning was that distinct 
phases using different methods could wveal diverse aspects of reality and give more insight. 
3.2.5 Adaptations during the extensive phase 
The extensive phase of the research was initially conceived as a general examination of 
Canadian EA processes to construct a sampling frame and select three EA cases for 
intensive. comparative study. These purposes were fulfilled but another important objective 
emerpd during data collection and analysis. While working as a member of a larger 
research project led by one of my thesis cornmittee members. the extensive phase of rny 
project evolved into a cornprehensive assessment of EA processes in Canada. The results of 
this assessment are presented in Cbapter 4 and. as will be revealed. supplement the results 
from the intensive phase of the research. 
3.2.5.2 Case selection criteria 
Under my original research proposa1 (the objectives of which are described in Appendix 1). 
three intensive EA case studies were to be selected based on a complex set of factors thought 
to be significant in causal explanations linking non-formal. adult education. ieaming. and 
public involvement. However. early in data collection and after receiving input at a 
dissertation cornmittee meeting, I simplified the case selection criteria. The criteria became: 
( 1 ) presence of non-formal. adult educatioa conducted by ENGOs; (2) application of an EA 
process that pennitted cornparison with the ided conditions of leaming: (3) circumstances 
that approxirnated a disorienting dilemma; (4) favourable pcactical factors: and. (5) receocy 
of the case. Details regarding application of the case selection criteria are provided in 
Appendix 4, page 175. 
3.2.5.3 Chooshg rhe cases 
Selecting the cases was originally to follow a purposeful. mixed design that would combine 
extreme. representative. and theory-based sampling (Patton 1990: McMillan and Schumacher 
1993). 1 thought that studying extreme manifestations of the concepts and theones of interest 
in the dissertation could permit elaboraiion and enamination of those constnicts and provide 
insight into their application in typical cases. Studying a representative case could provide 
further insight into the concepts and theones used in the study and further illuminate the 
circumstances of typical cases. Further. 1 feli that using a mixed approach to sampling 
design provided increased flexibility. triangulation. and ability to meet multiple research 
needs (Patton 1990). ln my original proposal. l proposed that one of the cases would reflect 
many of the selection critena. another would contain few, and the third would be 
representative of the settings. individuals and activities examined. 
However. shody after modifying the case selection cnteria and after preparing only a 
tentative sampling frame of cases," a cornmittee member drew my attention to Maple Leaf 
Pork's new 5 120 million hog processing facility and its associated $13.5 million wastewater 
treatment plant in Brandon. Manitoba. This was for the purposes of preparing a short news 
report on the project for publication in Alternatives (Diduck 1999b). At about the same time. 
1 was also exploring a strategic environmental assessrnent from British Columbia. the 
Salmon Aquaculture Review (SAR). 1 was attracted initially to B.C. because of its high 
placement in an ordinal ranking of EA processes that 1 had done as part of the sampling 
frame. 
After leaming more about the Maple Leaf and Salmon Aquaculture Review cases and 
assessing them against the selection criteria. 1 adopted them as case studies. Well into the 
research on these cases. 1 was invited to present a papa on linkages between barriers to 
" Details regardhg the initial sampling fnme of cases rire provided in Appendix 5. 
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public involvement in EA and barriers to public involvement in local initiatives regarding 
climate change. Following the prompt of a thesis cornmittee member. while researching the 
climate change paper. I investigated the Green Commuting Project. a local initiative in 
Winnipeg that focuses on promoting increased awareness and action to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions. My investigations led me to conclude that the green commuting initiative. 
although not an environmental assessment, provided excellent opportunities for comparative 
analysis of factors evident in the Maple Lcaf and SAR cases. 1. therefore. chose the Green 
Commuting Project as another case study. 
Details of data collection methods are provided later in ihis chapter and the reasoning behind 
adopting the cases is presented in Chapter 4. However. in the context of adaptations to the 
research design. a key point is chat 1 gave considerably more weight to cnteria based on 
favourable practical factors and recency than originally anticipated. Another point is that in 
punuing the Maple Leaf and Green Commuting Project as case studies. 1 built on unexpected 
local oppominities that emerged during the research. 
3.2.5.1 P r i m p  and secontiary cases 
My original proposa1 anticipated the decision of whether to do three equal case studies or one 
in considerable depth. with the other two being used to compare key aspects that emerged out 
of the detailed case study. 1 had assumed that this decision would be made in a systemaiic 
manner based on methodological critena. In reality. the decision was made on practical 
grounds shonly after 1 concluded my second interview in Victoria on the Salmon 
Aquaculture Review. This is when I realized that with my abilities. knowledge. and 
resources, it was vinually impossible to conduct a detailed case study in British Columbia 
while based in Winnipeg. Without becoming a British Columbia resideni for an extended 
period of fieldwork. attempting a detailed case study in B.C. was daunting and appeared 
imprudent. 1. therefore. decided to focus on the Maple Leaf case. w hich was close to home, 
while using the Salmon Aquaculture Review as a secondary case in a comparative analysis of 
selected key variables. Later. the green commuting initiative was adopted as a case study 
and treated on a par with the Salmon Aquaculture Review. 
3.2.6 Sampling within the case studies 
In the Maple Leaf case, the population was too large for comprehensive sampling and 
consisted of distinct strata of participants. Tberefore, to capture the beterogeneity within the 
population. purposeful stratified sampling was used. The following broad strata were 
constructed: ( 1) state interests - federal. provincial. and local governments, the EA agency. 
other interested govemment departments; (2) business interests - the project proponent. other 
business firms with economic interests in the project, labour organizations. chamben of 
commerce; and. (3) civil society - ENGOs, other cornrnuaity-based organizations. private 
citizens. Furiher details regarding the nature of the various rewarch participants are provided 
in the section on data sources. Key infomants in each strata were identified through the 
document review. These individuals were interviewed and network sampling was then used 
to identify funher informants. ln the secondary cases. sampling was aimed ai selecting key 
infomants to examine ~i~pinificant factors in the conceptual and theontical frameworks in the 
study . 
3.3 Data collection methods 
3.3.1 Qualitative interviews 
Given that rny research questions inquired iato the perspectives (i.e.. the feelings. thoughts. 
intentions. and past behaviours) of the mearch participants, my principal data collection 
method was qualitative interviews. This method is well suited to exarnining what is on 
"someone else's min&* (Memam 1988.72). As Patton ( 1990.278) stated, the very purpose 
of interviewing is "to access the perspective of the person king interviewed. Both 
telephone and personai interviews were used, with tbe majority of these involving one 
research participant. On two occasions, group interviews were held with three participants. 
There were also five interviews involving two participants. In the extensive phase of the 
research. the interviews typicaily lasted about 90 minutes aithough the group interview took 
2.5 hours. During the intensive phase, the interviews were sborter. lasting appmximately one 
bour. although some were as long as 1.5 hour. Fuxther details ngarding the interview 
participants are presented in the section on data sources (Section 3.4.2). 
3.3.1.1 I~erview opproach 
1 used the interview guide (Patton 1990: McMillan and Schumacher 1993). or semistructured 
(Memam lm), approach to interviewing. 1 identified a list of issues based on the research 
questions to guide the interviews. but the exact wording or ordering of interview questions 
was not determined ahead of time. A flexible approach such as ihis was necessary to respond 
to the divenity of vocabularies and perspectives encountered. This approach aiso allowed 
me to respond to emergent circurnstances and ideas in each of the cases. The primary 
interview schedules for both phases of the research are attached as Appendices 6 and 7 
(pages 187- 191). As well. details ngarding the interview recruitrneot protocol are in 
Appendices 8 10, and particulars of data recording and management cm be found in 
Appendices 12 and 13. 
3.3.1.2 Question design 
With respect to questioning, I was guided by Foddy's ( 1993) syrnbolic interactionist model. 
the approach 1 used in my Master's research. This model addresses major criticisms of 
qualitative interview rneihods by rejecting the stimulus-response model of question-answer 
behaviour. The key assumption in the symbolic interactionist approach is chat successful 
communication cannot occur unless a question is understood by the respondent in the way 
the researcher intended. and the answer is understood by the researcher in the way the 
respondent intended. Respondents are not viewed as passive agents but are seen as actively 
oegotiating a shared definition of the situation with the researcher; the two parties exhibit a 
"reflexive intelligence" as they negotiate the meaniog of boih questions and answen. 
Patton ( 1990) identified six types of questions, the first four of which I used: ( I )  
experience/behaviour questions - which evoke descriptions of experiences, behavioun, 
actions, and activities that would have been observable had the observer been present; (2) 
opiniodvalue questions - which try to discover the research participants' thoughts including 
goals, intentions. desires. and values; (3) knowledge questions - whicb attempt to discover 
what the participants consider to k factual information regarding the research topic; (4) 
backgmundldemograpbic questions - whicb elicit basic dernographic information and help 
locate the participants in relation to other people: (5) feeling questions - aimed at 
understanding the emotional mponse of the participants to their expenences md thoughts; 
and. (6) seasory questions - which attempt to discover the sensory stimuli to which 
participants are sensitive. 
3.3.2 Document review 
Documents are "tangible manifestations" of beliefs and behaviours and "describe peoples' 
enperience. knowledge. actions and values" (McMillan and Schumacher 1993: 433). 
Document review is an unobmisive method that provides access to sources of data not 
subject to reactivity bias (McMillan and Schumacher 1993). It also helps ground the study in 
the context of the problem being investigated (Memam 1988). A review of documents was. 
therefore, used to supplement the data obtained through the qualitative interviews. In nearly 
al1 cases. documents were copied to ensun preservation for analysis. In some instances. 
rather than photocopying. I made detailed notes or exact quotations of important passages. 
The copies and notes were then classified and coded to facilitate data analysis. Details 
regarding the types of documents reviewed are presented in the section on data sources 
(Section 3.4.1 1. 
3.3.3 Participant observation 
Participant observation was used to supplement the data collected tbrough the document 
reviews and interviews. 1 took a passive or detached approach to observation (Merriam 
1998). Rior to observing, 1 prepared a detailed observation checkiist to help guide data 
collection (Appendix 14). While observing. I took detailed field notes. including observer 
comments. descriptive maps. pbotograpbs. a field log. and inîormal dialogues with other 
participants. following Bernard ( 1W) and Merriam ( 19%). Within a week of collecting the 
data. the observation notes were transcribed and entered into a data management system. 
3.4 Data sources 
3.4.1 For the document review 
Documents were collected from diverse sources: federal. provincial and municipal 
govemment offices; EA registries; governent and ENGO Internet sites; EA reports from 
actual cases; ENGO records and files; media accounts; research repom; private sector 
organizations; and. private citizens. In total. more than 700 documents were collected. 
catalogued. and reviewed. 
During the extensive phase of the research. documents were reviewed from eacb province in 
Canada and the federal government. The majority of these were public records and for each 
jurisdiction examined. the policy instruments (Le.. statutes. regulations and policy guidelines) 
that govem the EA processes were gathend. as were the "guidance documents" (Le.. 
education and information materials such as booklets, handbooks, brochures, fact sheets. and 
workshop overheads) relating to EA. 
During the intensive phase of the research. the majority of the documents reviewed were 
public records. although more than 100 letten written by private citizens to govemment EA 
agencies were also examined. The intensive (or case study) documents aiso included over 
100 media reports. iacluding trimscripts of radio and television interviews. They further 
included over 30 houn of video tape of pubiic meetings organized by the proponents in the 
Maple Leaf case. and iranscripts of a hearing organized by an ENGO that was active in the 
case. 
3.4.2 For the interviews 
3.4.2.1 In the extensive phare 
Data sources for the interviews dunng the extensive phase focused on officiais from EA 
agencies. The majority of the interviews were conducted by telephone but personal 
interviews were held in Winnipeg, Ottawa, and Edmonton. In total, 15 interviews (wiih 20 
participants) were held. d l  of which were with high ranking EA officiais. Each senior level 
of govenunent in Canada (excluding the temtories) was interviewed. 
Interview sources in the extensive phase also included representatives of ENGOs. Penonal 
interviews (four in total) were beld with members of Manitoba Eco-Network, Resource 
Conservation Manitoba. Westman Community Action Coalition. and Fnends of the 
Assiniboine River Basin. The interviews occumd in Winnipeg. Pine Falls. Brandon. and 
Portage la Prairie. nspectively. The latter two organimtions were very active in the Maple 
Leaf Pork case study. In addition, a telephone interview was conducted with an official of 
the Georgia Strait Alliance. a Nanaimo-based ENGO that was active in the Salmon 
Aquaculture Review . 
3.4.2.2 In the inremive phase 
During the intensive phase of the research. interview data were obtained from a variety of 
sources. ln the Maple Leaf case study. 27 people were interviewed from key publics. 
including proponents. federal and provincial regulators. non-govemmental organizations that 
were critical of the project. non-govemmental organizations that were supportive of the 
project. the business sector. the news media. academia. and private citizens. Interviews were 
also held with Brandon residents who did not participate actively in the case. Al1 of the 
Maple Leaf interviews were conducted in person and occurred in Brandon. Winnipeg, 
Portage la Raine. and Kemnay. 
In the Salmon Aquaculture Review case. four interviews were conducted. One was on the 
telephone and three were in penon. in Victoria, Vancouver. and Nanaimo. Two interviews 
were with ENGOs. namely. the Georgia S h t  Alliance and the T. Buck Suzuki 
Environmentai Foundation. One was with a lawyer and consultant who worked for the B.C. 
Environmental Assessrnent Office, and the 1st was with a npresentative of the B.C. Salmon 
Farmers Association. Finally, in the Green Cornmuting Roject case study. t h e  interviews 
were conducted with one staff member of Resource Conservation Manitoba. Two interviews 
were done in person in Winnipeg a d  one by telephone. 
3.4.3 For the observations 
There were five pnmary sources for the paiticipant observation data. The fint event. which 
occurred on June 17. 1999 at Lansdowne Park in Ottawa. was an outreach activity of the 
Canadian Environmentai Assessrnent Agency. Part of a larger fair promoting the federal 
public service, the activity was aimed at private citizens, students, and public servants. The 
second source of observation data was an event sponsored by the Westman Community 
Action Coalition from October 29 to 3 1, 1W in Brandon. This was billed as a "citizens' 
hearing" and was organized by the coalition to discuss the social. economic and 
environmental impacts of the hog industry on Western Manitoba. The third source was a 
meeting sponsored by Maple Lcaf Pork on November 23. 1999. This was billed as an 
"information meeting" and was organized by the Company to report on the fint two months 
of operations at the pmcessing plant. It was held in the evening (from 7:00 to 8:30) in a 
meeting room at a Brandon hotel. The fourtb event was a two-day training course on 
cumulative effects assessment sponsored by the Canadian Environmenial Assessrnent 
Agency. It occurred in Winnipeg on February 7 and 8,2000 and was designed for EA 
practitionen and public servants. The final source was a news conference organized by the 
Westman Community Action Coalition and the Canadian Center for Policy Alternatives on 
May 25.2000 to announce the release of report of the Citireas' Hearings. 
3.5 Data analysis 
Following a nurnber of authorities in qualitative research (Memarn 198%: Patton 1990: 
McMillan and Schumacher 1993; Maxwell 1996). 1 began analysis early in the data 
collection process rather than waiting until collection was complete. This approach helped to 
focus subsequent data collection and to identify emerging topics and recurring patterns. 1 
used each of the three main foms of qualitative analysis identified by Maxwell (19%): 
categorizing methods. contextualizing methods. and analytic notes and memos. 
The categorizing metbods involved coding and thematic sorting, which were used to provide 
insights into sirnilarilies and differenca across settings and individuais. Initial coding was 
based on situational factors, and sorted the data based on jurisdiction and case. Rough. etic 
categories were then denved from the research questions and the conceptual and theoretical 
frameworks of the study. Following (Rke 1954). the etic approach was concemed primarily 
with generalized staternents about the data in reference to a classification system derived in 
advance of the fieldwork. Further rounds of coding used inductive and emic categories in an 
attempt to ground categories in the particular language and culture of the interview 
participants. A form of the constant comparative methad descnbed by Glaser and Strauss 
(1%7) was used to compare incidents, or uni& of data. from interviews and field notes wiih 
other incidents in the same data set. These compansons led to tentative categories that were 
then cornpared ro eacb other and to other incidents. Ovemil. data analysis was iterative and 
sought abstractions. such as patterns and themes. that cut across the preponderance of the 
data. In developing both the etic and emic categories. 1 followed Memam's ( 1998) 
guidelines for category development. ln tbis approach. categories should reflect the purpose 
of the research: in effect. they should answer the research questions. Categories should be 
exhaustive and mutually exclusive. and should be sensitizing, i.e.. the narning of the category 
should be as sensitive as possible to what is in the data. Finally, categories should be 
conceptually congruent. that is, the sarne level of abstraction should characterize dl 
categones at the same Ievel. 
3.5.2 Contextualizing methods 
Qualitative contextualizing rnethods. in particular matrices. were used to obtain insight i nto 
how key variables were connected and to help aoswer process-related questions. In addition. 
a quantitative appmach was used to look at associations among potential key variables. 
Contingency coefficients. a form of nonparametiic siatistical analysis, were used to examine 
potential explanatory relationships in the dyaamics of leaming tbrough involvement. 
3.5.3 Analytic notes and memos 
Anal ytic notes and memos, the basic tmls of q lualitathe data anal] pis (Maxwell 1996), were 
used to capture analytic thinking, stimulate insights. and generally inform categorization and 
contextualization. They were also used to document the reasoning for adaptations during the 
course of the research. In effect. the mcmos served the functioas of diaries and field notes, 
used by cultural anthropologists (Bernard 1988). An exarnple of a set of analytic notes is 
furnished as Appendix 15. In this particular case, the notes were prepared with the QSR N4 
(QSR 1998) program during the analysis of severai transcripts in the Maple Leaf case. 
3.6.1 A qualitative orientation 
1 took a qualitative approach to validity and reliability (Lincoln and Guba 1985: Lather 1986: 
Memam 1988: Eisenbart and Howe 1992; Maxwell 19%). Rather than focusing on intemal 
validity. extemd validity, and reliability. which are suitable for positivist. experimental 
research. 1 exarnined issues of trustworthiness (credibility and dependability) and 
generalizability. Credibility focuses on how credible or recognizable the findings are to the 
people whose realities were studied or portrayed. It also concems how understandable the 
findings are to those outside the direct experiences of the research participants. 
Dependability centers on whether data-to-concept links are consistent and dependable or 
whether the results make seose given the data collected. Generalizability in intensive 
research. such as qualitative case snidies, is an endunng problem. and an evolving concept. I 
emphasized two conceptualizations of generalizability: case-to-case transfer and concrete 
universals. The former ernphasizes leaving the exteot to which the findings apply to other 
situations up to the people in those situations. This is common practice in law and medicine, 
where case reports are provided in detaii but researchers frequentiy do not make 
generalizations or make working hypotheses. The latter accepts that general iessons can lie 
in the particular. T'bat is. full and thorough knowledge of the particular allows one to see 
similarities in new and foreign contexts. 
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Following Memam (1988) and othen. I used a variety of methods in respoase to threats to 
trustwonhiness and genedizability . These included ( 1 ) viaogulation - using multiple 
sources of data and multiple methods of data collection and analysis to verify emerging 
findings: (2) participant checks and ninterviews - taking descriptions and interpretations 
back to research participants to check if the results are plausible: (3) explaining one's 
position when writing the research repon - clarifying assumptions and theoretical 
orientations of the research. the bais for selecting cases and participants. and the social 
context from which data were collected: (4) peer review - asking colleagues to comment on 
findings as ihey emerge; (5) audit trail - providing detailed descriptions of how data were 
collected. categories were derived. and decisions were made throughout the investigation: (6) 
nch description - providing a detailed description of phenomena studied so that anyone 
interested in generalization has a base of information from which to work; and, (7) cross-site 
analysis - building abstractions or general explanations that fit each of the individual cases. 
although the cases Vary in their details. The ensuing discussion reviews how some of these 
methods were used to countet specific threats to trustworthiness and generalizability met in 
the research. 
3.6.2 Emphasis on causal explanations linking education and learning experiences 
Although al\ research is guided by the investigator's personal frames of reference. 
trustworthiness is threatened when personal frames pnvent the researcher from gaining 
insights into relevant phenomena. In my research, a threat to trustworthiness was personal 
bias sternrning from my professional experience workng for a non-govemmental 
organization that conducted non-formal. adult education. A threat existed in placing too 
much emphasis on causal explanations linking non-formal. adult education ngarding EA and 
the leaming experiences of EA participants. That is. the most important learning enperiences 
could have been partially related to education. but more directly connected to other factors 
such as level of involvement in the EA case or political controversy surrounding the case. 
An important method used to counter this threat was using multiple sources of data and 
multiple methods of data collection. For example, data collection in the Maple k i f  case 
study was extended beyond individuals and organizations conducting education, such as the 
City of Brandon. Maple Leaf Pork, and Westman Comrnunity Action Coalition. 1 also 
gathend evidence directiy from lemers who were not affiliated with the educators. asking 
questions related to what tbey leamed. how they leamed it. and what lbeir motivations were. 
3.6.3 Political motivations for becoming involved 
Just as research is guided by personal frames of reference. conceptual and theoretical 
frameworks adopted by the researcher aiso affect it. Trustworthiness is threatened wheo 
concepts and theory filter relevant phenomena and the research becomes a process to conlim 
preconceived notions or ideals. Given the critical and transfomative orientation of this 
research. a threat enisted in focusing overly on the political dimensions of the phenomena 
examined. For example. a line of inquiry punued dunng the intensive phase of the research 
was penonal motivations for becoming involved in €A. An important theme that emerged in 
response to this inquiry in the Maple Leaf case was a concem over lack of public 
involvement in the decision to situate the processing plant in Brandon. To counter the threat 
that this theme was given pmminence because of excessive adherence to conceptual and 
theoretical frameworks. interview data were compared with historical documents and 
multiple sources were used to investigate the issue. Participant checks were also done with 
three research participants and, although the participants did not confirrn their earlier 
statements regarding motivations. neither did they deny them. " A reinterview was also done 
with the participant who firsi raised lack of public involvement as motivation for 
participating in the process. Finally, throughout the research. 1 tried to explain my positions 
and by doing so illuminate irnplicit assumptions and counter threats from imposition of 
conceptual and theoretical frameworks. 
3.6.4 Diverse public involvement and €A vocabularies 
Along with personal perspectives. theory. and concepts. methodology and technique also 
affect trushuorrhiness (or vdidity). As note& this researcb relied heavily on qualitative. 
-- - .  -- - 
" The parûcipant checks were done by mailing interview udirrnprî to the research pamcipants dong with a 
Ietter inviting them to provide supplementary information in response to the inrerview questions. 
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semismictured interviews, and given the subject of the research and the theory adopted. such 
an approach was fitting. It provided access to the subjective dimensions of education and 
learning. It also perrnitted flexibility to respond to the divenity of vocabularies and 
perspectives encountered. This was panicularly important in the extensive phase of the 
research in which the EA processes of I l  jurisdictions wen examined. Diverse terms were 
often used to descnbe sirnilar but not necessarily identical concepts. For example. in 
discussions of public involvement issues, tenns such as consultation. outreach. citizen 
engagement, and public participation were frequently used. sometimes interchaageably. A 
similar divenity of terms was found in discussions of leaming-related elements of public 
involvement (e.g.. education. information, outnach. and communication). Givea these 
diverse vocabularies, the trustworthiness of the data was threatened by misinterpretation 
during the interviews. In response to this threat. relevant documents were reviewed shortly 
before each of the interviews, and interview schedules were modified to account for 
differences in terminology. In addition. a scoping or pilot interview was conducted with a 
senior EA official in Manitoba's environment ministry in which the basic framework of the 
interview schedule was reviewed and the vocabularies of Canadian EA officiais discussed. 
Finally, a group member check was done in which initial results from the extensive phase of 
the research were presented to the rrsearch participants at their 1999 annual meeting. held in 
Victoria. The member check did oot reveal serious misinterpretations of the data. although 
there was some disagreement with the preliminary conclusions. 
3.6.5 The nature of the education attempted 
Another aspect of meîhodology and technique linked to trustworthiness was nliance on self- 
reporting . an inherent feature of the interview method. Data obtained through self-reporting 
c m  be affected by poor recollection, cognitive dissonance, personal biases. and other factors. 
and thereby impinge trustworthiness. For example. in the Mapie Lraf case study, the project 
proponents organized a series of "public information sessions" in Brandon and surrounding 
cornrnunities. Interviews revealed that these events were controversial and perceived in 
diverse and conflicting ways by the publics involved. Given the conflicting views and that 
some of the events occumd up to two years pnor to the interviews. I sought to increase 
vustworthiness by relying on multiple interview sources and numerous techniques. 1 spoke 
witb pmponents, opponents, government officiais. the business sector. and pnvate cititens. I 
also reviewed minutes and newspaper reports prepared shortly after the sessions occuned. 
Finally, 1 reviewed unedited tape recordings and through these various sources and 
techniques 1 gainai increased trust in my understanding of the public information sessions. 
3.6.6 Starting analysis during data collection 
Y et another aspect of methodology and technique that threatened trushuortbiness was the 
decision to begin analysis during &ta collection. This approach helped focus subsequent 
interviews by identifying emerging topics and recurring patterns. It also helped prevent the 
imposition of extemal meanings and definitions on the ideas expressed by the participants. 
However. it  also created a k a t  from &ta distortions caused by changes in interview 
strategies. techniques. and questions. The triangulation and member checks refend to in 
preceding sections helped counter this threat. as did mainiainhg a detailed audit trail 
regarding how data were collected and categories were denved. In addition. as mentioned 
earlier. the extensive phase of the research dovetailed with a larger research project 
supervised by a member of my thesis cornittee. As a result, 15 of the interviews conducied 
during this phase were done with two researchen present. Because of the team sening, peer 
review was frequeotly used and became an important tool in debating and clarifying non- 
standardized and potentially biased responses. 
3.6.7 Language baniers 
Another benefit of the team setting of the extensive phase of rny research manifested itself in 
response to a threat from rniscommunication due to laoguage bamers. One of the research 
participants during this phase was a npreseoiative of the Québec environment department 
who was not fluent in English. Since we were not fluent in Freoch, we ntained an interpreter 
who facilitated communication during the interview. Although relying on interpretatioa 
introduces further vaiidity threats from miscomrnunication, in this instance sucb threats were 
l a s  serious than thor  we would bave faced if we bad not used an interpreter. 
3.6.8 Structural and institutional factors 
As discussed earlier. case study designs pose unique threats to generalizability of research 
findings. My central research questions related to causal explanations between leaming and 
public involvement in the EA process. In investigatiag these explanations, i examined 
numerous variables. including the nature of non-fomal. adult education conducted. types of 
involvement. and what was learned through iavolvement. A major thmt  to generalizability 
arose, therefore, from structural and institutional factors that could also have affected the 
variables examined. in the Maple Leaf case study. these factors included political will in 
favour of the development, Brandon's generally conservative social climate. and Manitoba's 
pro-development cconomic policies. To help mpond to this threat. I tried to provide a 
detailed or rich description of the variables studied. including numerous quotations from 
research participants and relevant documents. Generdizability was also supponed through 
cross-case analysis. which included a case (the Salmon Aquaculture Review) located in a 
different social, econornic. and political setting and another (the Green Commuting Roject) 
situated in a different environmental planning and decision-making context. 
3.6.9 Adequacy of sampling procedures 
Another threat to the credi bility of the research nlated to the adequacy of the sampling 
procedures. This was more of a concern in the case studies. since the extensive phase 
inciuded intentiews with representatives from each of the jurisdictions examined. As well. in 
the case study phase. adequacy of sampling was more of an issue regarding the secondary 
cases than the Maple Leaf case. In the latter. numerous. diverse and often conflicting 
perspectives were sought during sampling. 
Over both phases of the mearch. 53 interviews were conducted. involving 55 people." 20 of 
the interviews were in the extensive pha~e. '~ while 33 were in the case studies. Of these. 26 
* 45 intemiews were with one panicipanb sin wefe with two parîxipanis. and two were rith t h e  paniciptants. 
These numbers do not total 55 panicipa~its because some p p l e  were inrerviewed more than once. 
were in the Maple Leaf case, involving 27 people. In contrast. only four interviews were 
held in SAR (with four individuais). and three were done in the Green Cornmuting Roject 
(al1 with the same person). Obviously. such small samples threatened the credibility of my 
findings. To address this concem in the SAR case, 1 triangulated data sources by canvassing 
divergent perspectives. namely, industry. govemment, and ENGOs. In addition. with respect 
to both SAR and the commuting initiative. 1 took a cautious approach to how the data were 
used. 1 limited my use of the commuting case to investigate only one aspect of the research 
problem. namely. barriers to public involvement. And, this was donc only after an initial 
framework of barrien was identifïed in the Maple M case. Similaily. the use of SAR was 
restricted to deepening the analysis of foms  of leaming. and again this was done only after 
the analytic constructs were developed from the Maple Leaf data. 
Fioally. in qualitative research. an issue nlated to sampling is the representativeness of the 
data quotations captiooed in the research report. In my dissertation. this concem applied not 
only to the secondary case studies but also to the Maple Leaf case and to the extensive phase. 
1 addressed this issue. not by preseating frquency tables periaining to how often discrete 
textual units were mentioned by interview  participant^.'^ but by coosciously avoiding "cherry 
picking" unrepresentative quotations. At the same time. 1 did not shy away from highlighting 
unonhodox or unique perspectives. particularly if they deepened analytic constructs based on 
more representative viewpoints. However. whenever unrepresentative quotations were used. 
1 made note of this and indicated in a general way whose viewpoint was king depicted. As 
well. when there were divergent perspectives or explicit disagreements. 1 noted this and 
presenting contrasting quotations. 
'' As noted elsewhere, the exunsive phase intersccted wirh a Larger project invoIving three olher researchcn. 
Of the 20 interviews in rhe extensive phase. 1 conducied Ume, Dr. John Sinclair (the Rincipal Investipmr of 
the larget project) conducted two, and we joindy conducted 15. 
15 For a good e m p l e  of this approach in the resource and environmentai management literature, see Baxtcr 
and Eyles ( 1949). 
3.7 Ethics consMeratons 
Two applications for ethics approvals were submitted to the Office of Research Ethics. one 
for the extensive phase and the other for the case study or intensive phase of the research. 
Both approvals were granted. the first on July 7. 1999 and the second on January 2 7 . 2 0 .  
The applications were compnbensive and dealt with compensation. potential benefits. 
potential nsks. and the use of deception. They also covered feedback and confidentiality. 
discussed briefly below . 
A database was maintained CO facilitate communication with participants during and after the 
interview. Upon completion of each interview. participants were sent a letter of appreciation 
for their involvement in the interviews and were offered an executive sumrnary of the 
researcb upon project completion. The leiter of appreciation for the intensive phase is 
attached as Appendix 16 (page 1%). 
Data collected and identities of interview participants were treated as codidential. Interview 
tapes and notes were transcribed and entered onto rny computer hard disk. Backup copies of 
the data were stored on removable media devices such as floppy and zip disks. The original 
notes. cornputer hard disk. and backup disks were stored in my home office and were 
inaccessible to anyone other than members of my thesis cornmittee and myself. Identities of 
the interview participants were pmtected through the use of a coding system and al1 
publications derived from the research will refer only to aggregated data or rely on the 
coding system for reference. My approach to confidentiality of the observation data was 
similar to my appmach to the interview data. However. when reponing comments of public 
speakers (panelists. conference presenten. etc.) identities were not concealed since their 
comments were issued as public statements. 
3.8 Summary 
This chapter has presented the dissertation methodology. The fint section nviewed bnefly 
my reading in research philosophy. and eaplained how the dissertation was primariiy 
constnictivist but included analysis grounded in critical social science. Taking such an 
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approach was appropriate given the focus of the research and its emphasis on linkages 
between public involvement and leaming. 
The next section canvassed the rescarch design and reponed that although 1 took an 
interactive and adaptive approach. 1 was fairly conservative with respect to participant 
involvement. lncreasing the level of participant involvement could have increased the 
critical import of the research but would have likely introduced complexities and dclays. 
This section also reported that the dissertation was a phased project with an initial extensive 
stage followed by an intensive. comparative case study stage. Phasing the project was a 
streagth of the research design and furnished iasight into diverse aspects of EA process in 
Canada. Section 3.2 also reviewed adaptations in the research. including how the creation of 
a sampling f m e  evolved into an assessrnent of Canadian EA processes and how the case 
studies were selected based largely on logistics and timing. This latter point is an aspect of 
the design that could have been strengthened. Taking a more systematic approach to case 
selection could have provided greater insight into the concepts and theories adopred in the 
study. Another aspect of design that could have k e n  strengthened was the level of detail in 
which the secondary case studies were examiaed. Deepening the examination of the 
secondary case studies could have had positive implications for the trustworthiness of the 
intensive phase of the research. 
Section 3.3 reported on data collection and indicated that qualitative. semistructured 
interviews were the principal methd employed. Four types of interview questions were used 
(experience. opinion. knowledge. and background) and a symboiic interactionist mode1 of 
question design was adopted. In the extensive phase. interview data were recorded with 
contemporaneous handwritten notes. while in the intensive phase. interviews were tape- 
recorded. The nchness of the interview data from the extensive phase could have been 
impmved if the interviews had beeo tape-recorded but 1 was concemed that tape-recording 
would have resulted in a loss of candor. 
Section 3.4 summarized sources of &ta and reported that documents were collected from 
federal, provincial and municipal governments. ENGOs. news media. research reports. 
pnvate sector organizatioos, and private citizens. In total, more than 700 documents were 
collected, cataiogued. and rcviewed. The majority of these were public records. including 
policy instruments. guidance documents. and case-specific EA documents. This section also 
indicated that in the extensive phase, î5  participants were interviewed, most of whom were 
senior officiais with EA agencies across Canada During the intensive phase, 27 interviews 
were held witâ key publics in the Maple Leaf case. four were held in the Salmon Aquaculture 
Review. and thne in the Green Commuting Pmject case study. Finally. Section 3.4 reported 
that there were five pnmary sources for the participant observation data, one of which 
pertained to the extensive phase. with the other three relating to the Maple L+af case study. 
Generally. the divenity and richness of the data are strengths of the methodology. 
Section 3.5 reported that I began anaiysis dunng data collection rather than waiting unti! 
collection was complete. Anaiysis cornprised categorizing metbods (using botb etic and 
emic classes). contextualizing methods (such as matrices and contingency coefficients). and 
aaalytic memos (to capture reasoning for adaptations and stimulate insights). Section 3.6 
lwked at rnethods to counter bats to tnistworthineu and generalizability. including 
tnangulation. member checks, peer review. audit trail, and cross-case analysis. Specific 
threats encountered in the research included placiog too much emphasis on causal links 
between non-formal. adult education and the leaming experiences of EA participants. 
focusing overly on political motivations for becoming involved in EA. and confusion cauxd 
by diverse public involvement and EA vocabularies across Canada. Finally. Section 3.7 
examined bnefly selected ethics issues such as interview recmitment protocol, fecdback to 
participants and confidentiality . 
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While instrumenlal action corresponds to the consuaint of exteml nature ruid the Icvcl of the forces OC 
production determines the extent of technid control over natural forces. communicative action smds in 
correspondence to the suppression OC man's own nature. The institutional fnmework determines the 
cxtent of repression by the unreflected. "natunl" force of socid dependence md politid power. rrbhtch 
is rooted in pnor histary and tradition. A sociey owes emancipûiion from the extemai forces (II nrirurc 
to labor processes. thai is to the production of technicaily exploitable knowledge (includinp thc 
"iransformation of the naturd sciences into machnery*?. hancipatron from the compulsion of inremal 
nature succeeds to the degree that instituuons based on force are r e p l d  by an orgizarion of srmai 
relations that 1s bound only to communication Cree from domination. 
- Jürgen Habermas, Knowledne ruid Human Inteesis, 1968 
The dissertation followed a phased design in which an extensive review of Canadian EA 
processes preceded an intensive. comparative case study . This chapter presents the resul ts of 
the extensive phase of the research. Section 4.1 focuses on leaming and public involvement 
and answen the fint research question by providing an assessment of the extent CO which EA 
processes in Canada facilitate mutual leaming by participants. Section 4.2 summanzes the 
extensive analysis and results bearing upon the case selection process. 
4.1 A tmsfomatfve leaming assessment 
The famework for the assessment presented in this section was based on the ideal conditions 
of leaming. transfomative constructs described on page 12. Evaluative research using these 
variables provides insight into potential EA refom. In the ensuing discussion. the ideal 
conditions were. in some cases. adapted to derive cnteria suitable to the process-level of 
analysis used in the assessrnent. Operational definitions for the critena were developed 
through considering the applicability of the cntena to the literature detailing EA public 
involvement processes. The assessment critena and related operational definitions (or 
indicators) are presented in Table 4.1. 
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Tabk 4.1: Asscssment Criteria ond Reiated Operationai Deonitmis Derived fmm the 
l d d  Conditions of Leaming 
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA OPERATIONAL DEHNITIONS 
Accessible rad compkte 1s the public registr). accessible? 
informstion 1s the web site accessible and informative? 
1s public notice adequate? 
Are projtct documenls rcquired to k user-friendly and in s u m m q  fonn? 
1s the primary leplation readily availablc? 
Freeâom fmm mmnlpulmtion or 1s mponsibility for public involvernent delegakd ro the proponent? 
contra1 
Openncas to dive- Does the process address need. purposes, and altemtives? 
penpctives Does public involvement occur at normative & smwgic levels of planning'? 
1s the process subjected to continuous improvement? 
Opportunity to nflec! 1s the public shown how its input is usai in decision making? 
criticdly upon presuppoaidoiw Do oppommities exist for intenctive education not iinked ta speci fic cascs? 
EguitaMe opporuinlty to Do opportumties exist for public involvement Lhroughout the process? 
w i c i p a t e  1s there a parncipant funding program? 
Is hem a "direcily affectcd public" bis? 
Do oppomniues e'rist for acuve raîhcr than just p s i v e  pmcipaoion? 
1s there more government support for the proponent than for intemenors? 
Opportunity to have 1s there an impartial decision maker? 
ulguments evduated in r Does transpafency eus t in deasion-making processes? 
systemiitic lishion Do svstems exist for the intepration of public submissions? 
4.1 . 1 AccessiMe and corn plete information 
The fint of the ideal conditions of leaming is accurate and complete information. This 
variable was modified slightly to focus on the provision of accessible and complete 
information. In EA, problems associated witb information provision are manifest in 
incomprehensible environmenial impact studies (Shrybman 1983; Gallagher and Jacobson 
1993: Sullivan et al. 1996) and incomplete disclosure of relevant information (King and 
Nelson 1983; Tableman 1990: Diduck and Sinclair 199%). To account for these problems. 
the cnterion was operationalized using five indicators: 1s the public registry accessible? 1s the 
web site accessible and informative? 1s pubiic notice adequate? Are project documents 
required to be user-friendly and in surnmary fonn? 1s the primary legisiation readily 
availabie? 
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1.1.1.1 Is the public regisîry accessible? 
A repistry or repository system provides a basic means of public access to infonnation 
concerning proposed projects k i n g  assessed. The data indicated thai there is  roorn for 
improvement in the public registry systems of some jurisdictions. Nine of the 1 I 
junsdictions (al1 but Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland) maintained some fom of 
publicly available registry. Of the nine. only six ( d l  but Alberta. New Brunswick. and Nova 
Scotia) provided access to the registry or some part thereof through the Intemet. Further. 
only four of the jurisdictions (Bntisb Columbia. Québec. Canada, and Manitoba) provided 
access to the registry in regional offices or through regional partners. such as local libraries 
or ENGOs. In addition. in some jurisdictions EA officials were concemed about an excess of 
registry information available through the Internet. A British Columbia official comrnented 
that: 
We heard criticisrn that thcre is too much infonnation on the web site and registry. 
So. we are lookinp at preparing listings and summanes. which will simplify access to 
electronic information (Pat. June 30. 1999). 
4.1.1.2 Is the web site accessible and in formative? 
With the advent of the World Wide Web. the Intemet has become. for many members of the 
public. an easy and inexpensive way of accessing govemment files. Access through the 
Intemet not only reduces the time and expense of travelling CO govemment offices. it can 
reduce the costs of document reproduction. although it raises other questions of equity not 
explored in this research. The interviews with government officials revealed an awareness of 
the Intemet as an important means of public access to govemment documents. One federal 
official commented that. "The web site is viewed as an increasingly important tool for the 
provision of information about what we do and what EA is" (Ira. June 17. 1999). A 
provincial official said: 
We are moving more and more to electronic registration of projects and provision of 
information through the electronic repistry. As the technology evolves. we are 
getting more infonnation and public comments in electronic form (Pat. June 30. 
1 999). 
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Sevea of the 1 1 jurisdictions had lnternet sites devoted solely to EA. The remaining 
jurisdictions had sites devoted to resource and environmental management or environmental 
protection that contained some information on EA but did not have dedicated EA sites. The 
document review further revealed that five of the sites provided access to detailed guide 
books regarding the EA process. while the other sites provided basic information through 
such vehicles as frequently asked questions and fact sheets. Ail of these sites referred to 
public involvement as part of the EA process. but only four offered detailed information on 
how members of the public can become involved in the process. Further. althouph seven of 
the sites offered access to project documents placed on the public registr).. only three gave 
access to public comments that had ken filed. 
Although dl of the sites had search capabilities. only two had search engines specific to the 
department responsible for EA. The others had search engines that were more general in that 
they searched al1 pvemment depariments. In addition. while most sites provided a page or 
two on libraries. links for searching the departmental libraries were only provided in two 
cases. Finally. d l  of the sites listed selected contact links for more information on EA but 
only six provided direct e-mail links to depanmental officials responsible for EA. 
4.1.1.3 Is public notice adequate ? 
Once a developrnent proposal is submitted to govemment authorities and the EA process is 
triggered. adequate public notice is fundamental for fair and effective public involvement. 
Notice nonnally involves some fom of advertisement through local print and. in some cases. 
broadcast media. It provides the public with notification of the application for environmental 
approval by a proponent, where the public can access funher information about the case. and 
to whom they can provide their comments. 
Al1 of the jurisdictions had notice provisions in either their EA statutes. supporting 
regulations or policies. These provisions included specific notice (ranging from 30 to 45 
days) if public hearings are to be held. There was l e s  consistency, however. in how notice 
was provided. and by whom, for other milestones in the EA process. such as filing of the 
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proposal and completion of the environmental impact statement. ln Alberta. the proponent 
was required to publish notice of an application in at Ieast one paper with daily or weekly 
circulation in the locality of the undertaking and to announce that directly affected people can 
submit concerns (Alberta Environmental Protection 19%). The provincial EA director could 
waive this requirement in an emergency. when the activity proposed is routine. and when 
notice has aiready been given. In British Columbia. the provincial director and the proponent 
wen required to ootify the public of acceptance of an application. the preparation of terms of 
reference. and the preparation of draft project reports (British Columbia Environmental 
Assessment Office 1995a). At the federal level. public notice was discretionary in the case 
of screenings. When public involvement was deemed appropriate. notice was required to be 
published in the Canada Gazette. In the case of comprehensive studies and hearings. notice 
in the Gazette was mandatory. The Canadian Environmental Assessment Apncy had 
responsibility to ensure proper notice is provided (Canadian Environmental Assessment 
Agency 1992). Given the lack of consistency in notice requirements. careful consideration of 
such provisions is necessary by publics interested in intervening. 
Due to the discretion in how notice is provided. it is not unusual for such provisions CO be a 
point of controveny. For example. what constitutes proper notice has been considered by the 
courts in Manitoba (Manitoba Court of Appeal 1998: Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench 
1998) and other jurisdictions. which further highlights the uncertainty sunounding notice 
provisions. 
4.1.1.4 Are the project documents required to he user-friendiy and in s u m m  forrn? 
Information provided to the public must not only be accurate and compleie. but easily 
undentandable. This applies not only to EA policy itself. but to documents generated in case 
situations, such as environmental impact statements. In relation to EA policies. as indicated 
earlier. al1 jurisdictions produced guidance documents. varying from detailed guidebooks 
developed primarily to assist proponents with the EA applications (e.0.. Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency 1W; British Columbia Environmental Assessment 
ûffice 1995a; Marbek Resource Consultants 19%) to one and two page EA bulletins 
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available in pnnt and on web sites (e.g.. Ontario Ministry of Environment and Energy 1997a: 
1997b). However, none of the jurisdictions had plain language EA legislation. which can 
further assist the public in understanding the law and how it applies. Moreover. 
consideration of the guidance documents revealed that although they provided basic 
information on how the EA process works. with the exception of the federal povemment and 
British Columbia. the guides lacked detailed information for the public on ways to 
participate, and for proponents regarding techniques of public involvement. 
In relation to documents generated in case situations. as discussed in Chapter 2. empirical 
evidence from the United States indicated that such documents are often difficult IO read and 
undentand (Gallagher and Jacobson 1993: Sullivan et al. 19%). In discussions with 
participants in the ptesent study. there was a general recognition that FA documents were 
long and complex. making them onerous for dl parties to understand. However. no clear 
solutions or common approaches to making the documents user-friendly were evident in the 
responses provided. Two govemment officiais indicated that they reviewed EISs for ease of 
nading: "When 1 receive a draft report 1 go through it and make sure that the US is 
digestible and clear for the public" (Gil. June 28. 1999): "1 think that we give a lot of 
editorial comrnents that go back to the proponent. The final version is generally more 
digestible" (Teo. June 24. 1999). Others recognized the problem and noted possible 
solutions: "We realize that it is important to ask how we can expect citizens to have the 
resources and capacity to digest such documents. So we are toying with requiring 
proponenis to prepare a summary document" (Wayne. May 17. 1999). 
4.1. I .5 Is the prirnary legislution readily availoble? 
EA legislation and regulations should be listed. and accessible for viewing and down-loading 
over the Intemet However. only six junsdictions provided access to legislation via the 
Intemet. When asked why access was not provided, one official indicated that he was 
"surprised that it was not available" and that "he would check into it" (Omette. May 4. 
1999). and the Act and regulations were subsequently added to the web site. In three other 
jurisdictions, participants indicated that government polic y required them to sel1 the Act to 
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memben of the public who requested copies. In the remaining junsdictions. no particular 
nasons were given for not providing access, with one respoadent noting that "it should be 
there ... this is an improvement we need to make" (Teo. June 24. 1999). 
Lack of availability of the legislation and regulations means that people must go to a library 
that carries such rnaterials. and in many cases this could be difficult and time consuming. If 
some junsdictions provide such information. d l  of hem could. Being able to access the law 
easily is particularly important for legislation that purports to value public invoivement. 
4.1.2 Freedom from manipulation or control 
The second of the ideal conditions of leamiog is freedom from coercion. interpreted here to 
mean freedorn from manipulation or control. ln EA. the problem is manifesi in  the 
devolution of responsibility for public involvement from govemment to proponents. Given 
the potential for confiict between the interests of proponents and those of the broader public. 
greater proponent control of public involvement increases potential for greater manipulation 
of involvement processes (Tableman 1990: Fnderes et al. 1992: Richardson et al. 1993: 
Webler et al. 1995: Regnier and Penna 19%). To investigate the control and manipulation 
issue. the criterion was operationalized by examining one indicator: whether pnmary 
responsibility for public involvement was delegated to the project proponent. 
The data indicated a high degree of proponent control of public involvement programs. In al1 
but one jurisdiction. the proponent had largely unfettered authority over how the public is 
consulted and how information is assessed and utilized. outside of a hearing situation. The 
following comments reflect the approaches adopted in most jurisdictions: 
The proponent is responsible for the public involvement program at dl stages of the 
EA process except if there are hearings. Little. if any. guidance is offered to 
proponents in developing their programs of public involvement (Wayne. May 17. 
1999). 
The proponent is responsible for consulting with the public. Roponents in the 
province are deemed to be responsible and competent to develop meaningful public 
involvement programs. We don? tell them what should be in the consultation plan. 
Meeting any consultation requinments at the presubmission, screening and EIS 
preparation stages are Ieft to the proponent (Bud. Juiy 5, 1999). 
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We do not participate in the development of a communicatiodconsultaiion plan (Cab. 
June 30. 1999). 
Although considerable onus was placed on proponents with respect to public involvement. 
they were given littie guidance in conducting public involvement. and cri teria or standards 
were not available for gauging the adequacy of their involvement programs: 
We try to separate the outcome from the process. We look for a process that 
adequately provides opponunities for involvement. One of the ways we can assess 
the process is through an informal monitoring of letten to the Minister and calls to 
our office. We sort of look for the bureaucratie heat around an issue. The more heat 
there is rnay indicate flaws in the process. The proponent rnay just Say there are wing 
nuis out there but we Say there rnay or rnay not be wing nuts. but the heat rnay also 
indicate flaws in the process (Bud, July 5. 1999). 
The department does not have any specific guidelines regarding public involvement. 
I understand the value of standards but they do not provide sufficient flexibility 
(Blossom, June 10, 1999). 
For some EA officiais. the reiiance on proponents for public involvement programming was 
viewed as problematic. One identified the lack of guidance as an issue: 
1 do not think that the proponents or public get much help with public involvement. 1 
see this as a weakness in the EA process (Erskine. May 14. 1999). 
Not unexpectedl y. ENGO memben also registered misgivings with proponent driven 
consultations. One pointed to the inherent codict  of having the project pmponent control 
the involvement of publics who rnay be cntical of the development: "1 do not think that they 
[proponents J do any meaningful public involvement. Some try harder than othen.. .but it is 
really just a sham to get approvaî" (Diana. August 18. 1999). Another raised the issue of 
lack of guidance: 
The probiem is that there is no accountability. The province tells them that they have 
to do some public involvernent so they just blindly get on with something. They 
never advenise meetings properl y.. . (Holly . August 19, 1999). 
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4.1.3 Openness to diverse perspectives 
The third of the ideal conditions of leaming is opemess to alternative perspectives. This 
variable was modified slightly to focus on openness to diverse perspectives. In EA. the 
problem is manifest in exclusive planning and decision making and lack of attention to long- 
tenn social goals (Richardson et al. 1993: K a p g e  1995; Regnier and Penna 19%: 
Stevenson 19%; Nikiforuk 1997). To account for these problems. the criterion was 
operationalized by examining three indicators: Does the process address need. purposes. and 
altematives? Does public involvement occur at normative and strategic levels of planning? 1s 
the process subjected to continuous improvement? 
4.1.3.1 Does rhe process address nerd. purposes. and alternatives? 
The need for a given project and its purposes lies at the hem of most development proposais. 
EA processes that permit consideration of these issues. and the related issue of altematives. 
reflect openness to competing perspectives. However. debate continues over the extent to 
which EA should consider these matters. The ENGû community has long held the position 
that they are essential components of credible EA decision making (Canadian Environmental 
Network 1988). However. developers have not been as quick to embrace these concepts. and 
some view consideration of such factors through EA as unjustified govemment intervention 
in the economy (Govemment of Manitoba 1999). It is not surprising then. that the extent to 
which EA processes in Canada required consideration of these factors was mixed. With the 
exception of the federal process. there were not clear legislative requirements for 
consideration of need. As well. there were no universal requirements for consideration of 
altematives. Ontario. British Columbia. and Quebec had the only statements in law requiring 
consideration of the rationale for a project and project altematives. With the exception of 
Manitoba and Alberta. al1 of the other provinces required consideration of need and 
alternatives in guidance documents or EA registration fonns. 
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4.1 J.2 Dues public involvement occur at normative a d  snategic levels of planning? 
The timing of public iavolvement is another indicator of how open a process is to alternative 
perspectives. involvernent can occur at normative levels of planning (decisions are made as 
to what should be donc), strategic levels (decisions are made to determine what can be done). 
and operational levels (decisions are made to determine what will be done) (Smith 1982). 
The earlier involvement oceun. the mon idluence the public could have on fundamental 
issues such as need. purposes. and alternatives. Through early involvement. different 
alternatives can be considered. and adjustments made to a proposed undertaking prior to 
subsiantial investments of time and money. 
The data indicated that public involvement was typically not required legally until 
operational stages of planning. while involvement at earlier juncnires was left to the 
discretion of the proponent. The interview data also revealed that in haIf of the junsdictions. 
govemment EA agencies encouraged early public involvement by the proponent but none of 
the agencies consulted with publics themselves. Funher. although provinces such as 
Manitoba and Alberta encouraged proponents to consult with direct1 y affected publics. such 
consultation was not a legal requirement As a result. early involvernent (Le., at normative 
levels) was sporadic at best. With respect to later stages of the process. such as preparation 
of the EIS (which is frequently at the operational level of planning). comments provided by 
the EA managers revealed that none of the provinces had a legal requirement for active 
public involvement. 
4.1.3.3 1s the process subjected to continuous improvement? 
The notion of continuous improvement in management provides yet another indicator of how 
open a process is to alternative perspectives. The ensuing analysis examines issues relating 
to adaptive capacity and impacts on decision making. and evidence of continuous 
improvement was found in both m a s .  
Decision makers cm signal opemess to alternative perspectives by looking for new and 
innovative ways to improve their EA public iavolvement programs. Of the I l  junsdictions 
examined. nine provided evidence of continuous improvement in regard to iheir public 
involvement prograrns. Government officiais in one junsdiction mentioned leaming or 
xeking assistance from professionai associations. such as the International Association for 
Public Participation. Participants from five jurisdictions revealed evidence of leaming from 
their govenunent counterparts. One participant said: 
We scan a number of jurisdictions. Cumntly w e have consultants looking at al1 
provinces and some foreign govemments to gauge their activities. One aspect of 
these smdies is public involvement. One thing thai is clear. we have to improve 
access to information and data.. . (Mel, June 17. 1999). 
In addition. botb decision maken and proponents can show willingness to listen and be open 
to aitemative perspectives by incorporating input from the public into proposed project plans. 
Govemment officiais noted leaming from public input in two areas: changes to specific 
project proposais and changes to the EA process itself. In relation to process-related 
changes. it was noted that: 
Environmental groups do not like proponent driven consultations.. . We have 
recognized this and have estabiished other venues and opporiunities for people to 
express themselves. We try not to set up the last ditch blood bath meetings (Pat. June 
30. 1999). 
We have made policy changes as a result of submissions. including the inclusion of 
public involvement in the development of project specific guidelines (Wayne. May 
17, 1999). 
In respect of project-related changes. seven of the jurisdictions believed strongly that public 
input had resulted in changes to project plans. e.g.: 
There are many examples in the system of how community input improved or 
changed a project (Cab. June 30. 1999). 
The department does try to leam from the input it receives. For example. there bave 
ken changes to project design based on the input the department has received 
(Omette. May 4. 1999). 
However. only two officiais offered examples of such changes: 
An example is how specifications for lagwn liners changed based on advice. Also. 
the department has applied information requirements from pasi cases to pending 
submissions (Omette, May 4. 1999). 
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A recent air quality case, which involved flue gas desulfurization. is an example that 
shows how public input bas changed a project (George. June 16. 1999. 
EA managers were also asked if their departments had formally considered why people 
choose not to participate in EA cases. Consideration of this question could provide evidence 
of willingness to find ways to involve as broad a spectrum of interested publics as possible so 
that numerous alternative perspectives could be presented. Al1 of the managers had opinions 
about wby people choose not to participate. the most common k i n g  that people are too busy . 
but on1 y one jurisdiction indicated that it had formall y considered this issue. 
4.1.4 Opportunity to reflect critically about presupposlions 
The fourth of the ideal conditions of learning is ability to reflect critically about 
presuppositions. For application at a process-level of analysis. this variable was adapted as 
opportunity to reflect critically about presuppositions. Similar to openness to diverse 
perspectives. problems with lack of opportunity for critical nflection are associated with 
exclusive or closed decision-making processes (Richardson et al. 1993: Webler et al. 1995: 
Regnier and Penna 19%: Nikifocuk 1997). In addition. opportuni ties for cri tical reflection 
cm be impinged by the strict time constraints often found in €A case settîngs. To investigate 
these issues, the criterion was operationalized by examining two indicaton: 1s the public 
shown how its input is used in decision making? Do opportunities exist for interactive 
education not linked to specific cases? 
4.1.4.1 1s the public sho wn ho w its input is used in the decision-making process ? 
As discussed in the section on openness to alternative perspectives (Section 4.13). the data 
revealed substantial evidence of continuous impmvement on the pan of govemment EA 
agencies in regard to public involvement pmgrarns. specific project proposais, and changes to 
the EA process itself. If such evidence was made apparent during the conduct of an EA. 
further leaming opportunities could be created for members of the public who had 
participated. Such information could signal to involved publics the importance of their input, 
how it was used. and where gaps exist that further involvement could address. Ooce the case 
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is complete and decisioas are made. feedback on input could fumish concerned publics with 
the infomation necessary to participate more effectively in the future. ln effect. participants 
would be afforded oppomioities to reflect cntically upon their presuppositions regarding the 
EA process and the specific case at band. 
According to the data. information feedback to participating publics was lacking. Some EA 
managers even held the view that their history of decisions taken and the lack of feedback 
had led some participants ta question if they would participate again in the future. As one 
official noted. "one concem we hear is that once the public participates and provides their 
input it is a black box" (Ira. June 17. 1999). Another indicated that the pmcess of 
information exchange was "not as transparent as it should be" (Omette. May 4, 1999). 
implying that the decision-making process itself was not open to the public. 
1.1 A.2 Do opportunities erist for interactive education not linked to a specific case? 
Consistent with longstanding frameworks of public involvement in resource management 
(e.g.. Grima 1985: Sinclair and Diduck 1995). 1 viewed education and information 
dissemination as important components or subsystems of public involvement. ln reviewing 
the data. an important theme emerged relating to whether education and information 
dissemination were 'linked* or 'unlinked' to an actual case proceeding through an EA 
process. The linked-unlinked distinction is important because education and information 
dissemination not linked to an actual case could provide important opportunities for long- 
tem. critical leaming that challenges dominant discounes typically found in environmental 
assessments. Only in unlinked activities will there be the time to conduct education that 
promotes criticai activities such as grass mots organization. political advocacy. and the 
development of alternative economic. ethical. and environmental discourses. in contrast, 
education and information dissemination of the linked variety are less likely io be criticai 
because they occur within a typically pro-development context subject to the various time 
limits that apply to cases proceeding through an EA process. 
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Another theme that emerged from the data is the distinction between interactive education 
and passive infonnation dissemination. The former. particularly if it demonstrates 
charactenstics of critical pedagogy (see, for example. Greeaall Gough and Robottom 1993; 
Shor 1993; Clover et al. 1998; Diduck 199%). provides opportunities for reflection upon 
presuppositioas and leamhg of the sort referred to in the foregoing paragraph. 
The data suggested that each of the jurisdictions undertook some form of unlinked education 
and information dissemination. However, few of the junsdictions did so in a coordinated or 
strategic fashion that promoted EA in a manner similar to social marketing effons found in 
areas such as waste management (e.g.. provincial and municipal blue box carnpaigns). All 
jurisdictions used passive information dissemination techniques, including written guidance 
documents published in both hard copy and electronic (i.e.. Intemet) formats. In addition. al1 
jurisdictions had experience with interactive education. although for al1 jurisdictions but one 
this experience was minimal and primarily reactive. A typical comment. which reflects 
expenences common to al1 jurisdictions. was that "on request we do about six presentations a 
year to university classes. high schools, industry" (Gil. June 18. 1999). 
The one junsdiction with considerable experience with interactive education was the federal 
govemment. which has provided education and training on a proactive basis, targeted 
pnmady to govemment officials and EA practitioners. As noted previously. one of the 
sources of observation data was an example of this type of training program. a two-day 
course on cumulative effects assessrnent organized by the Canadian Environmental 
Assessrnent Agency. The federai govemment also recently moved into the area of formal 
education by developing educational materials for use at the middle school level. 
The data also indicated very linle interactive education being carrïed out by govemment 
agencies in the context of a case. For example. one participant indicated that. "Once a 
proposal is filed. we do not usually do any education or information except in response io 
requests" (Omette, May 4, 1999). The main role of the departments was information 
dissemination, although government agencies may become involved in interactive events 
sponsored by the proponent. One participant indicated that, "The department is usually 
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invited to attend public information meetings organized by the proponent but we do not hosi 
these sorts of meetings" (John. June 10, 1999). 
4.1.5 Equitable opportunity to participate 
The fiftb of the ideal conditions of learning is equal oppominity to participate. This variable 
was modified slightly as equitable opportunity :O participate to accommodate different 
appmaches for diverse publics in order to achieve the goal of equality.'" ln EA. problems 
associated with opportunities to participate relate to timing and degree of involvement. lack 
of institutional capacity. and the breadth of the publics involved (e.g.. Smith 1982: Canadian 
Environmental Network 1988: Gibson 1993 ; Richardson et al. 1993: Ni kiforuk 1997; Sinclair 
and Diduck 2000). To account for these problems. the criterion of equitable opportunity to 
participate was operationalized with five indiators: Do opportunities exist for public 
involvement throughout the process? 1s there a participant funding program? Is there a 
"directly affected public" bias? Do opportuni ties exist for active rather than just passive 
participation? 1s there more govemment support for the proponent than for intervenors? 
4.1 S.1 Do opporntnities ex& for public involvement rlvoughout the process? 
Al1 the jurisdictioos had public involvement as a central component of their EA piocesses. In 
some cases. involvement was a comerstone of' the EA legislation itself. Manitoba's Act 
stated that one of its purposes was to "provide for public consultation in decision making" 
(Manitoba Environment 1991). The federal legislation included a goal to establisb that the 
l6 My inteptation of equality was informed by the "subsiantive" appmach to equality developed by the 
Supreme Court of Canada over the past 15 Yeats in cases such as t;iw v. Canada and Udndgg v. The 
substantive approach goes beyond "formai" equaIip, which asks whether pubiic policy imts dl individuals the 
same. Substantive eqdity recognizes socid ilnkxt, including patterns of disadvancage in society. and 
requires govemment to iake these into account in developing and amplementmg pubiic policy. In other words, 
law, policy, and government action mut promote full parucipation in sciciety by everyone, regardles of 
personal characteristics or p u p  membershp. I adopted the substantive appmach because pttenis of 
disadvantage enist in the contexi of EA just as they do withn society at large. In this light, EA intervenors 
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"Governent of Canada is committed to facilitating public participation in EA.. ." (Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency 1992). In British Columbia. a stated purpose of the EA 
Act was to "provide for participation. in an assessrnent under the Act.. ." (British Columbia 
Environmental Assessment ûf ice  199%). In other jurisdictions. the importance of public 
involvement to EA decision making was established in guidance documents. For example. 
the Alberta guide stated that the Act "pmvides Albertaas with the opportunity to understand 
and provide advice on decisions affecting our environment" (Alberta Environmenial 
Protection 1993). 
Given these commitrnents in law and policy, one would expect that opportunities for public 
involvement would exist througbout the €A ptocess. However. as discussed in the section on 
timing of public involvement (Section 4.1.3.2), opponunities for early involvement were 
sporadic and opportunities for involvement in later phases (other than at public hearings) 
were often not enshrined in legislaiion. Moreover, the processes by w hich participation 
could occur were often not clearly established. particularly with respect to opportunities prior 
to the submission of an EIS. An exception was that al1 jurisdictions provided opponunities 
for publics to provide written comments once an EiS had been submitted. Al1 jurisdictions 
were also clear on the process to be followed if public hearings were nquirrd. Some of the 
most detailed guidance documents dealt with public involvement in relation to EA hearing 
processes. The essential requirements for public notice and input for hearings were 
contained in the EA legislation itself. and in most junsdictions the hearing M i e s  also had 
their own publicly available guides. 
1.1 S.2 1s there a participani funding program? 
Numerous authon have suggested the importance of participant funding to public 
involvement in EA (e.g.. Gibson 1993: Wood 1999, and this view has k e n  echoed by 
ENGOs. For instance, the Canadian Environmental Netwotk ( 1988) comrnented that: 
(such as First Nations and ENGOs) are in the same posiuon as equdity-seeking proups in society, such as 
women, persans with disabilities. and persons of colour. 
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Effective participation by the public requires funding. The disproportion of resources 
between propents  and the public necessitates the establishment of an independent 
funding body to provide adequate amounts of fundiog to allow full and meaningful 
pariicipation, at al1 steps. to committed members of the public. 
However. the data revealed that oniy four of the 11 jurisdictions (British Columbia. Canada. 
Manitoba, and Ontario) had some form of participant funding. Funher. in those four 
jurisdictions. the scope of the funding pmgrams was limited. Interviews revealed that in 
British Columbia. "The policy for a Public Advisory Cornmittee is that funding for out of 
pocket expenses is available" (Pat. June 30. 1999). Under federal junsdiction. 'There is 
financial assisiance for panel reviews only" (Lemy, June 18, 1999). In Manitoba. the 
funding program has been used infrequently and the govenunent has been "stone cold" 
iowards making use of the program. In Ontario. funding was limited to public hearings and 
came in the fom of an award of costs issued by the Envimamental Assessrnent and Appeal 
Board. One other junsdiction, which does oot have a forma1 funding program. reported a 
case in which funding w as granted to an intervenor to do a study . "but this went poorly and it 
is not iikely it will happen again" (Lionel, May 18. 1999). 
3.1.5.3 Is there a "directlyaffectedpublic" bias? 
This indicator addresses the issue of whether equal opportunities exist for diverse publics to 
become involved in the EA process. While little bas been said in the litemture. some ENGOs 
have argued that govemment agencies encourage proponents to focus their consultations on 
those people w ho will be most directly affected by a project. Such a bias toward "dinctly 
affected publics" could have tremendous implications for the depth and breadth of issues 
considered. in many instances. those who are directly affected stand to receive the greatest 
benefits. such as employment opportunities and lower taxes. with the costs king more 
broadly shared in society. In Canada. this is a common situation in resource extraction cases 
such as the construction and operation of pulp and paper mills. In other instances thougb, 
those who are directly affected could bear the brunt of the costs of a project, with the benefits 
king broadly distributeci in society (e-g., siting hazardous waste IandfiUs and hydm 
development). This raises distribution of power issues that demand further attention but were 
beyond the rope of this research. 
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The document review revealed linle to suppon the contention of a dinctly affected bias. with 
the exception of the Alberta and Nova Scotia processes. Alberta's EA guide indicated that, 
"any person dinctly affected by a proposed project.. . may submit a statement of written 
concern to the Director. . . (Al berta Environmental Protection 1993. p. 18). EA managers 
representing seven jurisdictions cornmented on the issue, while three officiais indicated a 
bias toward those direcdy affected: 
These are the people that we want to reach. We are mostly interested in what ihey 
have to say . . . (George. June 16. 1999). 
The department strongly encourages the proponent to do extensive consultations with 
directiy affected publics (Omette, May 4, 1999). 
Othen recognized the impomce of including broader intensts in the public involvement 
process: 
Greenpeace had intensting input in the magnesium case (Cab, June 30. 1999). 
ENGOs have done some good work. They have been helpful in achieving the 
paradigm shifts e.g.. moving from clear cutting to silvaculture (Pat. June 30. 1999). 
Local people should be engaged but many issues don? bave a home base and you 
need interest groups to speak to these issues (Bunny, June 18, 1999). 
4.1 S.4 Do opportunities exist for active rather thun just passive participation? 
Equal opportunity to participate implies the use of involvement techniques that go beyond 
passive mechanisms, such as provision of notice and requests for wntten comments. It 
implies dialogue or personal interaction through the use of active techniques, such as 
workshops and simulation exercises. However. the data indicated that the use of active 
participation mechanisms was limited. 
Although al! jurisdictions had legislative provisions for public hearings. it was rare for 
projects to be subrnitted for hearing. In addition. although most jurisdictions relied heavily 
on open houses. an active consultation technique, open h o u ~ s  are typically under the control 
of the proponent and provide limited opportunities for interaction among participants. ûne 
govemment official stated. with respect to the use of open houses by proponents, tbat: 
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We are fairly open to what they put fonuard. A lot of them avoid the big presentation 
because they see it as a forum for soap bodng by the oppooents of the project. They 
tend to prefer open bouses with booths and displays (Teo. June 21. 1999). 
Not surpnsingly, the ENENGO responses indicated dissatisfaction with open houses. One 
respondent said. "ln tenns of engagement they are useless.. ." (Holly. August 19. 1999). 
Another commented that: 
People hate these dog and pony shows. People are fed up with the process of open 
bouses. This fom of engagement of the public is just not adequate. They are set up 
to win support for the project, not to look critically at the project from al1 perspectives 
(Diana. August 18, 1999). 
Finally, the data indicated that deliberative public involvement mechanisrns. such as 
cornrnunity advisory cornmittees. were used rarely. British Columbia's Public Advisory 
Cornmittee. an example of a legislated. though discntionary. delibentive mechanism. has 
been used just twice. Case-specific examples were found in other junsdictions. including 
Manitoba. Canada. Rince Edward Island. and New Brunswick. although these were more the 
exception than the rule. 
4.1 J.5 1s there more governmenz support for the proponent than for intervemrs? 
A major theme identified in the data was that government assistance to the proponent was 
disproportionate to that provided to the public. The documents indicated substantial 
govemment support for the proponent. such as technical assistance in developing a proposai 
and administrative assistance in shepherding the proposal through the process. In the 
interviews, govemment officiais indicated that their work in early stages of the EA process 
was almost exclusivel y dincted to the proponents: 
Ail presubmission activities are linked to the client There is very little geared to the 
public. The objective is to ensure a timely and effective process (Omette. May 4. 
1999). 
We meet with the proposent at the presubmission stage to make clear our 
expectations. The only other groups we meet with are on request. We assign a 
contact person to the proponent (Bud, July 5. 1999). 
At the presubmission stage, the department does nothing with the public. only the 
proponent (Lionel. May 18, 1999). 
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. . .we very often meet with the proponent and tbeir consultant leading up to, and 
when, the US study is k ing  done to answer questions regarding things like rnethods 
and inventories (Cab, June 30, 1999). 
In ternis of support for members of the public. govenunent agencies were willing to respond 
whea requests were made for general information. As noted in the discussion on accurate 
and cornplete information (Section 4.1.1). al1 jurisdictions also had guidance documents to 
explain the process and opportunities for public participation. However, how adequately 
these materials provided guidance vaned greatly. Further. although the guidance documents 
and govemment officials encouraged the public to provide wrinen submissions. they did not 
assist memben of the public in preparing submissions. That is. they did not provide 
assistance in analyzing and responding to the EIS and other case documents. When asked 
about this. EA managers indicated: 
No [assistance]. Our d e  is a neutrai third party (Bud. Jul y 5. 1999). 
I t  is difficult for them to prepare written submissions but we offer no assistance (Cab. 
June 30, 1999). 
The department provides notice and makes information available only (Gil. June 28. 
1 999). 
We do not give any indication to panicipants about how to prepare a brief (Erskine. 
May 13. 1999). 
This lack of assistance to members of the public is not unexpected given the results discussed 
in Section 4.1.2. which indicated that proponents had pnmary responsibility for public 
involvement in ali jurisdictions except British Columbia and Canada. One could question 
whether it is appropriate for govemment officials to provide project-specific assistance to the 
public since doing so could jeopardize the govemment's position as neutral arbiter of 
proposais acting in stewardship of the environment. However, since considerable project- 
specific assistance is already provided to proponents, help for the public would merel y 
balance a process weighted in favour of industry. 
4.1.6 Opportunity to have arguments evaluateâ in a systematic fashion 
The sixth and final of the ideal conditions of learning is ability to assess arguments in a 
systematic manner and accept a rational consensus as valid. For use at a pmcess-level of 
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analysis and to avoid epistemological debates over the nature of mtionality. this variable was 
adapted as oppominity to have arguments evaluated in a systematic fashion. Echoing earlier 
sections. problerns associated with this variable relate to decision making. particularly 
exclusiveness and lack of responsiveness (Jeffery 1991 : Delicaet 1995; Gibson et al. 1995: 
Nikiforuk lm. To address these issues, the cnterion was operationalized by examining 
tbree indicators: 1s there an impartial decision maker? Does transparency exist in decision- 
making processes? Do systems exist for the integration of public submissions? 
1.1.6.1 l s  there an impartial decision maker? 
ln each of the jurisdictions, the Minister responsible or Mioister and Cabinet had ultimate 
owas decision-makinp authority for EA approvals. but in practice project EA decision makin, 
usually delegated to officiais. In the federal system. for exarnple. the Minister and Cabinet 
had direct responsibility for decisions in relation to comprehensive studies and panel reviews. 
representing less than 1% of the total number of €As camed out each year. The impartiality 
of decisions made at al1 levels can only be assessed on a case-by-case basis. but policies and 
ideologies of the govemment of the day likely affect the decisions taken. To support 
decision making and add transparency . the Ministers responsible in al1 jurisdictions had 
authority to convene a public hearing in some circumstances to consider a proposed 
undertaking. Hearing panels. favoured by ENGOs. are often equated with more impartial 
decisions because they operate at ams-length from govemment and proponents and bring 
increased certainty to the process. However. as noted previously. panel reviews were not the 
preferred decision-making path for EA in Canada. with certainly no more than 5% of cases 
going to panels nationally. 
4.1.6.2 Does traniparency rxist in decision-making processes? 
Transparency is an indirect indicator of the criterion examined because it permits mernbers of 
the public to appraise the opportunities of having their submissions evaluated systematically. 
As discussed in eariier sections. there was substantial evidence of continuous improvement 
on the part of government EA agencies based on input received from the public (e.g.. 
changes were frequently made in project design) but such changes were often not evident to 
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memben of the public. In other words, transparency was lacking at many of the key 
decision-making junctures of the EA process. An exception was during tùe public heanng 
phase where clear and accessible public records were typically rnaintahed. However. as 
indicated in the foregoiog paragrapb. projtcis were submitted rarely to public hearings. 
-1.1.6.3 Do sys1em.s erist  for the integration of public submissions? 
Whether systems exist for the integration of public submissions is an indirect indicator of 
opportunities to have arguments evaluated in a systematic fashion. If such systems exist. it 
suggests that public input is valuable and worthy of incorporation into decisions taken. The 
data indicated. however. that direction was rarely provided by pvemment agencies 
conceming how proponents should use the information collected during public consultations. 
There was mention of the need for "integration" of public concems with the US but this was 
often unclear. Also. in some cases there were directions to proponents to indicate in the EIS 
how the concerns of the public were addressed, but there was little guidance on how to 
identify and select the most important issues and main themes expressed by the public. 
4.2 Choosing the case studies 
4.2.1 Selecting the Maple Leaf case 
As referred to in Section 3.2.5. my original proposals for selecting the case studies were not 
implemented fully due to adaptations made dunng the research. 1 focused initially on the 
Maple Leaf case for the purposes of writing a short news article. However. after leaming 
more about the case. it became apparent that it held significant potential as a candidate for 
my primary case study. With respect to case selection criterion ( l).17 the document data and 
the govemment interviews did not reveal evidence regarding the presence of non-formal. 
adult education conducted by ENGOs. To investigate this further. I collected data from two 
ENGOs active in the case. As ooted in Section 3.4.2.1. penonal interviews were conducted 
with officiais from the Wesmian Comrnunity Action Coalition. located in Brandon. and the 
" The case xlecuon cnteria are listed in Section 3-2-52. page 37. 
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Friends of the Assiniboine River Basin. located in Portage la Prairie. Based on the 
intemiews and on a review of documents obtained from the interview participants. it became 
readily apparent that both organizations had attempted various types of non-formal. adult 
education. 
Regarding cntenon (2). a preliminary analysis perrnitted cornparison of the EA process 
applied in the Maple Leaf case with the ideal conditions of learning. At an extensive level of 
analysis, the tentative ranking of Canadian EA legislation suggested that Manitoba had an 
average or middling process (Appendix 4). Section 4.1 was consistent with this evaluation. 
revealing several strengths in the Manitoba process offset by numerous weaknesses. and few. 
if any. exemplary features. Moreover. at a more intensive level. the analysis revealed that the 
Manitoba process was applied in restricted marner in the Maple Leaf' case. namely. the 
development was divided into two parts. each of which was assessed in stages. Therefore. in 
view of the ideal conditions of learning. the case represented a resvicted application of a 
rniddling EA process. 
With respect to selection cnterion (3). circumstances existed that approximated a disorienting 
dilemma. First. the case involved numemus publics engaged in vanous levels of conflict. 
Second. there was relatively high unceminty over several of the project's most senous 
potential impacts. In relation to criterion (4). the case contained nurnerous favourable 
practical factors. Being in Brandon. the case was located within a reasonable driving 
distance (200 km). which pemitted repeated visits for data collection. In addition. since 1 
had lived in Manitoba for most of my life and in Brandon for four yean. I had a personal 
interest in the case and a strong sense of place respecting the location. Finally. since the case 
originated in 1997 and was ongoing when 1 started data collection. the criterion of recency 
was satisfied. 
4.2.2 Selecting the Salmon Aquaculture Review 
At the sarne time as 1 explored the Maple Leaf EA. I collected information on potential case 
studies in British Columbia. Based on case documents downloadeâ from the B.C. 
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Envimnmental Assessrnent Office web site and specific suggestions received from 
cornmittee memben. 1 soon focused on the Salmon Aquacul~re Review. With respect to 
case selection critenon (1). as with the Maple Leaf case, the document review did not reveal 
data regarding the preseace of non-formal. adult education. In response, 1 conducted a 
telephone interview with an ENGO active in the case. the Nanaimo-based Geoqia Strait 
Alliance. ln the interview. 1 learned that several ENGOs engaged in non-formal. adult 
education dunng the Salmon Aquaculture Review. 
With regard to case selection criteriou (2). the initial extensive analysis gave B.C. a high 
placement in the ranking of Canadian EA processes (Appendix 4). Likewise. although 
section 4.1 identified both strengths and weaknesses in the B.C. process. it revealed several 
exernplary features. such as govemment controi of public involvement programs. legislated 
provision for continuous exchange public involvement mechanisms. and legal requirements 
for consideration of need and alternatives. At the intensive level. the analysis revealed that 
the B.C. process was applied in an expansive rnanner in the SAR case. namely. the case 
involved an inclusive, strategic assessrnent that used deliberative public involvement 
techniques. In terms of the ideal conditions of leaming. iherefore. the Salmon Aquaculture 
Review represented a good application of a strong EA process. and this contrasted with the 
Maple Leaf case. At the same time. although the EA processes were not alike. the two cases 
were similar in that they both pertained to the intensive production of animal protein for 
human consumption. One was agriculture w hile the other was aquaculture, but they shared 
similar types of socioeconomic implications and potential environmental impacts. 
With respect to case selection cnterion (3). similar to the Maple Leaf case. the Salmon 
Aquaculture Review involved numerous and diverse publics engaged in significant conflict. 
As well. the case contained substantial uncertainty over potential environmental impacts. In 
regard to cnterion (4). SAR was characterized by several favourable practical factors. 
including my long-standing interest in strategic environmental assessment. In addition. early 
into the extensive phase of the research. 1 leamed of an opportunity to travel to B.C. and 
conduct fieldwork on the case. Finally, respecting criterion (5). the case was fairly recent. 
The final report and recommendations were pmduced in August 1997, and at the time of 
making the decision about the case studies. the governent had yet to make a decision on the 
report. 
4.2.3 Selecting the Green Commuting Project 
Well into the Maple ieaf'and Salmon Aquaculture Review case snidies, 1 was invited to 
present a conference paper on the congruence of barriers to public involvement in 
environmental assessment processes and local climate change initiatives. While researching 
the paper. 1 followed the prompt of a cornmittee member and did a small case study of the 
Green Commuting Project. a local initiative in Winnipeg that fwused on promoting 
increased awareness and action to reduce greenhouse gas emissioos. Rom my 
investigations. 1 conciuded that the project. although not an environmental assessment. 
provided an opportunity for cornpanson with the Maple Leaf and SAR cases. The Green 
Commuting Roject repnsented a different sort of environmental planning and decision- 
making process, but still depended on public involvement and non-formal. adult education. 
ln addition. the project was ongoing and many of the experiences of its officers and staff 
were current. Further. the project was located in Winnipeg and was very accessible for data 
collection. 
In sorne respects, EA processes in Canada included reasonable rneasures to provide 
accessible and complete idormation to EA paiticipants. For exampie. nine of the 1 1 
junsdictions maintained some form of public registry. seven offered Intemet sites devoted 
solely to €A. and dl of the jurisdictions posted some form of guidance documents on their 
lntemet sites. In  addition. seven of the sites offered access to project documents placed on 
the public registry, and al1 of the sites listed contact links for more information on EA. 
Further. dl of the junsdictions had clear and consistent notice provisions for public hearings. 
However. there is considerable room for improvement in the provision of accessible and 
complete infornation. Of the nine jurisdictions that maintained a public registry, only six 
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provided access to the registry through the Internet. As well. only four provided access in 
regional offices or through regional parmers. Further. in some junsdictions. EA officials 
expressed concem over the quality or quantity of registry information available on the 
Iotemet. Related to this is the quality of the guidance documents posted on the Intemet. 
Only five of the sites provided access to detailed guidebooks. with the others providing 
access to summary documents. Moreover. although ail of the Internet sites referred to public 
involvement. only four off'ered detailed information on how interested publics could become 
involved in the process. In addition. oaly three of the sites gave access to public comments 
that had been filed. and only two had search engines specific to the depanment responsible 
for EA. Funher. in only two cases were links provided for searching departmental libraries. 
and only six jurisdictions provided access to primary legislation via the Intemet. Finally. the 
data revealed a problem with the readability of EA documents and with no clear solutions or 
cornmon approaches to makinp the documents user-friendly. 
With respect to freedom from manipulation or control, in al1 but one jurisdiction the 
proponent had largeiy unfettered authonty over how public involvement proceeds. outside of 
a hearing situation. It also reponed that proponents were given little guidance in developing 
public involvement programs. and that standards were not available for gauging the adequacy 
of proponent-driven programs. For some EA officials, the reliance on proponents for public 
involvement programming was problematic. and for ENGOs it undennined the credibility of 
the entire process. 
Examination of openness to diverse perspectives revealed that in nine of the 1 1 jurisdictions 
there was substantial evidence of continuous irnprovement in regard to public involvement 
programs. Continuous improvement was also manifest in changes to specific project 
proposals and to the EA process itself. However. it was a h  revealed that tbe extent to 
which EA law and policy in Canada requires consideration of need. purposes. and 
alternatives was inconsistent. With only one exception. there were no clear legislative 
requirements for consideration of need. and there were no universal requirernents for 
consideration of alternatives. This could limit the scope of issues considered through public 
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involvement. Finally. consultation at normative and strategic levels of planning was rare. 
and consultation at the operational level was sporadic. 
Opportunities to reflect ctitically upon presuppositions were quite lirnited. Feedback to 
participating publics was lacking. and oppomuiities for unlinked. long-tem. critical Ieaming 
were minor components of public involvement programs. Most of the education 
opportunities lacked the interaction among commuaity memben often necessary for the 
development of political action and counter discourses. 
Examination of equitable opportunity to participate revealed litde to support the contention 
of a bias in favour of directly affected publics. except for two jurisdictions. Aiso. al1 
junsdictions provided some opportunity for interested publics to submit wntten comments if 
an EIS was prepared. and al1 had clear guidelines on the process to be followed io the event 
public hearings were required. Further, govemment agencies were willing to respond to 
memben of the public w hen requests were made for general information. and al1 jurisdictions 
had guidance documents to explain the EA process, including general opportunities for 
public involvement. Conversely. as noted earlier. public opportuoities for eariy involvement 
were sporadic. and opportunities for involvement in later phases (other than at public 
hearings) were often not enshrined in the legislation. In addition. the processes by w hich 
public involvement could occur were often not clearly established. With respect to funding. 
only four jurisdictions had mechanisms for participant funding. In each of these. funding 
was rarely provided or the scope of the program was limited. With respect to the fom of 
public involvement, the use of active participation rnechanisms was limited. Most 
jurisdictions relied heavily on open houses, and few examples of rnechanisms for coniinuous 
enchange were found. Finally. govemrnent support to proponents was clearly 
disproportionate to that provided to the public. 
With respect to the oppominity to have arguments evaluated in a systematic fashion. 
decisions on development proposais were typicaily made by EA officiais. although ultimate 
authority usually resided at the political level. It also revealed that transparency was lacking 
at many of the key decision-makiog junctures of the EA pmcess, outside of the public 
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hearing phase. Further direction was rarely provided by govenunent agencies as to how 
proponents sbould identify and select the most important issues and main themes expresseci 
by the public. 
Overall, although Section 4.1 revealed primary strengths. iocluding information provision 
and setected dimensions of openness to alternative perspectives. conspicuous weaknesses 
were evident in processes that were not free from manipulation or control and did not provide 
equitable oppottunity to participate. As well, deficiencies were found regarding incornplete 
information and inadequate opportunities to reflect critically upon presuppositions. Each of 
the deficiencies presents individual hurdles to public involvement. and hence leming 
through involvement. Compounded. however. they present formidable barriers. for example. 
the effects of lack of govemeot assistance to public participants. the unavailability of 
participant funding, and the paucity of detailed. user-friendly guidance documents. Similar 
are the effects of devolution of responsibility for public iovolvement to proponents. the lack 
of standards or guidelines for proponent-driven public involvement. and the propensity of 
proponents to rely on open houses. 
These and other process issues are investigated in more depth in Chapter 5. Since the case 
studies permitted intensive examination of individual leaming. and involved varying EA 
processes and conditions of learning. the ensuing cross-case analysis deepens the results 
presented in this chapter. 
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Dernmaq means discussion, the chance for the "force of the better argument" to count as apainst othcr 
means of determinhg dectsions (of whch the most irnporiant are poiicy decisions). A democntic order 
provides institutional amgemenrs for medation, negotimon and the reaching of compromises tvhcrc 
nccessaq. The conduct of open discussion is itself a means of demantic education: participation in 
debate with others can lead to the emergence of a more enlightencd citizenry. In some part such ri 
convergence stems from a braidenin? of the individual's horizons. But it also derives from an 
acknowledgernent of iegtimate diversity - that is. pluralism -and from crnoiional eduation. A 
politidly educaied contributor to dialogue is able to channef her or his crnoQons in a positive way: [O 
r e w n  fmm convicuon nther rhan engage in i l l  thought through polemics or cmotional diatnbcs. 
- Anthony Giddens. The Transformation of In-, lm 
This chapter moves the discussion from an extensive examination of leaming conditions in  
EA public involvement systems to an intensive investigation of leaming by individuals 
involved in specific EA cases. In doing so. it focuses on the second research question: What 
are the foms of and constraints on leaming by individuals who participate in EA processes 
in Canada? Section 5.1 presents abridged histones of the three cases. Section 5.2 discusses 
forms of leaming. reiying on the transfomative concepts of instrumental and communicative 
leaming and changes in meaning schemes. supplemented with both etic and emic constructs. 
Section 5.3 diverges from the qualitative approach used throughout the dissertation by takin g 
an extensive. quantitative view of associations among potential explanatory variables. 
Finally, Section 5.4 reviews constraints on public involvement in EA. centering on bamen to 
leaming through involvement. 
5.1 Abridged case histories 
5.1.1 Maple Leaf's Brandon hog processing plant 
The Maple Leaf case involved the construction of a $120 million hog slaughtering and 
processing facility and a $13.5 million (e.g.. Fallding 1999a: McNeill 1999) wastewater 
treatment plant in Brandon. Manitoba (Figure 5.1). 
F m  5.1
Avenue in 
Richmond 
: The Mnple L e d  Pok  Brandon Facüity (Didork). The plant is on Richmond 
an industrial zone on the eastem edge of the city. The photo looks no& from 
and was taken in August 1999, two weeks prior to the plant beginning operations. 
The slaughter house is owned by Maple Leaf Pork, a subsidiary of Toronto-based Maple 
Leaf Foods. the country's largest food processor with 1999 sales of $3.8 billion (Canadian 
Press l m ,  1999b; Nickel 1999b; Canadian Press 2000). The waste treatrnent plant is 
owned by the City of Brandon, Manitoba's second largest city with a population of 39.175 in 
19% (Statistics Canada 1996). Brandon is located on the Assiniboine River, appioirirnately 
200 km West of Winnipeg (Figure 5.2). 
The hog processing plant was designeci for two shifts, the f i t  of which started on August 30, 
1999 (Fallding 1999~). Under its operating licence, the plant was authorized to daughter and 
process up to 54,000 hogs per week in a single shift. The second shift. expected to begin in 
2 M  (Nickel 1999a). could double the plant's output. Effluent from the plant is treated at the 
City's new wastewater matment facility, which involves a staged system including covered 
aaaerobic lagoons, aemtion, and ultraviolet disinfection (City of Brandon 1998a). The 
discharge from the wastewater facility. which goes directiy into the Assiniboine River. could 
be up to 5,725 m3 daily uoder the one shift scenario (Fallding 1999b). This would increase 
the daily volume of waste from the City of Brandon by more than 4û%.18 
Figurr 5.2: Southwestem Manitoba, Canada (Mcr Weisted 19a8) 
According to Maple Leaf Pork Piesident Michael McCain. the hog processing plant was 
located in Brandon "after some nine months of investigation and engineering effons that 
surveyed and received responses from 42 communities ihrwghout Western Canada" 
(McCain 1997). The ultimate selection decision was brokered at political levels and included 
direct negotiations among Mr. McCain. Manitoba Premier Gary Filmon and Brandon Mayor 
Reg Atkinson (e.g.. Redekop 1997). Brandon was selected for a numkr of reasons, not the 
lu The average daily volume of waste from the City of Brandon h m  1995 to 1997 was 13.704 m3 (City of 
Brandon 1998b). 
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least of which were provincial and municipal subsidies given to the Company amountinp to 
nearl y $20 million (Falldi ng 1999a; O'Brien 1999). 
From the beginning. the project was coatentious. particularly in Brandon and the surroundinp 
area (e.g.. Barbour 1997; McArthur 1997). Supporters focused on the potentiai economic 
benefits. which included up to new 2.100 jobs (Nickel 195%) and a population increase of 
more than 7.000 by the year 2007 (City of Brandon 1999). Critics expressed concerns 
regarding the lack of transparency in the decision to court Maple Leaf and the merits of 
providing public subsidies to corporations (Copps 1997). 
When the projects entered the environmenial assessment process. which was conducted 
under provincial legislation. the business cornmunity supported the projects. In many cases. 
the Brandon Chamber of Commerce or the Citizeos for Respoosible Growth. a local 
nongovernmental orpanization that fonned during the EA. orchestrated the expressions of 
support. In total. the provincial environment ministry received 104 letters in favour of the 
projects. Critics. mobilized by the Westman Community Action Coalition (another NGO 
that formed dunng the assessrnent). continued their opposition. with the environment 
ministry receiving 53 letten and two petitions (with a total of 481 names) that were critical of 
the projects. Concems included potential negative impacts on the community. e.g.. increased 
traffic and increased demands on social service systems. and adverse effects on the 
environment. including increased levels of phosphate. arnmonia. and other nutrients in the 
Assiniboine River. Concems were also expressed by Long Plain Fint Nation and Pomge la 
Prairie. downstrearn communities that obtain their drinking water from the Assiniboine 
(Figure 5.3 ). 
Two contentious issues were raised related to the environmental assessment process itself. 
The federal environment ministry was critical of Manitoba Environment's decision to divide 
and stage the assessments (e.g.. Briscoe 1%; Fallding 1998b; Spnng 1998). That is. rather 
than requinng a comprehensive assessment. Manitoba Environment treated the development 
as two distinct projects (i.e.. the processing plant and the wastewater treatment facility). 
divided each into stages (e.g.. preconstruction, constmction. and operation), and conducted 
assessments of individual stages. As well. the Westman Community Action Coalition was 
critical of Manitoba Environment's decision to not hold public hearings, despite sipificant 
public demand and considerable uncertainty over potential impacts on the river (e.g., 
Fallding 1998a; Werier 1998; Diduck 1999b). 
Figmm 53: A Soothwesterly Vkw of the Assiniboioe River h m  the F M  Sûvet B-, 
Biradon, OcQkr 1999 (DidDCL). The Assiniboine is a typical prairie river with a slow 
flow, meandering form, and gentle gradient. Along a channe1 length of 10.5 km, from just 
West of the City of Brandon to the k t  Street Bridge, it falls only 1 m (Welsted 1988). 
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Although public hearings were not held. the environmental assessments did include 
opponunities for passive public involvement, e-g., use of the public registry. provision of 
comment periods. and access to administrative appeal procedures. They also included ten 
public information meetings organized by the project proponents (the City of Brandon and 
Maple Leaf Pork) held over 18 months, from January 1998 to June 1999. Eight of the 
meetings were held in Blandon while two were held in Portage la Raine and Long Plain 
Tint Nation. Also notable was a three-day forum (the Citizens' Hearing on Pork Production 
and the Environment) held in Brandon in October 1999. organized by the Westman 
Community Action Coalition partly in protest of the decision by the provincial environment 
depanment not to hold public hearings. 
Brandon's successful bid for the Maple Leaf plant was a critical element in a long-term. 
provincial policy to promote the hog industry in Manitoba. The policy was based in pan on a 
perceived need for greater agricultural diversification. following the elimination of federal 
grain transportation subsidies (Pork Information Alliance 1997: Manitoba Pork Council 
1999; WinnipegFree Press 1999). Subsequent to approvals being granted in the Maple Leaf 
EAs. the policy continued. surviving an October 1999 change in provincial govemment 
(from a Progressive Conservaiive govemment led by Gary Filmon to a New Democratic 
Party govemment led by Gary Doer). ln Febmary 2000. after months of highly politicized 
negotiations, the NDP govemrnent announced over $9 million in subsidies to J.M. Schneider 
to support a 16 125 million expansion of its hog processing plant in Winnipeg (Naime and 
O'Brien 2000). J.M. Schneider is owned by Virginia-based Srnithfield Foods. the world's 
largest hog processor. with sales of $3.9 billion in fiscal 1998 (Meat and Poultry 1998). At 
the same time as announcing the subsidies to Schneider. the govemment outlined a land use 
planning initiative regarding intensive livestock production. and indicated that the Schneider 
expansion would be subjected to a provincial environmental assessrnent (Fallding 2000; 
Nai me 2000). 
5.1.2 The Salmon Aquaculture Review 
The Salmon Aquaculture Review (SAR). a secondary case study, was the first assessrnent 
conducted under section 40 of British Columbia's Environmental Assessment Act of 1994 
(Davidson 1999; Stinchcombe 1999). Section 40 is unique in Canada in that it authorîzed 
strategic EAs. or broad assessments of processes, practices. and procedures (British 
Columbia Environmental Assessment Office 199Sb). 
The SAR was initiated by the B.C. govemment in May 1995 due to mounting concems about 
the sustainability of salmon aquaculture and growing conflicts among competing resource 
uses. The review was established to assess the regulatory and policy framework of British 
Columbia's salmon farming industry (British Columbia Environmental Assessment Office 
1992). lts mandate was to consider the risks associated with aquaculture and to recommend 
methods to mitigate those risks and to manage the industry better. The review did not deal 
with the nomative question of whether the industry should exist: as one govemment fact 
sheet put it. SAR had a "how to" mandate (British Columbia Environmental Assessment 
Office 1997a). 
The SAR concluded in August 1997 with a massive five-volume report that culminated in 49 
recommendations on issues such as farm siting, escaped salmon. waste management. Rrst 
Nations issues. and conflict resolution (British Columbia Environmentai Assessment Office 
1 W b :  1997d). ln October 1999. the B.C. government accepted the SAR recommendations 
and established a new aquaculture policy built around escape pnvention. performance-based 
environmental regdation of waste discharges. industry and comrnunity stability in salmon 
farm siting, improved fish health. and alternative salmon fm technology pilot projects 
(British Columbia Fisheries 1999). 
The Salmon Aquaculture Review. led by the B.C. Environmental Assessment Office. 
involved a small technical advisory team of five independent researchers who prepared 
discussion papers on key issue areas. The Broughton Archipelago was used as a study area 
to document and demonstrate the relevant issues. The SAR also involved a public ~ v i e w  
commitîee consisting of more than 45 representatives drawn from stakeholder groups in 
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various sectors, such as First Nations. ENGOs. municipalities. provincial govemment 
departments, federal departments, labour, outdoor recreation organizations, and the 
aquaculture industry (British Columbia Environmental Assessment Office 1997b). The 
purpose of the review cornmittee was to provide advice and critical comment on the technical 
advisory team's discussion Papen. 
The SAR process included eight two-day review committee meetings. al1 of which were open 
to the public. in Campbell River. Nanaimo, Port Hardy. and Tofino. It also included public 
open houses in Echo Bay. Poit MacNeill. Sointula, and Alen Bay. Written submissions were 
accepted throughout the proceedings and a total of 85 were received from the general public 
and review committee memben. Finally. the process included passive public involvement 
mechanisms such as a web site and a pubiic registry system with satellite repositories in 
several coastal communities. 
Salmon aquaculture has long been controvenial in British Columbia, and this was manifest 
during the Salmon Aquaculture Review. Coalitions formed within the public review 
committee. varying by degree of support for the fish farming industry. Cntics included 
ENGOs. commercial fishers, First Nations. municipal govemments. and outdoor recreation 
advocates. Supporters were led by the B.C. Salmon Famen Association and included the 
federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans (Davidson 1999: Diduck Interview Notes 1999: 
Stinchcombe 1999). Points of contention regarding the assessment process included the 
breadth of the ternis of reference (e.g., failure to consider the nul1 alternative), the scope of 
potential impacts examined (Le.. restricted to the Broughton Archipelago and British 
Columbia). and a lack of participant funding (British Columbia Environmental Assessment 
Office 1996: Diduck Interview Notes 1999). With respect to the SAR final report. a 
controversial issue was the degree to which the central precept of the precautionary principle 
was respected.'' 
l9 Simpiy put. the centrai idea of the prccautionary princi pie 1s that an ouncc of prevention is worth ri pound or 
cure. A corollq 1s that, facing potenuai ilmais of senous or irrevenibie environmental damage. lack OC 
scientific certaintu should not be used as a reason for defemng cmt-efféctive preveniative measures (e-g., 
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development lm, principle 15). 
5.1.3 The Green Commuting Project 
The other secondary case study was the Green Commuting Roject. a local climate change 
initiative in Winnipeg. Manitoba. Local initiatives have k e n  Canada's pnmary approach to 
public education and outreach respectiog climate change. and public education and outreach 
are recoguized intemationally as important policy mponses to global wamiing dilemmas 
(United Nations 1992. article 6: 1997. article 10: Public Education and Outreach Issue Table 
1999). Public involvement is a sine qua non of local climate change initiatives and typically 
focuses on encouraging broad or strategic participation in a service or a project. 
The Green Commuting Project was sponsored by Resource Conservation Manitoba. a non- 
profit organization and registend charity that promotes "applied. ecological sustainability 
through envimnmental education and the development of alternatives to cumntly 
unsustainable practices" ( Resource Conservation Manitoba 2000). Resource Conservation 
Manitoba services incl ude a new sletter. an information telephone line. a speakers bureau. an 
annud conference. and special initiatives such as the Green Commuting Project. The 
commuting project focuses on promoting increased awareness and action to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. and on healthy lifestyle choices associated with active 
transportation (Green Commuting Project 2000: Stuart 2000). 
The particular service of the Green Commuting Roject that was the focus of this research 
was the Winnipeg Cornmuter Challenge. The commuter challenge is an annual event that 
occun nationally during Environment Week (June 5-9) and has taken place in Toronto. 
Ottawa. and Calgary for yean. In the commuter challenge. organizations and individuals 
compete by sconng points for using alternative means of commuting. such as cycling, 
rollerblading. carpooling. walking. and running. In 2000. Green Commuting Project staff 
organized Winnipeg's fint commuter challenge and recruited participants in the private. 
public. and nonprofit sectors. Over the week, nearly 1 . 5 0  people per day participated from 
36 workplaces. and Winnipeg placed fifth among 35 communities across Canada (Winnipeg 
Free Press 2000). 
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5.2 Fonns of learning 
This section describes forms of learning identified in the Maple Leaf and SAR cases. The 
data presented in this section were obtained through interviews with people involved in the 
cases. The interview participants were asked what they leamd at specific events in the 
Maple Leaf and Salmon Aquaculture Review EAs. They were also asked what lessons they 
derived from the cases as a w hole. Io addition. 1 made inferences regarding what was learned 
based on responses to other interview questions. 
5.2.1 Instrumental learning 
The analytic framework uscd in this section adopted a primary. etic category drawn from 
transformative theory: instnimenial leaming. Within the primary category. there were four 
secondary. etic catepries. al1 of which were subdivided into teniary. ernic categories (Table 
5.1). The tertiary categones were funher subdivided into topics presented in greater detail in 
the ensuing discussion. Broad parameten for the prirnary category were provided by the 
definition found in transformative theory: instrumental leaming helps people control or 
manipulate the environment. Development of the secondary categones was informed by the 
empirical evidence reviewed in Section 2.43. The tertiary and quaternary categories were 
developed following the approach respecting emic classes described in Section 3.5.1. 
5.2. I . 1 Scientific and technicul knowledge 
5.2.1.1.1 Waste treatment 
An important forrn of instrumental leaming in the Maple Leaf case was scientific and 
technical knowledge. Given the nature of the projects. it is not surprising that a significant 
subcategory of scientific and technical knowledge was waste treatment. For one pmicular 
official with the City of Brandon. his newly acquired knowledge respecting waste treatrnent 
created opportunities for the city: 
1 had to learn a whole bunch about something I wouldn't normally know about. which 
is waste treatrnent and 1 feel dmost cornfortable in setting an engineer board exam on 
the whole process. But to be serious about it. 1 do know a whole bunch about waste 
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control now that 1 wouldn't before and it has fed me into some other areas of interest 
and led the city to do some really innovative work that will corne out in public in the 
not too distant future (Duke, November 17, 1W). 
Table 5.1: Forms of Instrimentaî L e m  Acqiiired through Involvement in EA 
PRIMARY (ETIC) SECONDARY (ETIC) CATEGORI ES TERTIARY (EMIC) CATEGORIES 
CATEGORY 
instnimentd scienufic and technical knowledge 
lemming 
le@. arimirustmtive & politid procedures 
socid ruid economic knowledge 
potenual nsks and impacts 
waste ueatmenf 
no[ rw ket science 
control of the process 
efficacy of involvemcnt 
holisrn in EA 
prospects for democrricy 





jobs md the economy 
For a member of the Westrnan Community Action Coalition. knowledge respecting waste 
treatment belped in monitoring the proponents: 
1 discovered a number of things that are interesting. That the effluent from the Maple 
Leaf plant goes down a pipe into the anaerobic lagoon. That the liner beneath the 
lagoon is leaking at a rate of 100 liten an hour. Now. that sounds like a large amount 
but how much seepage that amounts to depends on what the surface area of the 
lagoon liner is. because 100 liten over 10 hectares is relatively small. But there is no 
indication of what the actual seepage rate is. Their licence limits them to a cenain 
seepage rate so now 1 am trying to get a hold of the surface area of the liner and do 
the calculation rnyself. So. it is sort of fun (Louis. January 22.2000). 
5.2.1.1.2 Not rocket science 
Another si gnificant subcaiegory of scientific and technical knowledge, not rocket science. 
reflected that several participants in the Maple Leaf case leamed that treatment of waste from 
meat processing plants was relatively simple and certain. For example, interviewees said: 
It hasn't caused me any particular paranoia living in Portage la Rairie because 1 don? 
think that putting up a hog processing plant is rocket science any more. It has been 
done before and 1 am fairly confident they will be able to deal with what comes out of 
the place (Nat, February 22.2000). 
One of the things that I leamed. which 1 was most interested in about the Maple Leaf 
plant. was the water treatment process and they had charts and diagrams and the 
whole thing there. And 1 was interested to leam that these are not new. These are the 
same systems which have k e n  approved over a number of yean and the same system 
they are using in a lot of places. They are really very. very simple but very, very 
effective (Miles. January 3 1.2000). 
In contrast to the lesson thai waste treatment was simple and certain. one participant. who 
was a member of the Brandon City Council and a supporter of the project. said that he 
leamed of the uncertainty of waste treatment: 
Well, probably. that the engineering science of dealing with water pollution and even 
the scientific measurement of water pollution isn't al1 that exact. It is still a cake that 
is being baked. And that there are new ways. ultraviolet 1 think is a new treaûnent 
system. that they could have spent a couple million more to s e t  But that it wasn't 
nearl y as definite and as nailed down as 1 rnight have expected (Charlie. February 1. 
2000). 
5.2.1.2 Legal. cuirninisrrative. a d  political procedures 
5.2.1.2.1 Control of the process 
Another form of instrumental leaming identified in the Maple Leaf case was knowledge 
respecting legal. administrative. and politicai procedures (Table 5.1 ). A subcategory here 
was control of the pmcess. which captured the belief arnong project critics that the EA 
process was controlled by the proponents: 
Our provincial Depanment of the Environment, tbey didn't corne across as overly 
competent. I feel that industry is dictating to the department how things should be 
done and 1 don't think tbat should be the case ... i t  should be the other way around 
(Ella. February 2 1.2000). 
5.2.1.2.2 Efficacy of involvement 
A further subcategory of legal. administrative. and political procedures was efficacy of 
involvement. which contained lessons about the public involvement pmess  used in the 
Maple Leaf case. Not surprisingly, proponents and critics derived dissimilar lessons. 
Officiais with the City of Brandon indicated satisfaction witb the techniques they used. in 
particular the public information meetings. For example. one said: 
If we had another one. say. another major wet industry came here. which is about the 
only thing 1 can think of right now that would encourage it. 1 would look to doing i t  
exactly the same way. Then will be pressure not to. to not have al1 these public 
meetings because they were perceived as king somewhat divisive by some. And I 
think just the opposite. 1 think they were an excellent process ( Duke. November 17. 
1999). 
In contrast. critics. such as this member of Westman Community Action Coalition. expressed 
strong dissatisfaction w ith the information meetings and with the entire public i nvolvement 
system: 
And 1 mean we could tell right off that [the meetings] were going to be stage 
managed. spin-doctored. we'll answer your questions. but we'll set the agenda you 
know. about what questions are askable and which aren't. how many kicks you have 
at the can and what will be in bounds and what will be out of bounds. And. then 
we'll Say we've had a good community discussion. and the community has had input. 
But I mean there was never any question even from the very start that the community 
or anybody in the community would actually have a chance to Say something that 
rnight veto the decision. or substantively change the decision. A year and a half with 
WCAC on this hog plant thiag, I felt Iike almost al1 of the time was total wheel- 
spinning and pro-forma exercises that not even the people participating in them 
believed in. . . . So correspondingl y. 1 stepped back. and said puys. you know 1 think 
we're spending a lot of money and time here. plotting against a system which is 
designed to take exactly this son of assault. We are throw inp ourselves against well- 
designed defenses that have been put in place precisely for us. And the purpose of 
these defenses is to exhaust us and to divert out energy. You're shooting at a 
deflector shield that's been put in place for the purpose. Why do that. why not find 
another way in ... we need to get at the head end of the snake. We need to get into 
the machinery of how development decisions are made in the community. from the 
get go. Because playing catch up ball. you know after a secret agreement has already 
been signed. the concrete bas been poured. it's just not on. There is no way we're 
going to jackhammer up Maple Leaf now even if we established factually that it was 
an environmental and social disaster (Oscar, November 19. 1999). 
Sentiments such as those expressed above. in particular the desire for involvement at 
normative levels of planning. were echoed by critics in the Salmon Aquaculture Review, one 
of whom said: 
Well. if we had a little more fonsight in our strategizing away from the table. we 
would have shaped the tems of reference more so than sort of the piecemeal effort 
than we did. We thought we wouldn't push the envelope too much with that. We'd 
just participate heavily in the process but the terms of reference were pntty much 
paramount to determinhg the outcome of this particular review. Had it been a little 
more expansive in its ability to assess the industry. most assuredly it would have a 
different outcome (Coleman, October 1, 1999). 
5.2.1 .î3 Hoiism in EA 
A further subcategory of legal. administrative. and political procedures accommodated 
lessons derived by govemment officiais pertaining to holism in EA. A provincial EA officia1 
expressed it in tems of subdividing the project into parts. and with respect to the need to 
integrate EA and planning: 
The lesson is. certainly from my perspective. I'rn not sure if it is the govemrnent 
penpective. but my perspective as a practitioner. is don't break a development. 1 
mean. logic told us and 1 think everyone that this was one development - the hog 
processing plant and the wastewater treatment system and logically it should have 
been al1 dealt with in one proposal. one process. Secondly. I think for major 
developments you have to get involved earlier in the game. You cadi just wait until 
a city like Brandon persuades a client to corne tbere and put up a major development 
and Say, well. that is where it should go. I think you have to get into mon of the front 
end of the decision making. the planning aspect of it to ask and decide on the 
questions: Is that the place it should go? 1s there a better place for it to go from an 
environmental penpective? So 1 think those were the two main lessons that 1 would 
leam from this case (Omette. January B. 2000). 
A federal official stated it in tems of the need for strategic assessments: 
Up until now strategic environmental assessment to me was when the federal 
govemment would look at real big picture items that affected al1 of Canada. But for 
provincial policies just within provincial boundaries. it just really makes a lot of sense 
that every province should have that kind of a strategic EA requirement. The 
environmental impact issues related to a specific project are really almost 
insignificant if compared to the major impacts that could occur by not doing a 
strategic assessment. And. 1 think the impacts of not just major hog processing 
plants, but also the issue of large hog rearing facilities and the potential adverse 
impacts on Manitoba far outweighs building one facility in one spot. And. in the 
absence of that, if you buiid a plant you are almost on this treadmill you can't get off. 
where now you obviously can't make it hard to raise pigs now that you've got this 
multirnillion dollar facility to process them (Thelonius. November 10, 1999). 
There was also data on holism from an interview participant in the SAR case. who warned 
about potential pidails stemming from the large scope of strategic assessments: 
This is a fairly innovative provision in the legislation and 1 think i t  is a good part of 
the B.C. legislation compared to some of our environmental assessrnent Acts. It is 
very interesting to be able to look at an ongoing management regime and ask are 
there things we can do to improve this from a holistic perspective. But in some ways 
the review was a bit unmanageable by its volume and the numbers of people involved 
(Billie, September 29. 1999). 
52.1.2.4 Prospects for democracy 
Prospects for dernocrac y. a further subcategory of legal, administrative. and poli tical 
procedures, reflected a mistrust of govemrnent and an alienation from democratic values. 
Such ideas were expressed not only by active critics of the Maple Leaf project (represented 
in the fint two quotations below). but also by government officials (the third quotation) and 
non-participants (the final quotation). 
1 found the whole exercise very discouraging and very disillusioning. I'm quite 
cynical of the prospects for democracy and for development processes in 
comrnunities which will lead to sustainability. which will lead to a synegy of 
environmental well being. which is socially equitable and economically reaiistic 
(Oscar. November 19, 1999). 
One lesson is that the NDP is no different from the Conservatives but that is hardly an 
astonishing finding. 1 see that the NDP govemment is reaily undertaking to pick up 
where the Filmon govemment left off. Their vision of the way food production 
should happen in the Province of Manitoba. to be as general as 1 can. is no different 
than the way that the Filmon govemment did things. Certainly in the pork industry. 1 
don't see any difference. They want 10 million hogs in production. they don't want 
to see single desk marketing coming back." They believe in sviking deals with large 
monolithic transnational corporations. They believe in keeping those deals secret 
from the public. The government says they are ping to hold a Clean Environment 
Commission heanng but they have specified that it is going to be narrowiy scoped so 
it is going to explicitly exclude from its tenns of reference the impact of raising 10 
million hogs. I t  is only going to look at the Schneider plant. which violates one of the 
more basic principles of sustainability (Louis. January 22.2000). 
Single desk markeung refers to common markeung of hop through a govemment-authonzcd. producer- 
controlled wrtel. Such cartels, or marketing biuâs, were cornmon in Canada and were a public policy msponse 
to what wris regarded as e~pioitarive practices of m a t  processors and packers IfMacMillan and Fkderka 1989). 
In 1996. Manitoba Pork, initiaily d l e d  the ~Manitoba Hog M u c e r s  Marketing Board, moved from a common 
marketing scheme 10 a free mde mode1 (Manitoba fork Councii 2000). 
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We are probably going to see the same scenario with respect to Schneider. whereas 
this new govenunent campaigned on a whole different platfom tbat that sort of thing 
was going to go out the window. Maybe we will see it in the long terni but ceitainly 
the short term is no change from what I have seen just since the new government has 
k e n  in power (Omette. January 28.2000). 
1 think that it has reinforced that power corrupts. . .. It is sad because. really. in your 
409 you start figuring, 1 don? trust any of these people. 1 kind of like to run my own 
life and granted you need some form of govenunent but it seems it is pnny rare when 
you have comptent people who are trustworthy and actually carry out the promises 
they went in with and so 1 guess that is disappointing but not surprising. So. that is 
what was reinforced by this (Nina. February 1.2000). 
Sentiments of dienation from govemment. such as those expressed above. were also found in 
the Salmon Aquaculture Review. The following is a staternent. pertaining to govemment 
delays in responding to the review. made by a former member of the SAR staff: 
If the government wants to have a review like this done. it has to be prepared to deal 
with the results of the review. That is the first and most important lhing that 1 leamed 
from this review. 1 think thai if you are going to go through an exercise like this and 
you are going to involve public resources intemally in govemment and you are going 
to involve the time and energy of vanous parts of the body politic that are involved in 
an issue like this. you then have to be responsible for responding to that because 1 
think that people otherwise feel very fnistrated about having dedicated time and 
energy to a process and then not really feeling like the process is worth a decision. . . . 
It is absolutely ludicrous to have an environmental assessrnent that takes this long and 
then take al1 this time to corne to some decision about what you are going to do. So. 
that is the biggest thing that 1 leamed is that you have to take people seriously if you 
are going to ask them to do something like this (Billie. September 29. 1999). 
5.2. I .3 Social and econornic k m  wledge 
5.2.13.1 Family farm 
Yet another form of instrumentai leaming found in the Maple Leaf €A was social and 
economic knowledge. an important subcategory of which was family fam (Table 5.1. page 
95). This class caught expressions of concem for the future of independent. family fanns. 
One person. who was an acadernic and a critic of the project. put it this way: 
It is not the only piace we heard this but it just came home with such impact at the 
hemings. tbat the future for the famiiy type fann operation. it lwks Iike it's down the 
drain. 1 feel sick about that, and it was evident from the farmers who were 
participating felt sick about that. And. damn it, 1 think that this is the feeling of. 
certainly of those in the coalition. but of almost al1 of those who leam about what's 
going on who have any feeling for the community. southwest Manitoba. and the 
f a m  and the towns and the people in them. This is something that 1 feel should be 
fought and the people may be willing to fight tooth and nail (Benny. November 4. 
1949). 
5.2.13.2 Globalization 
Another subcategory of social and economic knowledge was globaiization. which comprised 
diverse lessons pertaining to issues such as: 
govemment subsidies to industry: "Some of the participants that 1 talked to seemed to get 
something wonhwhile out of it. including the Americans. . . . They just couldn't beiieve 
the money that Brandon and the province gave these guys" (Diuy. November 25. 1999): 
and, 
the positive impacts of big business: 'There are two things that 1 learned: one. that big 
business is not bad business" (Woody. February 22, 1999). 
The strongest theme reflected in the globalization subcategory related to concems over the 
impacts of globalization on local communities. The following two quotations are from 
project critics who spoke with some passion about the linkages between globalization and the 
Maple Leaf development: 
A development like this one or any kind of development is more controlled by the 
beneficiaries of that development rather than the community. . . . Rather than moving 
towards more intelligent. community-based development strategies. we are moving 
further away from them. Through these kinds of trade. economic pacts. we just get 
funher away as a community from being able to control these kinds of things. So. 1 
am not sure there i s  a lesson except to take a long view and think that this is just 
another indication that things are getting worse. There has to be a change in the 
political will to take back. the political philosophy has to be more directed towards 
serving the whole consti tuency rather than just some secton and shoving thiogs down 
people's throats that may not be bad for them but that they may not want. The 
cornmunity bas a right to block. if the comrnunity is at the end of a reai clear kind of 
review of this thing. if the community had said no we don't want it, even if they were 
wrong, that would be preferable (An, November 17, 1999). 
When Maple Leaf was here at some of these public meetings and they had, you know. 
one or more of the McCaîns were tbere and other people. they made it very clear. give 
them credit for this. they were not ambiguous. You know. the prices we pay for pigs, 
the wages, whatever. we are in a world market. and those are the conditions we'll 
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meet. Fine, we know that, they weren't hiding that at d l ,  and that is one of these 
direct effects of globaiization and NAFTA. I feel that when it cornes to preserving 
Our ability to produce our own food. and to preserve our comrnunities, God damn it. 
we should have bamers. You know, there are things more imporîant than seeing that 
basically a handful. a limited number of multinational corporations have free reign CO 
trade and do as they wish. There's things a heli of a lot more important than that. and 
so 1 think that a lot of us will do dl we cm. I don't know to what extent it's realistic 
to think about turning the tide. I do know that neither we nor most of the public 
should accept this as passively. you know that just bums me up. and you can quote 
me on that (Oscar, November 18. LW). 
5.2.1.33 Labour markets 
The final subcategory of social and economic knowledge encompassed tessons conceming 
the effects of the processing plant on local and regional labour markets. with respect to which 
there was considerable uncertainty. One interview participant, who was a Brandon city 
councilor and a moderate cntic of the project, indicated what he had leamed at a recent press 
conference: 
Tum over hasn't been anywhere nearly as high at this plant as in a lot of plants in the 
U.S. and elsewhere in Canada. They have been able to generate most of the workers 
at the plant within the region and I went to this thing [Dr. Richard] Rounds did the 
other day and one of the things 1 was kind of expecting was that you would have a lot 
of farmen doing off-farm work. That is an indication that there was a lot of under 
employment in this region prior to the Maple Leaf plant. That is a lot of workers. 
That is a lot of jobs and a small population but they were able to recruit the people 
iniemally by and large. So. that is a good thing. So. 1 thought that was useful 
(Brantf'ord. February 23.2000). 
5.2.1.4 Potenrial risks and impucrs 
The final form of instrumental leaming classified in the analysis of the Maple Leaf data was 
potential nsks and impacts associated wi th the project (Table 5.1. page 95). Sukategories 
within this class were not mutually exclusive. and data coded here were also coded to fomis 
of learning discussed earlier. The data discussed below pertained to lessons regarding both 
positive and negative potential impacts. reflecting a balance expressed by many interview 
participants: 
It is probably good for Brandon as a whole. A certain number of positives and certain 
number of pretty serious negatives. Probably the positives slightiy out-weigh the 
negatives. But I think it bas ken  por~ayed as if the positives vastly out-number the 
negatives. I think that is a little bit of a pmblem with how it has k e n  prornoted 
(Lena, Febniary 1,2000). 
There are always some negatives but it isn't anything that we can't handle and it 
probably isn't going to be as good for Brandon as some people thought and not as bad 
for Brandon as some people thought but somewhere in between. which is the way life 
works (Charlie, February 1,2000). 
5.2.1.4.1 Biophy sical 
Echoinp earlier lessons respecting scientific and technical knowledge (Section 5.2.1.1 ). a 
major subcategory of poteniiai nsks and impacts encornpassed concems over biophysical 
effects. What people learned regarding the gravity and extent of potential biophysical 
impacts was diverse and often conflicting. and was associated with whether the leamer was a 
supporter or cntic of the project. This is discussed in greater length in Section 53. but what 
follows is a juxtaposition of confiicting views respecting various biophysical issues: 
air pollution: "Y ou can't smell the plant. there are no vapors or air pollution in the normal 
sense. either the smell son or big clouds of whatever*' (Duke. November 17. 1999). "1 
have particular concerns about arnmonia as an air pollutant impacting on vegetation and 
humans" (Dizzy. November 25. 1999). 
aquifer contamination: "Everyone ialks about the Assiniboine River. nobody talks about 
the aquifer and to me the aquifer is maybe a bigger issue" (Sarah. January 3 1. 2000). 
"Then is no ground water pollution" (Wynton. January 2 1.2000). 
nutrient loading in the Assiniboine River: "Do you know the nver is ankle deep in low 
flow and they are going to be pumping a million gallons a day. so can you imagine what 
kind of sewer it will become" (Stan. August I 1. 1999). "Tbere is no production of heavy 
metals that woufd accumulate in the nver, that sort of stuff. It is al1 reversible if there is a 
problem" (Duke. November 17. 1999). 
impacts of intensive livestock production: "1 think the thing that sticks out in my mind as 
leaming. 1 learned from Maple Leaf at these meetings. They did a fair job of btinging up 
North Carolina, hog densities. showing that Manitoba even with the development today, 
we are talking hog densities no where near in the densities that Holland has or Nonh 
Carolina has" (Wynton. January 21.2000). "It was a development for a 3 . 0  sow hog 
operation that was weU within a mile of several residences. At fint it didn't seem to me 
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that it should have affected us and that we. living in a rural area. would be for the most 
part acceptable to any type of development like that. thai we assumed was farming. And 
that what it took to raise our concems about the operation was a little talk in the 
community. getting hold of information from the municipality. finding out a littie more 
about who was involved in the development" (Chet. November 25, 1999). 
5.2.1.4.2 Cornmuni tylsocial 
Again echoing issues discussed earlier (see Section 5.2.13, regarding social and economic 
knowledge), another major subcategory of potential risks and impacts dealt with effects on 
the community. Such effects were raised not only by critics of tbe project. but also by ardent 
supporters. one of w hom said "1 was probably more concerned about impact on community 
than anything. 1 was concerned about Brandon's ability to absorb new populations. A new 
injection of people in our community" (Woody, February 22.2000). 
Potential effects on the community raised by interview participants included an influx of 
migrant worken. an increase in crime rates, reduced supplies of rental accommodation. and 
increased demands on social services. A notable potential effect pertained to impacts on 
farnily f m s  and rural areas. Critics saw the project as contributing to the demise of the 
family farm and to depopulation of rural society. whereas supporten viewed it as a means of 
diversification and growth. Cootrast the following two quotations, the first of which is from 
a Brandon area farmer, w hile the second is from a resident of Brandon: 
1 think it is going to be disruptive to the smaller family fam kind of operations. It is 
going to favour larger factory type hog production. 1 think that is negaiive. It hastens 
that process of depopulation of the rural areas and having a vibrant. economically 
healthy rural society. And the decline in the schools and hospitals and those sorts of 
thiog that go with that ( A n  November 17. 1999). 
1s it going to stimulate hog production? Absolutely. That is where the benefit is for 
our neighbours surrounding us. They are good ai growing hogs. There isn't going to 
be a single hog produceci inside Brandon. ... Is there a possibility that rural 
depopulation will put the brakes on and maybe these towns will get some new life 
again? It is a possibility (Woody . Febniary 22,2000). 
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Divergent views were expressed on what Brandon could l e m  from other cities and towns 
with large meat processing plants. Speaking about a presentation made by an American 
academic at a forum organized by the Wesûnan Comrnunity Action Coalition. an official 
with one of the proponents commented: 
The geographer. and my background is geograpby ûefore law. made a whole bunch of 
statements that 1 found humorous more than serious. 1 believe he didn't understand 
Canada. Looking at Brandon as king equivalent to Brooks is absurd for example. 
There is no similarity in the cornmunitmies, there is no sirnilarity in the area where the 
community is located. and there is ao similarity in the plants that are king 
established. But other than those three absolutely critical factors. there are some 
surface impressions (Duke, November 17, 1999). 
In contrast, several interview participants were grateful for information on the experiences of 
other cities. A Brandon City Councilor. refemng to the same WCAC event. said: 
1 was there on the Sunday and my take on it again was that this is an extension of the 
educational process that we had been going througb the lasi ten months or whatever 
and now we were factoring into our knowledge information from elsewhere. from 
other jurisdictions and so on and that is useful. But I think it would have been helpful 
if some of that information people would bave got before rather than after. 
Nevertheless. a lot of it was useful. Some of the concems were raised by people from 
the States with green field sites. turn over. and migrants and so on (Brantford. 
Fe bruary 23.2ûûû). 
In the Salmon Aquaculture Review. interview participants were also keenly interested in 
obtaining current information from other jurisdictions. but this tumed out to be too costly: 
If there was something that we should have done it would have been to be finn about 
getting expertise from Norway. We asked for Ian Fieming frorn Norway. the lnstitute 
of Aquaculture there. to corne and he is well vened in the impacts of Atlantic salmon. 
of fam salmon on wild stocks and piven how expensive the review was. we rolled 
over when they said they didn't have enough funding to provide his airfare here. We 
really needed to get that into the record. what was happening in Norway. and if the 
union had ken  more involved than it was. we would have brought in the fishennen 
from Atlantic Canada (Sonn y. Septem ber 29. 1999). 
5.2.1.43 Jobs and the economy 
A further subcategory of potential risks and impacts consisted of effects on jobs and the 
economy. A conspicuous debate emerged dunng the EA process over the economic 
sustainability of the development: 
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A Company like this and an operation like this has no loyalty. It has found a place to 
locate. it is going to mine that because lhat is what it does. that is what its objective is. 
is to make money. without any real regard for any long terni effect. Some day it will 
disappear. so it is here today. it is goiag to be gone at some point and in between that 
it is basicaily just a mining operation. So. 1 have a doubt or a fear that it is really not 
a sustainable good development (Art. November 17, 1999). 
[At a public information meeting] 1 asked a question to the assistant engineer for 
Maple Leaf, what is the life expectancy of this $ 1 0  million building? And he said 
40 years is what we expect it to last without any changes at dl. So that kind of put 
the lie to the idea that they were just here for a short time. a g d  time and a 
profitable time. So. people simply weren't looking at the whole thing with a 
longitudinal context. They were. 1 would Say, panicking in many cases (Charlie. 
February 1.2000). 
Other salient potential econornic effects discussed by interview participants were job 
creation. secondary (or spin-off) impacts. mral diversification. govemment subsidies to 
industry. and premiums on hog pnces. As with biophysical impacts. what people leamed 
regarding potential economic effects was complex and diverse. In some cases. the lessons 
were associated with whether the learnen were supporters or critics of the project. with 
supporters emphasizing positive effects and critics stressing negative aspects of the impacts. 
Compare these two discussions respecting job mation: 
I guess in tenns of concerns. 1 think Maple Leaf has done a lot of things they said 
they were going to do. They have made a cornmitment to recruit Aboriginal people. 
they have done that. They had an early intensive program to produce that result. 1 
think that when they move to a second shift. they will attract more Aboriginal people 
there. They have done a lot CO accommodate employees' needs in ternis of transit but 
that is a two way Street and 1 mean we changed Our bus runs and so on which makes 
rense. They are also looking at the question of day care and rhese sons of things 
although that is something some employees wanted on the plant site. others wanted in  
town. so 1 mean t5ere are things that need to be worked out but 1 think they will get 
involved in addressing those kinds of issues (Brantf'ord. February 23.2000). 
1 have more concems. 1 mean. 1 think basically. they are shitty jobs and a shitty job is 
better than no job for some people and for some people it is going to be an entry 
point. But 1 think there are very few people who would enjoy that kind of work. 
There is a huge amount of pressure, the high speeds and 1 think it is numbing. You 
know. 1 think it is emotionally numbing especiaily if you are involved in the kill 
floor. So, 1 feel for people who get stuck in those jobs and 1 ihink there are ripple 
effects in a community where you have that many people involved in work that 
involves killing. And the pay is lousy in rny opinion. 1 would have to be very 
desperate to work in a hog plant. 1 would rather waitress for minimum wage than 
work at a hog plant for more than minimum wage and 1 think that a lot of the people 
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who promote them as good jobs would never do it them~lves and would never want 
their kids to do it either. So there is a certain amount of hypocnsy there (Lena. 
Fe bruary 1.2000). 
Sirnilarl y, compare these view s of the secondary spin-offs: 
1 was concemed about our ability to keep up witb the services of retail but it is market 
driven and when people show up and they are enpecting certain services and certain 
retail. the market is there to fil1 that gap. 1 don't know of any situation where there 
have been people standing in line waiting to buy something and a business hasn't 
popped up to serve those people. It is just the way it works (Woody. February 22. 
2000). 
Obviously. there is a section of the population in a place like Brandon that is going to 
benefit. Primarily service providers. retailers. and restaurants and that sort of thing. 
But again. that benefit increasingly is not local because a lot of that stuff will go 
offshore so to speak. Whether it is Wal-Mart or Superstore or those kinds of places. 
That money al1 leaves. It doesn't stay here (Art. November 17, 1999). 
5.2.1.4.3 Personal health 
The final subcategory of poteniid risks and impacts pertained to personal health effects. A 
theme here related to concems over the effects of eating rneat produced in factory farms: 
Aside from myself Iearning more about that list of parasites that are found and kinds 
of hormones and stuff. including heavy metals that are present. you know this wasn't 
completely new to me. but it sort of solidified that (Benny. November 4, 1999). 
Another health-related theme dealt with bacteria and parasites in the discharge from the 
wastewater treatment plant. A resident of Portage la Prairie. downsiream from Brandon. was 
deepiy concemed over this issue: 
1 gave [petitions] to NDP candidates. Hah! Liberal candidates. 1 wanted them to 
take on some issues like water testing. . .. Tiiey've got to say we are concerned about 
rural Manitoba. We are concerned about women and pregnancy. healthy kids. We 
are concerned about. after the fiasco in Brandon - no Clean Environment 
Commission hearinps (Stan. August 1 1. 1999). 
Many of the health-related data were also coded to fonns of learning discussed earlier. For 
example. the class of data periaining to health effects of wastewater discharge intersected 
with the class dealiog with the uncertainty of waste treatment technology (discussed at page 
95). Generaily, interview participants who expressed strong concems over potential health 
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effects were limited to those who also learned of the uncertainty of waste treatrnent 
technology . 
5.2.2 Communicative leaning 
The analytic framework used in this section adopted communicative leaniing as the prirnary. 
etic catepry. Within the primary category. four secondary. etic categories were divided into 
tertiary emic categories (Table 5.2). and the tertiary categones were funher subdivided into 
quatemary classes, discussed below. Tbe parameters for the primary category were provided 
by transfomative theoiy: communicative leaming helps people negotiate their own 
meanings. intentions and values, rather than simply accepting those of othen. As in the 
previous section. development of the secondary categories was guided by the empirical 
evidence reviewed in Section 2.43. and development of the tertiary and quatemary 
categones follow ed the approach and methods described in Section 3 5 1 .  
Table 5.2: Forms of Communkative Learning Acquired Throagh Involveme~t in EA 
PRiMARY (FI7C) SECONDARY (ETIC) CATEGORIES TERTl ARY (EMIC) CATEGORIES 
CATEGORY 
communicative i nsight into one's own intcrests pcrsond, funily fm 
lemming community fears 
personai contn butions 
pol icy objectives 
insight into the intcrests of others positions of the parties 
intenuons oc thc partics 
public concerns 
shated concerns 
communication stntegics and rnethods pcrsunal conmcts 
media re tauons 
cmpention 
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5.2.2.1 Insight in10 one's own inrerests 
j.î.2.l.l Personal. family fears 
A significant form of communicative leaming in the Maple Leaf EA was insight into one's 
own interests. Following Fisher and Ury (1991). interests encompassed desires. fears. 
concems, intentions. and needs. A subcategory of insight into one's own interests captured 
personal fem expressed by several interview participants. One participant, a community 
activist and a critic of the project. was coacemed about how his involvement ia the case 
affected his family relationships: 
The whole reason 1 can handle this much abuse from the politicians or the city 
council . . . I just don? let it get to me. But. you see, the wife and kids. eh, you just 
ignore them too much. it does affect me (Stan. August 11. 1999). 
Another participant. an ex-famer and a supporter of the project, raised concems over the 
state of the environment being ieft for his children and grandchildren: 
1 learned a lot from the other side as well as to why they were concemed and I have 
got children. my goodness. 1 certainly don? want to. 1 don? want them having to put 
up with an environment that 1 had something to do with that went astray (Wes. 
January 3 1.2000). 
5.2.2.1.2 Community fean 
A related subcategory of insight into one's own interests dealt with fean pertaining to the 
comrnunity. Many of these data related to potential changes to the community and were also 
encompassed within the subcategory containing what people learned about potential social 
impacts of the project (page 104). Other data coded here dedt with how people's feus had 
been allayed. For example. through attending the public information meetings. a provincial 
official became more comfo~ble  wi th the project: 
Some of it was repetitious but certainly then was things that you picked up on. you 
know the comrnitment by the company. the commitment by the city 1 think very 
strongly passed on at those particular meetings. And it made, 1 guess us as the 
enforcement agency. I feit cornfortable that the commitment was going to be there 
from the city and from the company and that sort of thing (Oliver, November 18, 
1999). 
5.2.2.13 Personal contributions 
A further subcategory caught insights pertaining to personal contributions to the community. 
One participant. a Brandon businessperson and a project cntic. gained insight into a role that 
she bas frequently played in chic organizations to which sbe has belonged: 
1 am learning where I fit in, it is crystalliring what my role is in these kinds of things 
and if 1 age to be an 80 year old woman, 1 will get better at ihis. 1 will get better at 
knowing how 1 can fit and how 1 can enable younger generations how to understand 
about presewing our planet, improving degradation of our planet, things like that. 
My sons, my grandchildren. when 1 have them. 1 will become better at aniculating 
without being divisive, trying to bring topther (Sarah. January 3 1.2000). 
Another participant, who was also a businessperson but who was a supporter of the project. 
deveioped his understanding of the contributions stemming from conducting business in a 
fair and honest manner: 
Fair business practice dictates tbat you be a group al1 the way through. that you keep 
people informed and everybody will end up with something in the end . . . lets give 
everybody a piece of the action. 1 take a certain amount of satisfaction out of 
knowing that we did. my wife and myself. have been responsible for helpinp a 
number of people over time attain their goals. Some beyond their imaginations. It 
has been nice (Woody. February 22,2000). 
5.2.2.1.4 Policy objectives 
Finally. for one activist. involvement in Maple Leaf and the subsequent Schneider case 
contributed to elucidation of his organization's policy agenda: 
We want there to be a moratorium on hog production. We want the province to 
withhold signing a memorandum of understanding with Srnithfield. Schneider until a 
full hearing has been held. We want singie desk marketing reinstated. although 1 
would tend to put it somewhat differently. 1 would rather think of it as having 
transparent pncing. which at the present time single desk marketing. 1 suppose, is the 
most immediate way of ensuring that hog pncing is transparent, as opposed to 
secretized. We want to see a fully scoped Clean Environment Commission hearing. 
so on and so on (Louis. January 2 2 , 2 0 ) .  
5.2.2.2 Insighr into the interests of others 
Another secondary. communicative category was hsight into the interests of others. Many 
of the data coded here were alw coded to categories described earlier. The interests of others 
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included intentions. needs, wants, fears and concerns and some of the interests pertained to 
biophysical issues. while others pertained to socioeconomic issues. 
5.2.2.2.1 Positions of the parties 
A subcategory of insight into the interests of othen, found in both the Maple Leaf and 
Salmon Aquaculture Review cases. related CO the importance of transcending entrenched 
positions for leaming to occur by EA participants. The following passage from a SAR 
participant articulates this theme well: 
There was defiaitely a sense that people held very different points of view and that 
they were not king influenced by each other's statements, that their points of view 
were not altering based on other people's points of view. There are processes that I 
have k e n  involved with that over time stari to develop a sense of people finding 
common ground and coming to common solutions. There wasn't as much of that in 
this process as I have expcrienced in other settings. . . . AH of us need to be able to 
take in information and have it inforni our points of view and not just have 
environmental assessment be a place where we express our points of view that we 
already bave. Because if chat is al1 that is going to happen. then we don't really need 
to have an assessment. We can just have a hearing and everybody siog i t  out at a 
hearing with their already crafted points of view. If we want an assessment. we have 
to find some way where al1 of us are going to be taking in information. digesting it. 
and testing our point of view against that information (Billie. September 29. 1999). 
5.2.2.2.2 Intentions of the parties 
A funher subcategory of insight into the interests of others contained what people leamed 
about the intentions of the major parties to the EAs. Many of these data were cross-coded to 
other foms of leaming and are discussed elsewhere. Therefore. the data are not presented in 
detail in this section, although a sumrnary is given in Table 53. 
5.2.2.2.3 Public concems 
Yet another subcategory of insight into the interests of othen comprised what various 
participants (including the proponents. the provincial environment ministry. and major 
intervenon) learned about public concerns over the pmject Again, many of the data were 
cross-coded to other foms of leaming and have been discussed earlier, largely in the section 
on potential risks and impacts (Section 5.2.1 A. page la). 
Table 5.3: Insights of Setexteci Maple LtPt Participants Regarding Others' Intentions 
THE LEARNER INSIGHTS GAINE33 
Mmitobr Environment o ~ c i o l s  commiunents made by the proponenrs 
Maple k f s  plans to enter the emergng Asian pork market 
City of Brandon ofMrls 
WCAC members 
Acadcmic pprticipnts 
Maple W s  long-km plans for the Brandon plant 
WCAC's plans to stop ihe project through court actions 
C i l  administration's plans ("fmmy") for generaung rcvenue from 
the new wmewaier treatment facility 
NDP agncultud policies 
Maplc Leifs desire to off-load environmental and economiç nsks 
onlo fmers and the City of B m d o n  
the Manttoba govemment's a p p r m h  t EA 
Maplc i d ' s  approrich to wastcwater matment and mon1 tonng 
Ptopornnt consultants Maple W s  des~rc to control media and public relriiions 
Selected noriparticipmnts Maple W s  grni of minmg profit 
Maple W s  p a l  to cornpl! with ent.ironmcntiil repulci~ions 
A subtheme of public concems not discussed previously. however. dealt with the level of 
public support for the project. Whi le a proponent representative thought the project had 
considerable public suppon. an intervenor representative suggested that most citizens were 
concerned at some level. Compare the followina passages from the interviews: 
The most important thhg was learning fairly early on that the vast majonty of the 
public was. at worst. neutrai. more likely mildly concemed CO very enthusiastic. 
which is important for us to know. . . . We also had one other indicator of public 
support. We had a municipal election in the middle of al1 this with a number of 
candidates and the Mayor made it  a central plank of his campaign. Maple Leaf. And 
the Mayor p t  79% of the vote against two candidates so he sees it as an absolute 
vindication of his position on Maple Leaf and 1 don't know how you can argue that 
(Duke, November 17, 1993). 
If you were to carry out a survey in Brandon and did it in such a way as to get a large 
return and Say you know it was part of an election taking place in Brandon of 
considerable importance and you just happen to stick on the ballot a couple of 
questions about Maple Leaf or hog production. you wouid find ibat a lot of people 
had concems of one son or another. Maybe it is about traffic. maybe it is about 
health, rnaybe it is about crime. maybe it is about air quality. It could be about 
anything. You would find out that a lot of people are concerned. with only very few 
who actually get up and do something about it. 1 am interested in the fact that over 
the course of the 1s t  year and half that 1 have been involved in this. in al1 that time. I 
have on1 y received. and 1 knock on wood. one expression of crankiness. One crank 
cal1 1 received way back when. Even before I had reaily become involved in this 
thing and. on the otber hand. since then 1 have received dozeas of phone calls from 
people asking questions. giving me information and expressions of concems (Louis. 
August 10. 1999). 
5.2.2.2.3 Shared concerns 
Yet a furiher subcategory of insight into the interests of others reflected the notion that 
several participants leamed of concerns that were shared by other individuals or 
organizations. A notable example is how Westman Community Action Coalition. towards 
the end of the Maple Leaf EA. increasingly worked in concert with other organizations: 
We are working exclusively with other groups now. We have decided to do that in 
the past month. so we have done tbat with the National Farmen Union. Raine 
Alliance for the Future. Winnipeg Human Society. CHOICES. we are al1 getting 
together. There was a very successful press conference on the 28<b of January, the 
Friday pnor to the Schneider announcement. at the Legislature so lots of people were 
at that and that is what we are going to do province wide now because there is a 
groundswell of interest 1 guess 1 Ella. February 2 1.2000). 
Another example is how the City of Brandon initiated a Croup of pvemment and industry 
stakeholders with interests in the health of the Assiniboine River: 
We have estabiished a joint user. river users' group. Everybody who puts anything in 
the Assiniboine River of any substance is working together. looking at improvements. 
It involves two cities. two provincial departments. and a whole bunch of industries. 
Never talked before and we are al1 poing to spend money together on this. This has 
never been done anywhere. Partially out of the understanding we have al1 achieved 
through the Maple Leaf process (Sidney. November 17. 1999). 
5.2.2.3 Communication straregies and meihods 
5.2.22.1 Personal contacts 
The third category of communicative ieamîng was communication strategies and methods. 
which contained a small but eclectic collection of data segments. A prominent subcategory 
was persona1 contacts. which emphasized the development of personal relationships. 
Regarding the WCAC citizens hearing. a member of the academic community commented. 
"For me it was useful to establish contact with some really interesting people and we are sort 
of comsponding on common issues." With respect to the City of Brandon public 
information meetings. a provincial enviruornent official said. "The public had the opportunity 
to put faces to the proponents. They knew who to direct questions to." Another environment 
official talked about developing relationships with the propoaents: 
I think that one of the advantages is that we have got to know the pmponent very 
well, we have got to know the city administration very well. We knew them before 
but I think we got to know them better. You know. when you are making 
pnsentations at these things with these people, you obviously have a social 
atrnospben. In some cases too you have a coffee and talk about issues. you talk 
about different things, there is a time for a break. so you p t  to know how they feel 
and where they are at and 1 think it makes our job easier (Oliver. November 18. 
1 999). 
5.2.2.3.2 Media relations 
Another subcategory of communication strategies and methods was media relations. A 
member of the media had this to Say about Maple Le& 
They have learned that if they are open with me. they will get reasonably fair 
coverage. which half the time they will hate and half the time they will like. And 
they son of came to ternis with that but I had to push them a lot. Their PR strategy 
was to Say nothing for the first year. never answered phone calls. never. ever. ever. 
And some point 1 had to have a little tirade with their PR person in Toronto and Say. 
this is the biggest thing to hit Brandon, articles are in the paper every day about it and 
if you want al1 of those articles to focus on what your critics have to Say. you could 
just keep on with your PR strategy and if you want your perspective in there. you'd 
better start talking. So, we worked that one out. The plant manager is really easy to 
get along with and 1 have a good relationship with him but. again. it is son of he 
knows he has to taik to me and if something good happens. 1 will report it and if 
somethinp bad happens 1'11 report it and there is nothing he can do to stop me (Lena. 
Fe bruary 1 . 2 0 ) .  
An interesting subtheme of media relations dealt with the press' search for balance in 
reporting a news story. A repmentative of Maple Leaf's chief consultamt complained that 
this quest for balance resulted in excessive and uodeserved coverage of the views of the 
projec t cri tics: 
1 learned one thing that, again, 1 don? koow if tbat is what 1 learned, but 1 wanted to 
get this out to you. But, 1 personally feel that the media does a lot of disservice to the 
environmental movement. 1 think they think they are doing the right thing. But they 
give al1 the attention to the squeaky wheel. . . . It distorts the negative side of the 
argument (Wynton. January 2 1.2000). 
Indeed, the amount of press coverage given to project cntics in the Maple Leaf case could be 
explained by the media's search for balance in ~porting a story. However, the reporter's 
comrnents captioned above supgest that it could also be explained by Maple Lcaf's initial 
unwillingness to speak to the media. 
The final subcategory of communication strategies and methods was cwperation. which 
reflected a notion from two City of Brandon officials that after a strained sian they ul timately 
developed a cooperative relationship with the provincial environment rninistry. One of the 
officials put it this way: 
We had to really leam what they are al1 about jusi as they had to leam what we are 
about ... 1 mean, we had to be willing to work together is what it really came down 
to. 1 think in the end. yeah. 1 was happy because we were workinp together. We 
were truly using each other as a resource to a comrnon goal (Sidney. November 17. 
1999). 
SA?. 4 Social rnobili~arion 
5.2.2.4.1 Persistence 
The final. secondary category of communicative leaming was social mobilization, drawn 
from interviews with project critics. A notable subcategory was penistence, comprising 
ideas expressed by one interview participant on the importance of perseverance to activism 
and the potential for activism in a socially conservative community: 
I can't Say that there are any outstanding discoveries or lessoos. Just the importance 
of persistence. I haven't really learned anything other than just sorts of trivial kinds 
of facts and information. 1 am just doing what I li ke to do. Maybe the lesson at the 
end of the day is that 8 citizens. if they are persistent enough. can cause a plan of 
action to be derailed or diverted or can secure due pmcess or something like that. . . . 
Maybe something that I have learned is one can raise questions and punue an activist 
strategy and oppose and be critical of something in a so-cailed conxrvative 
community and be supported for that. That one can come to town as 1 have and raise 
heck and get involved and be activist and that the world doesn't fall apart. the sky 
doesn't cave in. . . . One cm come to a community and raise questions and not be 
cnicified for it (louis. Febniary 22.2000). 
5.2.2.4.2 Complementary forms 
Another subcategory of social mobilization captured the theme that activism requires 
complementary forms of critical. civic involvement. One interview participant expressed it 
as need for a dialectical or mediating influence that synthesizes antithetical positions: 
1 would Say 1 am not an activist. 1 think the activist's role is to create the knowledge 
and the word and the opposition in order to keep the awareness level poing there. 1 
am more of an eoabler trying to push tbrough and enable progress in the proper 
direction after the activist does his and her role. That is soit of where 1 see myself in 
these kinds of social justice or environmental issues (Sarah. January 3 1.2000). 
Another interview participant expressed it in terms of advocating change from within the 
system. rather than through the use of activist strategies. This individual, in refemng to the 
activist quoted above. said: 
[He] actually believes that this kind of activity makes a difference and in the end 
analysis. he may be right. I see my way of working and his way of working as 
complementary. you know. They're really not two orbs. they're just us finding where 
we're effective and where we feel like we are making a difference. So. 1 guess that's 
what I've leamed (Oscar. November 18, 1999). 
5.2.2.43 Adequate resources 
A further subcategory of social mobilization reflected a need expressed by ENGO officiais 
for greater human and linancial resources so iheir organizations could participate more 
effectively in environmental assessments. Such a need was identified in the Maple Leaf case 
and was reiterated in the Salmon Aquaculture Review. Two SAR interview participants. 
when asked what lessoos they denved from the case. said: 
As far as myself penonally, 1 think I would have tned to get some funding for at least 
one or two more groups. encourage that kind of effort to occur. We were really under 
staffed as far as the environmental community. which wouldn't have been the case 
bad it been a terrestrial assessrnent We tend to bave far more bodies quite quickly to 
mobilize on issues that are of a terrestrial nature than we do with, for instance, even 
from the stand point of Greenpeace. they don't have a fisheries carnpaigner any 
longer. They have very littie work actually happening with a marine locus. So. right 
off the bat you are losing a very strong player (Sonny. September 29. 1999). 
For the NGO sector. 1 think. a lot of resources, monetary resources included. to be 
able to put up an equal front against a large industry or large Company and never 
underestimate that. To be part of something and not have enough resources. you can 
be assumed to be part of the process and part of the outcome. And. you have to make 
a very clear determination whether you have enough resources to take on the issue 
and be effective. Environmental groups in the case were very effective despite their 
lack of resources but 1 dodi think they were effective enough (Coleman, October 1. 
1999). 
5.2.3 Changes in meaning schemes 
The analytic framework used in this subsection adopted a pnmary. etic category drawn from 
transformative theory: changes in meaning schemes. Within the primary category. there 
were five secondary. etic categones: ( I )  new concepts: (2) more integated understanding of 
sociai and natural systerns; (3) more positive attitudes and feelings toward the comrnunity: 
(4) more cynical attitudes and resentrnent toward state and business interests: and, (5) 
increased feelings of social cohesion in civil society. The secondary categones were 
subdivided into tertiary , emic groupings. al1 of w hich were fractured into further grounded 
topics or themes. The parameten for the primary category were found in the transformative 
leaming literature: meaning schemes are constituted by beiiefs. feelings. attitudes. and value 
judgements (Section 2.2.2). As in previous sections. the secondary categones were informed 
by indirect empirical evidence (Section 2.43). while the emic classes were constmcted 
following the methods descnbed in Section 3.5.1. 
Many of the data conceming meaning schemes were afso coded to forms of leaming 
descnbed eadier. The first subcategory of meaning schemes was new concepts. which 
shared a large intersection with instrumental leaming. Examples of emic topics or themes 
within this intersection included waste treatment technology, dynamics within local and 
regional labour markets, nutrient loading in the Assiniboine River, and manure management 
and hog densities. New concepts also shared a modest intersection with communicative 
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learning, including emic topics such as improved media relations skills. the importance of 
persistence in social activism. and the need among ENGOs for greater human and financial 
resources. 
Another secondaiy category of meaning schemes was more integrated understanding of 
social and natural systems. This class intersected with several forms of instrumental leaminp 
and contained evidence that EA participants leamed of Iinkages between the Maple Leaf 
development and globalization. and between the development and decline in rural Manitoba 
society. The govemment participants also learned of the need for greater holism in EA. 
including strategic assessments and integration with tegional planning. 
The third subcategory of meaning schemes. more positive attitudes and feelings towards the 
community, was relatively small yet significant. It contained data from several project 
critics. as well as project supporters. such as the following statement from an interview 
participant with the econornic development branch of the City of Brandon: 
Well. there are two things thai I learned. . . . And two was the reinforcement of my 
opinion that Brandon. nsidents of Brandon. taxpayen are a very. very down to eanh 
and intelligent group of people. 1 have the utmost confidence in this community to 
make good deci sions ( Woody . February 22.2000). 
The next subcategory, more cynical attitudes and resentment towards state and business 
interests, intersected with both instrumental and communicative learning. Emic topics or 
thernes within the intersections included control of the EA process by industry. 
dissatisfaction with public involvement systems, mistrust of government. alienation from 
basic democratic values. and lack of respect for elected officiais. The following comment 
from a Brandon area farmer reflects the resentment towards govemment felt by many project 
critics: 
The Premier of Manitoba went to Toronto to announce this. It wasn't announced 
here. It was a very top down kind of thing and 1 guess we had k e n  through. as a 
province. we had been through a number of situations where the provincial 
govenumont had pushed things like the sale of MTS. Tùese were in the face of 
massive public disapproval. They just go ahead and do these things anyway. And 
thïs was the same kind of ihing. The announcement was Winnipeg-Toronto cenuic 
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and the city appeared to just be lap dogs eageriy waiting for the bone to drop (An. 
November 17, 1999). 
The final subcategory of meaning schemes, increased feelings of social cohesion in civil 
society, contained data that were also found in severai classes of communicative leaming. A 
notable emic theme of relevance hen was that social activism requires complementary forms 
of critical. civic involvement. Another related to how various EA participants leamed of 
concems over the project that were shared by other individuds and orpnizations. 
5.2.4 Applied learning 
The framework used in this subsection adopted a primat-. etic category informed by the 
transfomative. self reflection process (Figure 2.2. page 13): applied leaming. The prima9 
category was divided into three secondary. etic categories: ( 1) building cornpetence and self- 
c ~ ~ d e n c e  in new patterns of behaviour: (2) planning a course of action: and. (3) gaining 
knowledge and skills for implementing one's plan. Applied learning was defined as a lesson 
acquired through involvement in the Maple Leaf EA that the leamer applied subsequently. 
either in the Maple Leaf case or in another context. The secondary categories were based on 
phases six through eight in the self reflection process. Some of the data relevant here were 
cross-coded to forms of leaming discussed eariier. 
Linkages with the secondary categories were identified but since the data on applied leaming 
were sparse. these linkages must be viewed with tentativeness. One of the stronger 
connections was found in the enperiences of a community activist and project critic who used 
aspects of what he learned about waste treatment to design and implement a plan to monitor 
the Maple Leaf and wastewater treatment plants: 
. . . monitoring Maple Leaf's and the City of Brandon's cornpliance with their licence, 
with their respective licences. which siaris off monitoring their reports. receiving their 
monthly reports. monitoring al1 the reporting that they are required to do according to 
the Environment Act  And going through the data, reading i t  asking questions, 
becoming completely fluent in the mathematical and reponing parameten that are 
associated with their licence so that 1 can see what they are doing and what they are 
reporting and what is happening, what is not happening and be able to ask questions 
and king on top of it (Louis, February 2 2 , 2 0 ) .  
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A further connection was seen in the comments of another project critic. who indicated that 
she applied personal insights gained from the Maple Leaf case" in ber involvement as a 
board member of an unrelated ENGO. She said that her involvement in Maple Leaf "is 
conlirrning my beliefs, helping me with tbis other project. how I fit, what my roie is. I am 
leaming my own position" (Sarah. January 3 1,2000). 
Additional evidence. at least with respect to planning a course of action and gaining 
knowledge and skills for implementing the plan. was provided by an official with the City of 
Brandon. who intended to apply what he bad learned about public information meetings to 
future planning e n d e a v ~ u n : ~  "1 think the approach we twk was right. . . . You want tu keep 
the people involved. . . . I see that as kind of an ongoing piocess and not just for this 
particular project but for a number of other projects" (Sidney. Novernber 17. 1999). 
Yet furiher evidence. again pertaining primarily to planning a course of action and gaining 
knowledge for implementing the plan. was found in the experiences of two city officials and 
dealt with them applying lessons from the Maple Leaf case to a subsequent environmental 
issue. As already indicated in the subsection of communicative learning dealing with insight 
into the interests of othen (Section 5.2.2.2. page 1 10). Brandon officials used aspects of what 
they learned about the assimilative capacity of the Assiniboine River to initiate a multi- 
stakeholder group with interests in the river. As one official put it: 
This is our own initiative and because when we did the Maple Leaf plant we were 
required to look from Brandon to Portage la Raine. we said if we are already looking 
at water quality in that area. it would make sense to get those users and that group 
topether to say. hey, its not just Brandon involved in this. It is anyone else who is  
depositing into the river that need to get together and work together as a group and as 
a result we can develop some synergy on issues we are going to do or identify here is 
a good spot for the next development that cornes in wanting to use the river or land 
-- . - 
'' The pcnond insights refemd to here pewined to this individual's "nacuralu or prefcmd role as an educator 
or mediaior. M a y  of these &w were cms-coded to forms of leaming discussed exlier and were higtilighted 
in the discussion of communicative leaniing, specifically Section 5.2.2.1. page 109. 
SimiIv &w respecung beliefs about the effèctireness of public invoivement meetings. obwsned Srom mother 
city officiai, were reported eariier. in the section on instrumental leanung and Icgaî adminisuarive. and politicai 
procedures (page 96). 
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use planning or maybe even the types of treatrnent we have bere cm complement one 
another. We can handle siudge and they cm handle the liquid end. Those are the 
types of things that we want to try and draw out of this (Sidney, November 17. 1999). 
5.3 Contextual variabIes 
Since transfomative theory emphasizes the social context in which learning occurs. this 
section examines associations between contextual variables and what individuais leamed 
through their involvement in the Maple Leaf EA. The tint subsection focuses on the degree 
to which participants supponed the Maple Leaf development. while the second investigates 
leaming venues. The data presented were collected through interviewing EA participants. 
reviewing videotapes of the City of Brandon's public information meetings. and observing 
public events sponsored by WCAC and Mapie Leaf. 
5.3.1 Level of support for the project 
The interview participants were sorted into four ordinal classes based on levei of support for 
the project: highly supportive. moderately supportive. moderately critical. and highly critical. 
A contingency table showing frequencies and proportions (over row totals) was then 
constmcted against the primary f o m  of leaming expenenced (Table 5.4). 
Table 5.4: Interview Participants Classeà by Degree of Support for the Maple Leaf 
Pmject and Primary Fonn of Learning Experienced 
LEVEL OF SUPPORT PM MARY FORMS OF LEARNING TOTAL 
hi ghl y supportn'e I .?O O .O 4 .80 5 1 .00 
moderatel y supportive 5 .56 O .O0 4 -44 9 1.00 
modentely citical 2 .67 O -00 1 .33 3 1.00 
hrphl y cm ticai 2 .18 O .O0 9 -82 I l  1-00 
A notable feature of the table was that none of the participants reported experiencing 
communicative leaming without also experiencing instrumental leaming. This is 
understandable given the instrumental focus of the Mapie Leaf EA (and most Eh). 
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Whatever communicative leaming occumd was likely liaked to insirumental discussions of 
matten such as engineering and technical details of waste treatment. potential risks and 
impacts. and legal and politicai maneuverings. 
A further distinctive feature of Table 5.4 was that a greater proportion ( l3/ 16 or .81) of 
highly critical or supportive participants reported experiencing communicative leaming than 
did moderately critical or supponive participants (912 or .42). A test for independence. 
following Freund and Simon ( 1992) and McClave and Dietrich ( 1989). between whether 
participants were highly critical or supportive and whether they experienced communicative 
learning revealed evidence of a relationship at the .O5 level of significance ( X  = 4.680 > x',, 
= 3.84 1. 1 do. Further anal ysis using contingency coefficients confirmed a weak correlation 
(C = 378) between the variables? This association could be explained by highly critical or 
supponive participants k ing  more deeply involved in the case, providing them with 
increased opportunities for communicative leaming. Additionally, highly cntical or 
supponive participants were often leaders in their communities or oqanizations and sought 
improved communicative cornpetence in matters such as insight into the interests of othen. 
Examining instrumental learning in more depth. Table 5.5 presents the proportions of 
interview participants in each level of support who expenenced the secondary forms of 
instrumental leaming. A striking characteristic was that only two participants reported that 
they did not leam anything about potential risks and impacts. This subject was obviously a 
central focus for the participants. and is undentandable given that the ovemding purpose of 
the EA was consideration of potential impacts and feasible mitigation measutes. Continuing 
the investigation raised in the preceding paragraph revealed a farger proportion (8/16 or .M) 
of highly supportive or critical participants learned about legal. administrative. and political 
" The conunpency coefficient analysis followed Siegel's ( 1956) fmework and formula: 
C = ~ X ; N + ~ '  
where 2 = (O, - 6,)' 1 b, 
O,, = the obsenvxî number of cases in the ia nm. of j* colurnn 
E,, = the numkr o l  cases eapected 1.0 be categorized in the i* row of the j' column 
directs one to sum over dl the cells 
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procedures than did the moderate participants (412 or 33). However. a test for 
independence did not reveal evidence of a relationship even at the -25 level of significance 
( X  = .778 < 2, = 1323. 1 df). Yet another notable aspect of Table 5.5 is that 
proportionally more critics (5114 or 2%) than supporters (U14 or -14) nported learning about 
social and economic matten. In this case. a test for independence was not conducted because 
the sample size (n = 2%) was insufficient to provide E(n,,) z 5 for two of the cells in the X' 
anal ysis. 
Table 5.5: Proportions of Interview Participants in Each Leveî of Support who 
Experknced Secondory Forms of Instrumentai Lemnimg 
LEVEL OF SUPPORT SECONDARY FORMS OF INSTRUMEWAL LEARNING 
Scientific & kgal, ;idrninistrative Social & Potential nsks & 
tec hnical & politid econornlc impacts 
highly supportive (n = 9 35 (.SOI 315 (.ta) 1/5 (. 14) 515 ( 1.00) 
modcrrkly supportive (n = 9) 49 ( .44) 319 (.33) 1/9( .  I l )  8/9 (-89) 
mockntcly criticd (n = 3) 113 t.33) 113 (-33) ln (.33) 313 ( 1 .O) 
highly critical (n = 111 441 1 (-36) 511 1 (.45) 4 1  1 (-36) loi1 1 (.91) 
Investigating communicative leaming in greater detail. Table 5.6 gives the proportions of 
interview participants in each level of suppon who reported experiencing the secondary 
foms of communicative leaming. It is noteworthy but not surprising that only participants 
who were highly critical leamed about social mobilization since this category of learninp was 
partly defined with reference to activism. typically associated with project critics. It  is also 
noteworthy thai a larger proportion ( 12/16 or -75) of highly supportive or critical participants 
gained insights into the interests of others than did the moderate participants (Y 12 or .33). A 
test for independence revealed evidence of a relationship with a = .OS (X' = 4.861 s 2, = 
3.841, 1 do. and contingency coefficient analysis confirmed a weak correlation (C = 385). 
As intimated earlier. this association could be explained by highiy critical or supportive 
participants also being highly motivated to seek allies and muster support for their causes. 
This would invariably involve leaming about the interests (desires. fears. concems, 
intentions, and needs) of their prospective supporters. The association could be further 
explained by highly supportive participants k ing  proponents' representatives who engaged 
in consultations to seek out the concems of interested publics. 
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Table 5.6: Proportions of Interview Pdcipaots hi Eorh Levol of Support who 
LEVEL OF SUPPORT SECONDARY FORMS OF INSTRUMENTAL LEARPU'ING 
Insight into Insight into the Communications Social 
one's own intercsts of s m i e p e s  & mobilization 
inletests others methods 
highly supportive (n = 5) 35 (.a) Sis ( 1 .O) 315 (.a) 015 (O) 
modentely supprt iv t  (n = 9) 319 (.33) 319 (.33) 39  ( 2 2 )  O15 (O) 
modentely criticai (n = 3) 113 (.33) 113 (.33) 00 (O) 015 (O) 
highly critkd (n = 1 1) 61 11 (SS) 711 1 (54) 3111 (-37) 4/11 ~ 3 6 )  
5.3.2 Learning venues 
Given transfomative theory's emphasis on social context and the attention that leaniing 
venues have received in the literature (e.g.. Alexander 1999). this subsection looks at 
associations between venues and fonns of learning. Venues were identified in the data and 
coded with the framework presented in Table 5.7. Leaming experiences were ihen cross- 
tabulated by primary learning venue and primary fom of learniog (Table 5.8). Similar 
proportions of communicative and iostmmenial leaming were found across the prirnary 
venues. As well. higher incidence of instnimental leaming than communicative learning was 
found in both venues. Chi-square tests. however, did not reveal evidence of a relationship 
even at the 25 level of significance ( X  = 3 12 < 2, = 1.323. 1 do. 
Table 5.7: Categories of Learnïng Venues in the Mapk Leaf EAs 
PRiMARY (ETIC) CATEGORIES SECONDARY (EMIC) CATEGORIES 
specinc eduertion cvcnts Citizens for Rcsponsible Growth information meetings 
City OC Brandon public informaiton meeungs 
Westman Cornmunit! Action C d i t i o n  citizens' heanngs 
involvement in civic activities City of Brandon politics and aûministntion 
communrty organivng 
monitoring the M q l e  Laaf plants 
observing as a nonpmcipant 
overall involvement in the Maple Lad EA 
Schneider opposition 
technical advison cornmittee 
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Table 5.8: Leprning Experiences in the Mapk Led EAs Clsssed by Rimary Venue and 
Form 
PRIMARY LEARNING VENUES PRiMARY FORMS OF LEARNING TOTAL 
Instnirnental Communicative 
FrrqUQq ~ P O < I I ~  ~ U Q I C ' .  Ropoillm Ff=luum 
speci fic education events 31 .58 22 -42 53 i .ai 
involvemen; in civic activities % .63 55 .37 138 1.00 
Leaming experiences were funher cross-tabulated by secondary leaming venue and primary 
fom of leaming (Table 5.9). There was a higher incidence of instrumental leaming than 
communicative learning in al1 but two of the secondary venues. It was also noteworthy that 
the proportions of communicative and instrumentai learning were very similar across venues 
for which several data were available (i.e., where x r 8). This was true even for venues. such 
as the City of Brandon public information meetings and the Westman Comrnunity Action 
Coalition citizens hearings. that had drastically different agendas regarding the development. 
The exception was the secondary venue of observing as a nonparticipant ( x  = 22). For this 
venue. the proportions of instrumental and communicative learning were considerably 
different han for the other secondary venues with x r 8. Observing as a nonparticipant had a 
much higher proportion of instrumentai learning (.91). This is easily undentood considering 
the nature of the venue. which by definition lacked opponunities for communicative dialogue 
and engagement with fellow citizens in the community. 
Table 5.9: Learning Experiences in the Mapk Leaf E h  Ciassed by Seeoadary Venues 
and Rimary Forms 
SECONDARY LEARNING PRiMARY FORMS OF LJEARNiNG TOTAL 
VENUES Instrumentai Communicative 
F q u c n q  mai Fteguaiq R o p ~ a ,  Frcquency Ropacricm 
Ci tizens for Responsi blc Growth 2 1 .O0 O .O0 2 1-00 
City of Brandon meetings 20 -56 16 .44 36 1.00 
Wesunui Action C d i t i o n  h m n g s  9 -60 6 -40 15 1.00 
City of Brandon politics O .O 3 1 .O0 3 1 .O0 
communi ty organizing O .O0 3 1 .O0 3 1.00 
monitoring the Maple Leaf plants 4 1 .O O .O0 4 1.00 
obsening as a nonparticipant 20 .91 2 -09 22 1 .O0 
overail involvement in the EAs 63 -59 44 .4 1 1 07 1.00 
Schneider opposition 5 .63 3 -37 8 1 .O0 
technical advisory cornmittee 1 1.00 O .O0 1 1 .O0 
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5.4 Constraints on leaming through involvement 
The foregoing discussion of forms of leaming and related contextual variables presupposed 
participation in W. and invited an investigation of constraints on involvement. and hence 
learning through involvement." This section centres on the Maple Leaf case but includes a 
comparative analysis of selected variables in the Green Comrnuting Roject. Interview 
participants were asked specifically why some people refrain from becominp involved in EA 
processes. The interviews focused on people who were actively involved in the case studies. 
but the interviews also included a small selection of "non-participants". These were residents 
of Brandon and the sunounding area who were interested in the Maple Leaf development but 
were not involved in the EAs. In addition. although this section relies pnrnarily on data from 
the intensive phase of the research. it also draws on data gathered in interviews with 
govemment and ENGO officiais duriog the extensive phase. 
5.4.1 Structural constraints 
The anaiytic framework used in this section adopted a primary. etic category. narnely. 
structural constraints. within which were four secondary and 16 teniary. ernic categones 
(Table 5.10). Structural constraints comprised barrien related to sacietal structures. 
including institutional settings. econornic arrangements. and legislative frameworks (i.e.. EA 
processes). Development of the emic classes followed the approach and methods described 
in Section 3.5.1. 
2.4.1.1 Involunta~compleriy 
A recumng theme was that people were constrained from participating in the civic life of the 
community, and hence from learning tbrough their involvement. because of the complexities 
and time pressures of modern living. This theme was categorized as a structural constraint 
and labeled as involuntary complexity, adopting notions from the voluntary simplicity 
movement, which advocates a sirnpler. less consumptive lifestyle (Elgin 19û1). 
a hrîs of this section of Chapter 5 were excerped from two previously published articles. m e l y  Diduck et d. 
(2000) and Diduck and Sinclair (2001). 
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Table 5.10: Stractwal ConsbPing on h n i n g  through Involvement in EA 
PN MARY (ETIC) SECONDARY (R IC)  TERTIARY (EMiC) CATEGORI ES 
CATEGORY CATEGORI ES 
structural constrdnts involuntaq compleuty 
process deficiencies 
dienating dominant discourses 
Iack of institutional capaci ty 
consumensm 
work and fami i y pressures 
social and civic cornmitmen& 
consultation fatigue 
inadequare notice 
jack of participant funciing 
lack of opportuni t y 
inaccessible information 





proponent conuol of public involvcmcnt 
conflicring institutioni arrangements 
An important subcategory of involuntary complexity was consumensm. which related to a 
suggestion frorn one interview participant that nonparticipation in the Maple Leaf EA was 
exacerbated by the dernands of consumer lifestyles: 
People in Brandon are no different than elsewhere. They believe that the good life 
cornes to them through acquisition and in that belief have entered into debts, work 
fulltime. or fulltime and a haK. or double jobs. Now, both parents in families are 
working. They think that to prepare their chiidnn for a good life those children also 
need to access as many earning opportunities and growth opportunities as possible, 
the more the better, chat's the bottom line. ... The result of this is a very fast paced. 
very supeficial. extremely stressful and cornpeting Society. Everybody is racing, 
racing, racing. racing, often mindlessly. reflexively. totally without reflection. totally 
without connection to anything that they even recognize as a value. They just do it 
because they dont see alternatives. So we have. in general. a stressed out exhausted 
populace that feels cnisbed between the demands of their employers, the demands of 
their families, complex technological systerns that they scarcely undentand . . . and 
we say we value democracy, but we have created an economy and a confi~guration of 
power within society that scarcely permits it. ... 1 think consurnerism as a way of life 
diminishes the capacity of its citizens to participate rneaningfull y in democratic 
professes.. . but people are choosing coosumerism over environmental health. over 
meaningful experiences in communities. and over democratic decisions. That appears 
to be their choice. They're voting with their dollars, with their time, with their 
attention. That appears to be w here we're going (Oscar. November 18. 1999). 
There was not consensus on the influence of consumerism though. as another participant 
wamed against over emphasizing its effects: 
1 don't know of any societies in the world where everybody. like a large proportion. is 
somehow involved in the community , interacting cultural1 y, social1 y, spirituall y. 
Here in our society. 1 suppose the glib reason for why people don3 participate is that 
they are tw busy consurning and maybe that is tnie to an extent. But in other 
societies where consumption rates are low, 1 am sure you'd find. like I've lived in [a 
developing nation] for three years in lower income settings and there are people just 
womed about their lives. living their lives (Louis. Febniary 22.2000). 
5.4.1.1.2 Work and family pressures 
Consistent w ith the above caption. another subcategory of involuntary complexi ty w as work 
and family pressures. expressed in the following quotations: 
It's Manitoba. right? You've got four months of nice weather. or three months. 
Well. what do you think is going on right now? Al1 this stuff is coming down in the 
middle of summer. Famers are busy. There is a lot of flood damage everywhere. 
There is. you know. drought in other places. The prices. there are guys that Say 1 
wish a hail would corne through on their canola crops because they are just not going 
to make any money on anything, and that takes far more pncedence (Stan. August 
i l .  1999). 
It's just a whirlwind. 1 don't watch TV from one week to the next. 1 d o i t  have time. 
With kids ninning around al1 over the place doing different things. so you just. there's 
just not eoough hours in the day to. other than for a very few dedicated people that are 
abundantly active (Thelonius, November 10. 1999). 
They are typical Canadians. They are busy with their liva. family. jobs. fnends 
(George. June 16, 1999). 
1 would have liked to have seen more citizeos there but 1 mean people have busy lives 
and they are running their kids to hockey and Brownies and whatever. 1 mean. that is 
what people do witb their lives (Ella, February 21.2000). 
Maybe it's this generation with primarîly two income eamers. but it's just a faster 
Pace of life than the previous generation (Thelonius. November 10. 1999). 
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5.4.1.13 Social and civic coaimitments 
Sirnilar to work and family pressuies. another subcategory of involuntary complexity 
captured suggestions that social and civic commitments prevented people from taking part in 
the Maple Leaf environmental assessrnenu. 
A lot of pople spend a lot of time on volunteer activities on things that are interesting 
to them. curling or the local community services club or whatever. People tend not to 
have a whole lot of time to get involved in things of a political or social nature that 
are outside of their current activities (Louis. February 22.2000). 
We [Westman Community Action Coalition] are just one group in the community 
that's sort of pummeling people for theù time. attention and money. Don't you care 
about cancer? Doo't you c m  about cbild abuse? Don't you m e  about women 
gening beat up by their husbands? Don't you care about? Of course you care about it 
ail. Don? you care about the hog plant? Yeah. you care about the hog plant (Oscar. 
November 18, 1999). 
[Refemng to the lack of attendance at a recent public involvement eventl. the 
proximate cause was that on Saturday evening, Lorne Elliott was at the Westman 
Auditorium. And &en a choice, more people would enjoy the humour and good 
spirits and happy look at the wodd that Lome Elliott offered. than the misery and 
gloom that we were promising - a little bit exaggerated (Benny. November 4. 19991. 
5.4.1.1.4 Consultation fatigue 
Yet another subcategory was consultation fatigue. which collected suggestions that the public 
was being over-consulted. although this was more of a concem for govemment officiais than 
for citizens. 
We also hear that some people and groups are suffering from consultation fatigue 
(Ira, June 17, 1999). 
There could be a little bit of apathy but 1 have a concem in urban environments about 
over participation. We are losing the benefits of participation (Lenny. June 18. 1999). 
People are king consulted to death. for exarnple. flying out of a northem Manitoba 
First Nation after consulting with the local community and king the second of three 
straight such fly-in consultations. We are weanng people down (Chick. July 16. 
1999). 
The notion of involuntary complexity as a consrraint to participation. and hence to leaming 
through involvement. was supponed by data from the Green Cominuting Roject. A staff 
member of tbe project indicated that a major hudle to public participation was the cornmon 
perception that alternatives to commuting Sy singie-occupancy vehicle were time consuming 
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and ioconvenient. A similar hurdle was the view arnong gatekeepers (typically in middle 
management) in organizations cntical to the success of the Green Cornrnuting Project (such 
as govemment departments, crown corporations, and large private firms) that they did not 
have the time to devote to something new: 
These people are managers. Their job is to manage. not to do ouireach. They do not 
see it as their problem - one woman said to me that. "my problem is when people are 
at work not how they let to work". She did not want another problem to deal with - 
she was managing her time. Managing time is the fint barrier with these people 
(Gerry. May 17.2000). 
Another recumng theme. categorized as a structural constraint. was that involvement and 
learning in the Maple Leaf case were impinged by deficiencies in the EA process. 
Inadequate notice was a shortcoming. with one project critic stating that "time is also a 
problem. Even 60 days is not enough to get people really engaged" (Holly. August 19. 
1999). Lack of participant funding was also a deficiency. with a government officiai stating. 
"Time and costs are the two main reasons they do not participate. The lack of participant 
assistance is a problem" (Omette. May 4. 1999). In addition. lack of opportunity was a 
problem: 
Well. 1 t h h k  people did participate to the extent that they were able to. There just 
weren't a lot of avenues. If you wanted to participate in this process. you had io be 
willing to do a lot of work to break through barriers that were being put up in front of 
you (Lena. February 1.2000). 
5.4.1.2.1 lnaccessi ble information 
Another notable subcategory of process deficiencies was inaccessible information. recalling 
the results presented in Section 4.1.1. Comments were directed to both undeatandability and 
physical access: 
Manitoba Environment placed these little ads in the paper that said if you want to 
comment on proposal X324 regarding and then it would Say gobbledygook. you 
know. then make a submissions by March 13 and 1 have enough of a background that 
I could figure out what the gobbledygook was but if I didn't ... 1 would have been 
able to see the words Maple Leaf but not oecessarily undentood what the hell it was 
you were supposed to comment on.. . The documents were not remotely 
understandable to someone without a technical background and I did okay . . . but 1 
know that even othen would go in and read them and kind of miss the point because 
they were written by scientists for scientists essentially, and they would be like 600 
pages or something and 1 know how to find executive summaries and ignore the rest 
but still it was not accessible style at al1 (Lena, Febniary 1. 2000). 
Every time I would go down to the library and they wouldn't have them yet and it 
was a big rigmarole to get them. 1 felt I was practically backing the librarian against 
the wall saying. Manitoba Enviroment has guaranteed that they are here. they better 
be here. like find them will ya. So, I know that a lot of people weni in and couldn't 
find them, either because they hadn't arrived yet or they had been filed somewhere 
and the librarians didn't know where they were (Lena. February 1. 2000). 
Access to information is also a pain. The libraries are only open certain hours and 
they don't have al1 the information - one has to dig (Diana. August 18. 1999). 
5.4.1.2.2 Foregone concl usion 
Still another important subcategory of process deficiencies was foregone conclusion. which 
captured the idea that participation in the Maple Lcaf case, and hence learning through 
involvement. were fettered by a belief that providing input would not make a difference as 
the ultirnate decision in the case was a foregone conclusion. The following comments reflect 
this general idea: 
1 think that most of the community sees the Maple Leaî plant as a fait accompli. not 
something that their participation cm really influence. whether they're in favour of it 
or not (Oscar, November 18, 1999). 
My view was that 1 think that things were dready decided and participating isn't 
going to make a difference. So. 1 could go and blow off stem but if the end result is 
going to be the sarne no matter what 1 do. 1 think that is a waste of effort ( Grover. 
January 3 1.2000). 
What is the point? They are only going to do it this way anyway. Unfortunately, we 
have seen that happen too many tirnes. So. 1 am getting a bit cynical (Ella. February 
2 1.2000). 
They are cynical. The public thinks that the decision is a forgone conclusion so why 
waste their time participatinp. What difference will I make? The record of decisions 
in Manitoba is so uniform how can people help but question (Diana. August 18. 
1999). 
They were siarting to build and once they started to build. you know you cm go and 
yeli and scream but there was a fair amount of very public political support for it in 
terms of the politicians. That was very obvious. You had the Mayor here with his 
direct line to the hog plant That type of thing was sickening to a certain extent 
(Grover, January 3 1.2000). 
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When they announceci it. it was pretty much a foregone conclusion. that is. they were 
not going to Say no you can't bave this thing. or no this thing can't be built here 
(Herbie, February 2 2 . 2 0 ) .  
5.4.1.23 Unresponsive 
A subcategory of process deficiencies nlated CO foregone cooclusion was unresponsive to 
concems. Here the idea was that people reffained from participating because they believed 
their input would not make a difference since they had failed to see their concems addressed 
dunng the EA process: 
And then you comment and typically the comments didn't seem to have much impact 
on anything rnuch. You know. people didn't necessarily get feedback. You know. 
they may point out that there were ten things they disagreed with and they would $et 
a letter saying thank you and now we are Iicensing it. So. I thought that was a pretty 
pathetic process (Lena. Febniary 1,2000). 
Although not al1 of the subcategories of process deficiencies were applicable to the Green 
Commuting Roject (because many were specific to EA). the idea that process deficiencies 
impinged involvement and leaming in the Maple Leaf' case was supported by reference to the 
commuting initiative. For example. foregone conclusion was not only pertinent to planning 
and decision making in the Green Comrnuting Pmject. but it was also likely applicable to 
public acceptance or adoption of the services offered by the project. One project staff 
member indicated: 
In addition to the problems of people thinking that the climate is changing and there 
is little we can do about it. 1 hear that the solutions are impossible. People do not 
think that it is possible to change cornmuter habits (Gerry. May 16.2000). 
Project staff also revealed a cynicism towards public policy efforts in the area of climate 
change that could reflect the views of inactive publics and is linked to the foregone 
concl usion theme: 
The federal govemment brought folks to the table but it sure looks like everyone 
wants to avoid responsibility. The tnrcking association's response is to make trucks 
longer - not to try and get some trucks off the road. This just adds CO the perception 
that nothing cm be done. Yet there is lots that cm be done. the govemment itself 
could do energy conservation in their own buildings and set an example and Save 
money. but they don't (Gerry. May 17.2000). 
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5.41.3 A lienating d o m i m  discourses 
Yet anotber important structural theme found in the data was alienating dominant discourses. 
which referred to how the framing of discussions (e.g., setting agenda and ternis of debate) in 
the Maple Leaf case posed barrien to participation and to learning through involvement. A 
subcategory of alienating dominant discourses was extrernism. which reflected suggestions 
from some interview participants that portraya1 of project critics as extremists dete~ed self- 
defined moderate memben of the public from becoming involved: 
We were certainly painted by some of the media. including the Brandon Sun. and by 
city council or the mayor. as kind of king in the most despicable of categones. 
radicals. people who want to change things. people who aren't satisfied with. don't 
want progress. 1 think a certain amouat of that that stuck to us and may have 
infîuenced people who rnigbt not want to be seen openly involved in something that 
we were associated with (Benny, November 9. 1999). 
From the start. the Westman Coalition was king represeoted as extremist. Y ou 
know. someone called them terrorists. a chamber of commerce guy (Lena. February 
i.2000). 
They may not go to the meeting thinkiog it is for objecton and d o i t  want to be seen 
as an objector. Some feel shy about that. but meetings aren't intended just for that 
(fletcher. January 28.2000). 
The problem is the perception of radical. The perception of activism. That is the 
negative position. We have to have people who will be loud and speak out. 1t is a 
critical pan of a community. We have to have these people. but there is a natural 
reaction. people start to buzz and talk about them as beinp whatever they are and it is 
divisive (Sarah. January 3 1 . 2 0 ) .  
5 . 1  3 2 Nay sayers 
Another subcategory of alienating dominant discounes was nay sayers. which captured the 
idea that critics of the Maple Leaf project were disempowered or marginalized by how the 
project was consistently framed in ovenuhelmingly positive ternis with linle regard being 
given to potential negative impacts. 
It wasn't sort of raised as this is a good possibility. what do you think? 1 t is like this 
is going to happeo. this is good for the town. So then that put anybody that objected 
as king  the bad guy. Well. why are you objecting? Do you object to jobs? Well, 
no. Do you object to merchants making more money? Well. no. Do you object to 
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Brandon being on the map and getting this new business when they are losing other 
business? Well. no. Then why are you raising d l  these questions? Seems you are a 
little shit disturber and who needs you (Nina. February 1.2000). 
Manitoba Environment insisted. and this came out in the public meetings. and I mean 
they stated it through the media too, that Manitoba has the best environmental laws in 
the country. You know what that does? It forces us to argue that point (Chet. 
November 25, 1999). 
5.4.1.33 Technical focus 
A further subcategory of alienating dominant discounes was technical focus. which pertained 
to how technical and scientific discounes were inaccessible to many members of the public 
and presented bamers to widespread public involvement and learning. 01 course. technical 
and scientific discourses are necessary and desirable in most EAs. However. if such 
discourses predominate and are compounded by process deficiencies such as inaccessible 
infornation (Section 5.4.1.2) and lack of participant funding (which was also raised as a 
problem by interview participants). the technical and scientific nature of the discussions 
could present a formidable bamer to participation and learning. 
5.4.1.3.4 Roponent control of public involvement 
Enally. an important tertiary category of alienating dominant discounes was proponent 
control of public involvement. In Manitoba. as in most Canadian provinces. project 
proponents have a high degree of control over public invoivement in EA (see Section 41.2). 
Controlling public involvement could be a means of controlling agenda and setting terms of 
debate. For example. it could be used to establish an overly technical agenda or to 
undermine the public involvement process. This is the perception of some ENGOs. which 
have registered their displeasure with proponent-driven consultations (e.g.. see the interview 
data cited in Chapter 4 on pages 65 and 74). 
The suggestion that alienating dominant discourses constrained public participation and 
learning through involvement in the Maple Leaf case was supported by data from the Green 
Commuting Roject. Interviews with project staff indicated that public perceptions of 
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extremism could prevent broad involvement in local climate change iniiiatives. Staff 
commented: 
We have to live with the historic antipathy between environmentai groups and 
industry. We weat to [Company XI with our original concept. They have a large 
worldorce, largely immigrant, and a huge parking lot. It was clear before even 
talking to them that they could have an industrial charter bus from the inner city to 
their site. They said they were not interested but we heard that one-month after our 
visit they hired someone to look at transportation demand management. We worked 
hard to educate the people at [Company X] through a number of meetings. 1 can only 
assume that when you offer to do a job for someone for free and they Say no thai they 
have some problem with the organization - they did not want us involved (Gerry. 
May 17,2000). 
With respect to overly technical information. a staff member of the Green Commuting 
Project indicated that, "1 don? get questions about the technical nature of the information. 
The average penon has no involvement in the climate change issue. They have not looked at 
any of the information available." However, then could be a problem relating to 
communications from the federd governent io front line workers involved in local climate 
change initiatives. A participant in the green commuting case said: 
The w hole federal process makes the issue distant from the public - even 1 don 't feel 
involved. A lot of the matenal that is being produced is very unreadable. The web 
sites are complicated. have tons of linkages, and the information is often conflicting 
(Gemy. May 17.2000). 
A funher structural theme was that citizens were constrained from panicipating. and hence 
from learning through their involvement. because of a lack of institutional capacity. which 
refened to the lack of capabiiity or infrastructure within community institutions to suppon 
extensive involvement. This category was developed to capture an idea expressed by a 
povemment officiai. who commented that often "there is no r d  community around that 
wants to corne to big meetings. In many cases, there will not be a pool of local people 
around to participate." This notion was also raised by an ENGO repnsentative: 
The ENGO community is pretty poor throughout the province - it really is. A lot of 
members have never responded or tried to find files, etc. They depend on othen to do 
the iegwork. There are certainly people on boards of local MGOs who have never 
been really engaged in the process - they have just provided comments - they would 
not know where to look for things (Holly. August 19. 1999). 
5.4.1.4.1 Conflictiog institutional arrangements 
Factors related to institutional capacity have relevance in discussions of banien to public 
involvement in local climate change initiatives. Specifically. data from the Green 
Commuting Roject supported the contention that conflicting institutional arrangements could 
constrain public in volve ment.^ In trying to secure the involvement of large organizations. 
many of which reflect what cultural theonsts cal1 a hierarchist value orientation (O'Riordan 
and Jordan 1999). project staff found that: 
We were surprised how bureaucratic some industrial sites were. It was clear that 
some - especially the larger ooes - were concerned about letting us into their 
workplace to talk to employees (Gerry. May 17,2000). 
We mn into the problem that lots of these companies are big corporations and have 
al1 the things that you would expect - nice offices, d m s  codes. up-to-date cornputers. 
and other machines. etc. They look at Our office and us and Say. if they knew what 
they were up to they would have more shilf (Gerry, May 17.2000). 
5.4.1.3.2 Lack of institutional flexibility 
While recognizing that "the exact amount of elasticity in the institutional structures that 
frame human agency is a matter of considerable debate" (O'Riordan and Jordan 1999.82). 
another factor of institutional capacity that could encumber public involvement in local 
climate change initiatives is lack of flexibility in institutional settings. Many organizations. 
largely bureaucratic and hierarchical in nature. approached by the Green Cornmuting Project 
lacked sufficient flexibility to participate easily in the services being offered. For example. 
project staff reported that: 
Finding the ri@ person to talk to is another big problem. ûften the fint contact does 
not see themselves as the right penon yet they have trouble refemng. At [Company 
Y]  I was dealing with the green procurement officer. then the fleet manager. and 
" I took s b m d  view of insututional îmngements: infomwi and fomd rules (laws. policies. conventions. 
noms). organizarions (govemment. civic. tndi tionai). and politid structures that establish peoples* 
relationships to resources, tramlaring interests into claims, and claims into pmperty ri@@ (Berkes 1989; 
Mitchell 1989). 
finally at a meeting 1 met a woman from the economics side who was working on 
projects to reduce the corporation's conüibutions of greenhouse gases. She w as 
interested and talked intemally and they told her to mn with it. Then [Company Y] 
bought [Company Z] and sbe had no time. She finally put me ont0 the environmental 
education specialist who I should have ken refemd to in the first place. He talked to 
some people but 1 could tell he was not into it from the start. He came back saying he 
and othcrs had w time and.. . (Gerry. May 17.2000). 
5.4.2 lndividual constraints 
The analytic framework used in this section adopted a prirnary. etic category. namely, 
individual constraints. In the pnmary category. there were six secondary. emic categories. 
These were subdivided into tertiary. emic categones. with the exception of two groupings. 
concerns were adequately addressed and not directly affected (Table 5.1 1) .  lndividual 
constraints comprised bamers related to an individual's perception of the project being 
considered. as well as personal apprehensions regarding one's ability to participate in EA 
decision making. As before. development of the emic classes were guided by the principles 
described in Section 3 5 . 1 .  
Table 5.11: Individual Constroints on Lcarning through Involvement in EA 
PRIMARY (ETlC) CATEGORY SECONDARY (EMIC) TEXTIARY (W.1IC) 
CATEG0R.i ES CATEGORI ES 
individual coastraints concerns werc rrdequatei~ addrcssed 
not directiy riifccted 
lack of understanding 





role of the medrs 





a p a w  
paranoia 
Irick of community ethic 
5.4.2.1 Concerns were Iviequately addressed 
An important theme within individual consvaints was that citizens refrained from 
participating in the Maple Led EAs because their concems about the project had k e n  
addressed and they were cornfortabte with how the project was proceeding. The following 
comments from interview participants expnssed this idea: 
...p eople read the EIS and other relevant documents and did not attend because their 
concems had beeo addnssed (Lionel. May 18. 1999). 
They do participate to a large degree until they get satisfied in their own mind that. 
hey. this doesn't look so bad or. hey. 1 cm live with this or 1 see some benefit here for 
me and my farnily or for my community or so on. As soon as they get that feeling. 
theo it becomes a matter of what am 1 goiog to do tonight? Am I going to go to a 
meeting or am 1 going to cut the grass? Probably the grass wins out (Wynton. 
Jaauary 2 1 ,2000). 
The other people w ho didn't get involved? 1 guess. once again. they were 
comfortable. They got as much information as they deemed necessary to make the 
decisioo that they felt was good for them (Woody. February 22.2000). 
5.1.2.2 Not  direct!^ affected 
Another significant theme was that people did not participate because they were not directiy 
affected by the proposed development: 
So. by and large. the direct impacts are on a very localized area. a very small Croup of 
people. They may get al1 fired up and worked up. but nobody else cares (Thelonius. 
November 10. 1999). 
1 expect they choose not to participate because the issue does not affect them in a 
direct way (Ira. June 17. 1999). 
Well. 1 suppose it is like thinking is it really going to impact on me. Because. of 
course. however it shakes out in the next year or two or three may not have that big of 
an imprint on people 1 suppose. It is not next door to me in temis of the physical 
plant (Nina. February 1 . 2 0 ) .  
And our history here is that the zoning by law. the development plan. things like that. 
almost no one cornes. You have p t  to be building a hog plant in your back yard to 
get any interest. Clearly. because that is what it took to get people out (Duke, 
November 17. 1999). 
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5.1.2.3 Lefr it to others 
Another theme was that some people were not involved in the Maple Leal case because they 
believed others repnsented their interests. **The silent majority may think their views are 
represented by interest groups" (Pat. June 30. 1999). 'There are people who like to get 
active with things. others are willing to sit back and let othen do it" (Ira. June 17. 1999). 
%t.î.3.l Trust in govemment 
A strong subtheme of left it to others was that people trusted govemment in the 
administration of the EA process: 
Some people may want to leave the issue to elected officiais because it is seen as their 
responsibility. They know that that the proposal is going through approvals at 
Manitoba Environment and they expect that govement will do its job dilipntly 
(Fietcher. January 28,2ûûû). 
1 guess a fair number of them probabl y just tnisted the process. They thought that 
Manitoba Environment must know what it is doing. The city must know what it is 
doing. The Mayor is a nice guy. lets go goifing and let them look after it (Lena. 
Fe bruary 1.2000). 
I don't know. there is a certain level of naiveté about. oh well. the Mayor thinks this a 
good idea, maybe it is a good idea. So. there is naiveté about that 1 guess. There is 
trust. whether it is deserved or othewise is another story (Ella. February 21.2000). 
1 think for the most part the majority of people have a view that the people we elect 
certainly know more than we do because they are closer io whatever the decisions are 
happening or have that sort of assumption. And Say well they must know what they 
are doing so 1 am just going to trust them. which 1 think i s  bad because why would 
you trust them. Power compts. 1 feel (Nina. Febniary I.2ûûû). 
It is interesting that. in contrast ro the above views. a provincial govemment official 
suggested that lack of trust in govemment constrained people from participating. recalling 
the evidence concerning foregone conclusions and unresponsiveness. 
1 think the one element. and 1 think it was present in this case. and it is usually present 
in a lot of the major cases. is the element of tmst. The public doesn't trust 
govemment. And they donTt rust myself and my staff. who are working in 
government, that in our view are doing a very good job in terms of identifying issues. 
resolving issues, protecting the environment. But the public wants to be engaged in 
these sorts of things. Tbey don't want to trust us. They don? want to talk to us. 
They don't want to participate witb us. And it al1 revolves around that issue of trust 
because they just see us as an arm of govemment. not as a scientific body within 
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govemrnent that is addressing those issues. And until we sort of break that barrier I 
thiak we are always going to be facing this problem. 1 mean there are some very 
knowledgeable people out there who can really add value to our process if they want 
to participate in it. But they want their own forum. they want to do their own things. 
they don? want to work with us. they don't want to provide us information. they 
don't want to accept the information that we are giving to them for whatever reason. 
And I think it al1 revolves around this trust issue (Omette. January 28. 2000). 
5.1.2.4 Luck of understanding 
Yet another recumng theme within individual constraints was that lack of knowledge 
deterred people from participating. and hence from learning through their involvement. 
Subcategones of lack of knowledge included legal rights. technical issues. EA process. and 
potential impacts. Legal rights was not a strong theme. with only one interview participant 
commenting that lack of knowledge of legal rights prevented individuals from becoming 
involved. Technical issues was a strong and recumng theme. and echoed the earlier 
contention that an overly technical agenda formed an alienating discoune that posed a barrier 
to public involvement. 
EA process and potential impacts were also recurrent themes. Regarding the former. one 
interview participant said. "1 didn't realize that there was a process. Everythinp just seemed 
to happen so quickly. Like. it just seemed there was talk about someihing coming to town 
and then there was mumbo jumbo meetings and then they were building it" (Bessie. Febniary 
22.2000). Regarding the latter, a govemment official suggested that. "most people without 
any son of training have no idea of the potential secondary. tertiary impacts of certain 
projects. To them. they're simply isolated events.. . " (TheIoaius. November 10. 1999). 
5.4.2.4.1 Role of the media 
A small but significant subcategory of lack of understanding related to the role of the media. 
One govemment official held strong views on the lack of attention paid to environmentai 
issues in the mainstream media in Manitoba: 
The oiher thing is that in Manitoba, the media is pathetic as far as following 
environmental issues. 1 get the Globe and Mail every day at work and almost every 
day there is some extensive article on environmental issues. The report on business 
section has issues on global warming, has issues on pulp and paper. has 
environmentai issues in there al1 the time because they realize it's a significant issue. 
The local papers don? do the reseanih. it's reactive, it's not son of comprehensive 
where it gives you some son of background, gives you perspective. They're just. you 
know, what's something 1 cm get into the paper to fil1 a few lines. So, a lot of people 
who might be ioterested, even if they read the paper or followed the news and were 
able to put things in the big picture. don't have that opponunity. So. 1 really feel that 
there is no source of information for the public at large to get them engaged 
(Theloaius. November 10. 1999). 
The suggestion that lack of knowledge could have deterred people from participating in the 
Maple Leaf EAs (and hence from leaming through their involvement) is supported by 
reference CO local climate change initiatives. The climate change literaiun indicates low 
levels of public awareness of both the causes and impacts of climate change. Moreover. the 
literature reinforces the suggestion that increased public awareness is a prerequisite for broad 
involvemeat in local initiatives (Andrey and Hachey 1995: Public Education and Outreach 
Issue Table 1998; 1999). The data obtained on the Green Cornmuter Roject a n  congruent 
with the literature on these issues. 
The average person has no involvement in the climate change issue. They have not 
Iwked at any of the information available. They have only a vague idea from what 
they get in the newspapen that the govemment is doing something. Lack of 
understanding is a problem. My best example is the guy that says climate change is 
about the CFC's that might leak from his fridge and does not see or realize the link to 
his car (Gerry. May 17.2000). 
5.3.2.5 Lack of skills 
Still another important theme. similar to the one in the preceding section. was that people 
were prevented from pariicipating (and therefore from leaming) by a lack of skills. As one 
interview participant put it. some rnembers of the public did not become involved because 
"they don't know how to participate" (Holly. August 19. 1999). Another stated. "they may 
not feel cornfortable in l e  forums in which they have the opportunity for participation" 
(Chick. July 16. 1999). 
Two subcategones of lack of skills periained to prepaing written briefs md public speaking. 
Witb regard to the former, tbe basic contention was that for many members of the public. "it 
was difficult to prepare a written submission" (Cab. June 30, 1999) and that this presented a 
barrier to participation. With regard to public speaking, one interview participant stated: 
A lot of people don't like to get up before more than four people and speak and a lot 
of people don't have the confidence, and a lot of people don't like to be humiliated. 
They might get up and Say something and Say, oh, 1 sbould have known that. or they 
might have been off on some wrong tangent that was answered ten minutes ago. So. 
people tend to get dazed and confused by a lot of these things. They are just not 
interested in public affain and are not on top of it so they could get zinged if they try 
(Charlie. February 1 . 2 0 ) .  
The final theme within individual constraints was that people were prevented from 
panicipating in the Maple Leaf' EAs by complex persona1 characteristics: "i think that non- 
participation is a character trait. Or rnaybe it is a symptorn of many character types" 
(McCoy. February 9.2000). Subcategones within character traits included laziness ("people 
may be too lazy" - Fietcher, January 28.200). indecision ("people are concemed but they are 
sitting on the fence still" - Stan. August 1 1. 1999). and shyness ("othen were probabiy 
reluctant to participate because they d o i t  want to stick out" - Lena, February 1.2000). 
5.4.2.6.1 Apathetic 
Another subcategory was apathetic, which captured statements sugpsting that some people 
did not participate because ihey were disinterested in that type of public discussion (e.g.. 
"often it is because people don't really care" - Duke, November 17. 1999: "1 guess 1 just 
wasn't interested" - Bessie, February 22.2000: "there could be a little bit of apathy" - 
Bunny. June 18. 1999). One interview participant spoke at length on this subject and 
provided an insi$dul. if somewhat cynical. perspective: 
1 don? even know if the people in the cornmunity care whether they live in a 
democracy or not. if they have sufficient opportunities to consume and sufficient 
choices to consume and sufficient perceived safety and stability within which to 
consume. You keep the temrists off my back. right, and the stuff 1 consume is safe, 
okay doesn't make me sick or blow up in my face or fail to work, you know , this 
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gimo works that I just bought. then 1 really don? care wbo calls the shots. 1 don? 
care who makes the plans for the community. Well. you know. 1 said I'm being 
cynical, but when you look at the proportion of the people who even corne out to 
vote. you know when you talk to them. don? you think that your decisions. your 
participation. your activity will make a difference. 1 don't know. 1 mean they might 
Say that they do. but they don? act as if' they do (Oscar. November 18. 1999). 
It is interesting to note how one proponent repmentative interpreted the public dienation 
evident in much of the data, such as in the sections on foregoae conclusion and 
unresponsiveness (page 13 1 ). He suggested that people "feel so mistreated by the quote. 
unquote system. whatever that meaas. that they don't think it matters. That happens too. It 
depends on your degree of paranoia about the world 1 suppose" (Duke. November 17. 1999). 
5.4.2.6.3 Lack of community ethic 
Yet another subcategory of character traits. was lack of community ethic. which captured the 
thesis that a pervading libertarian eihic prevented people from becorning engaged in the 
Maple Leaf EAs. Interview participants expressed it thusly: 
1 cm understand why people don? get actively involved. They have a life. man. and 
i t  is not a cop out. It  is a normal kind of thing to do. but we do have to broaden the 
ethic (Sarah. January 3 1. 2000). 
It is hard to son of shoulder the burden on behalf of everybody and do it al). Not 
unless you have a high moral rationaie about doing it. like concem for the 
environment. or saying. well. I am prepared to make a sacrifice (Nina. February 1. 
2000). 
5.5 Summary 
The case studies reinforce and extend the results of the extensive phase of the research by 
descnbing the nature of leaming through involvement in EA and highlighting complex 
structural and individual constraints on participation. A significant fom of learning found in 
the Maple Leaf case was instrumental. technical knowledge regarding waste treatrnent, 
including the specitic Iesson that treating waste from meat pmcessing plants was relatively 
certain and simple. and the conflicting view that treating such waste was uncertain and 
complex. Another notable form of instrumental learning was knowledge respecting legal. 
administrative, and politicai procedures. Lessons for project cntics included that proponents 
controlled the EA process. while lessons for proponents included that information meetings 
were efficacious f o m  of public involvement. Critics. in both the Maple Leaf and SAR 
cases. dso learned of their need to be involved in nomative levels of economic planning and 
development. Further. project critics developed a strong cynicism towards public 
involvement in EA. government, and democracy . 
Yet another important form of instrumental leaming in the Maple Lcaf case was social and 
economic knowledge. The lessons here were diverse. and included that family farming faces 
a penlous future. big business is good business. and local actions are vitally important to 
challenging globalization. Another fonn of social and economic knowledge. the impacts of 
globalization. reflected an integrated undentanding of the linkages among economic systems. 
The final form of instrumental learning described in Section 5.2 related to potential risks and 
impacts associated with the Maple LeaC project. Specific lessons within this category 
encompassed both positive and negative potential impacts. reflecting a balance expressed by 
most interview participants. What people leamed regarding the gravity and extent of 
potential biopbysical impacts was often conflicting. and was associated with whether the 
leamer was a supporter or critic of the project With respect to potential social impacts. 
divergent views were expressed on what Brandon could learn from communities with similar 
experiences. A project proponent was highly skeptical of generalizing from other cases, 
whereas several critics were keenly interested in experiences from other jurisdictions. as 
were two cntics in the SAR case. 
Foms of communicative leaniing found in the Maple Leaf' case included insight into one's 
own intetests. such as fears of jeopardizing family relationships by king too involved in the 
case, concerns over the state of the environment being left for future generations. and 
understanding one's role as educator and mediator in community organizations. Another 
form of communicative leaming was insight into the interests of others. and in SAR this 
included recognizing the importance of transcending entrenched positions for meaningful 
learning to occur. In addition. for some organizations, insights into the interests of others 
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revealed common concems with fellow citizens and organizations. Y et another forrn of 
communicative leanllng dealt wiib social activism and comprïsed lessons such as needs for 
perseverance, cornplernentary foms of cntical chic involvement. and greater human and 
financial resources for ENGOs. This last issue was identified in Maple Leaf and was 
reiterated by two activists in SAR. 
Another form of leaming found in both Maple Leaf and SAR was changes in meaning 
schemes. An important subcategory here was new concepts. which shared a large 
intersection with instrumental leaming. Another small subcategory w s  mon integrated 
understanding of social and natural systems. including the need for greater holisrn in EA. 
such as strategic assessrnenu and integration witb mgionai planning. A third subcategory of 
meaning schemes. more positive attitudes and feelings towards the cornmunity. was 
relatively small but yet contained evidence from both project critics and supporters. Finally. 
applied learning was found in the Maple Leaf case, including competence in new patterns of 
behaviour. planning a course of action. and knowledge and skills for implementing the plan. 
With respect to relationships among contextual variables and foms of leaming. participants 
in the Maple Leaf case did not expenence communicative leaming without also expenencing 
instrumental learning. Evidence was also found of a relationship (ai a .O5 level of 
significance) between whether participants were highly cntical or supportive and whether 
they experienced communicative leaming. With reference to instrumental learning. only two 
participants did not l e m  anything about potential risks and impacts. In regard to 
communicative leaming. evidence was found of a relationship (at a .O5 level of significance) 
between w hether participants were highly cntical or supponivc and w hether they gained 
iosights into the interests of othen. Finally. Section 53 revealed similar proportions of 
communicative and instrumental learning across the primary leaming venues. and a hipher 
incidence of instrumental leaming in al1 but two of the secondary venues. 
Constraints on public involvement, and hence leaming through involvement. included both 
structural and individual barrien. An important structurai constraint identified in both the 
Maple Lcaf and Green Commuting cases was involuntary complexity, the idea that the 
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complexities and time pressures of modern living prevent inactive publics from participating 
in the civic life of the cornmunity. Another notable set of structural constraints in Mapie 
Leaf was related to EA process deficiencies. encompassing the two major subthemes of 
inaccessible information and foregone condusion. The latter. a suggestion that inactive 
publics believe their involvemeat will not bave any effect. was also evident in the Green 
Commuting case. Yet another structural constraint found in both cases was extremism. a 
suggestion that inactive publics refrain from participating because they do not want to be 
associated with extremist positions. Finally, lack of institutional capacity, including lack of 
resources and infiexible institutional arrangements. was a structural constraint found in both 
case studies. 
An individual constraint identified in both the Maple Leaf and Green Commuting cases was 
that Iack of know ledge deiened inactive publics from becoming involved. Furiher notable 
individual constraints identified in the Maple Leaf interviews included: ( 1) citizens refrained 
from participating because their concems had been addressed and they were cornfortable 
with how the project was proceeding: (2) some were not involved because they believed 
othen adequately represented their interests: (3) Iack of skills deterred others: and, (4) people 
were prevented from participating by complex penonal characteristics. such as 
indecisiveness and apathy. 
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1 do not really wish to conclude and sum up. rounding off the argument so as io dump it in a nutshell on 
the reader. A lot more could be said about any of the topics 1 have touched upon. ... The point is not a 
set of answers. but making possible a diffcrent practice. 
- Susanne Kappeler, The Pomonraphy of Re~reseniahon, 1% 
The argument was presented in Chapter 1 that environmental assessment's potenhal as a tool 
for sustainability is heightened when individual leaming occun based on EA planning and 
decision-making experiences. It was further argwd chat since unceriainty and conflict 
frequently charactenze environmental assessment. EA should be reconceived as an exercise 
in civic exploration dependent on mutual leaming among the participants. Based on these 
premises. two central research questions were exarnined: (1) To what extent do EA processes 
in Canada facilitate leaming by individuals who participate in the process? and (2) What are 
the forms of and constraints on leaming by EA participants?% In response to these questions. 
the key findings of the research are presented in Section 6.1. The theoretical and conceptual 
implications of the findings are explored in Section 6.2. while the practical implications are 
discussed in  Section 6.3. rinally. Section 6.4 considen the major contributions of the 
dissertation and identifies directions for future research. 
6.1 Key findings 
The key findings of the research. summarized in Sections 43  and 5.5. are outlined below and 
presented in Table 6.1. To provide a mesure of concordance with earlier analyses. the 
findings are organized according to the assessrnent cnteria derived from the ideal conditions 
of leaming. although the case study findings are integmted into the discussion. 
Parts of ihis chapter have appeYed in earlier publications (see Diduck 1999a; Diduck et al. 2000; Diduck and 
Sinclair 300 1: Sinclair and Diduck 201) .  
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Tabk 6.1: Key F h h g s  Organized by A d @ k  Constriets h m  the Ideal Conditions of 
Leaniing, Showing Concordant Sections of the R e s u k  Chapters 
.L.S.U\TIC KEY Fi!,VDINGS COSCORDA?+T 
CONSTRUCïS SECïlOSS OF 
CHAFTERS 4 & 5 
T h  was corriidtiabit variability in tbc quality, quantity. and 4.1.1 
d b t l i t y  d inlomtioa provided to tbt puhic- 
Technical a d  scienrif~c discourss wcre imaesibîe to many 
mcmbtrs OC Lht public and pirscnitd banien to broadtt invdvemcnt 
hacuve publics c e i r a i d  frun psiticipstirig due io lack of slulls 
Fîoponcnîs baâ largcly unkitcd airbority wer b w  public 
invdvcmcni proceods, ouiside of a tranng situation 
Roponents wcrr given Linle @dancc in drveloping pMic 
invdvenrnt prognuns, and sbdmk wcrc mt avadabie for pduging 
adcquaq oi propoaeptdrivcn pograms 
Criucs reportad learniug that popoœnts coolrollcd tbc E.4 process 
Parttcipauoa at normative ani stratrgic lcvels d planning was rare, 
ard coasuiiation at t& opraiional Icvel was sporadic 
PuMic participatiai was constraiœd by a widcJprrad k l k f  tbat 
providing input would oot rnakc a difierencc as the ultimaic ckcision 
was a forcgonc coaclusim 
Pmcipanrs btlicved that tkir  input wouid na makc a ciiflemcc 
sina tbcy had failcd to çct tkir  waccrus a c k h d  dunng the Ei.4 
Rojcct critics l e a d  of tbc need to bt ibvoived in nonnative levcls of 
tco~lomic planning and dcvelopmcat 
Governmcnt officials Itanied of the importanu of intcpung E.4 and 
plaaning 
Feedùack to participatinp publics was lachng. and opportunitics fa 
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6.1 .1 Accessible and cornplete information 
There was considerable variability in the quality, quantity. and accessibility of information 
provided to the public. and opportunities exist for dl jurisdictioas to make improvements in 
this regard. Consistent with this. technicd and scientific discounes in the case studies were 
inaccessible to many members of the public and presented barrien to widespread 
involvement. On a related note, inactive publics refrained from participating because of a 
lack of skills. 
6.1 -2 Freadom from manipulation or control 
In al1 but one jurisdiction the proponent had largely udettered authority over how public 
involvement proceeds. outside of a hearing situation. As well. proponents were given little 
guidance in developing public involvement prograrns. and standards were not available for 
gauging the adequacy of proponent-driven programs. With respect to foms of leaming. the 
case studies revealed diverse examples of instrumental learning, including the construction of 
knowledge respecting legal. administrative. and political procedures. a notable aspect of 
which was that project critics reported learning that proponents convolled the EA process. 
6.1.3 Openness to diverse perspectives 
Participation at nonnative and strategic levels of planning was rare. and consultation ai the 
operational Level was sporadic. This was not surpnsing given that. with onfy one exception. 
there were not clear legislative requirements for consideration of need and no universal 
requirements for consideration of alternatives. The lack of legislation has likely had adverse 
effects on public involvement (and learning through involvement). such as restricting the 
timing of involvement to operational levels of planning and limiting the scope of issues 
considered by active publics. 
Consistent with this. public participation was constrained by a belief among inactive publics 
that providing input would not make a difference as the ultimate decision was a foregone 
conclusion. Similady. participants believed that their input would not make a difference 
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since they had failed to see their concems addressed during the EA process. As indicated in 
the preceding section, Chapter 5 revealed exarnples of instrumental leaniing coaceming 
legal, administrative. and politicai procedures. Most notably here, project critics learned of 
the need to be involved in normative leveis of economic planning and development. 
Government officiais expressed similar ideas in that they nporied learning of the importance 
of integtating EA and planning. 
6.1.4 Opportunity to reflect critically upon presuppositions 
term, Feedback to participating publics was lacking. and opportuaities for unlinked. Ion,- 
critical learning were minor components of public involvement programs. Most of the 
educational opportunities lacked the interaction among comrnunity memben often necessary 
for the development of political action and counter discounes. Congruent with this. the 
nature and incidence of the instrumental learning in the intensive phase revealed the highly 
technical focus of the Maple Leaf EA. Moreover. there was sparse and conflicting evidence 
that participants developed deeper undentanding of connections among social and natural 
systems. For many environmental educators. this fom of instrumental learning is crucial in 
the pursuit of sustainable developrnent. For example. for Aldo Leopold. the very purpose of 
education should be to guide society in the direction of an ethic ihat values harmony with 
nature. non-materialistic self-actualization. and recognition of the intrinsic value of the 
natural environment (Leopold 1%6: Pearce and Turner 1990). For Leopold. education 
should teach us our place in the ecosystem and how to work with "ecological mechanisms" 
to create mental and material wealth. It should also teach us that if we fail to work with those 
mechanisms. humanity could ultimately be destroyed. Similady. David Orr ( 1994) 
advocated an 'ecoliteracy' that involves an understanding of the connection between 
themodynarnics and the human economy. the basic princi pies of ecology and ph ysics. 
environmental ethics. and practical knowledge about one's local ecosystem. 
ln addition. although the case studies revealed diverse examples of leaming respecting social 
and economic knowledge. beyond the critical elite tâere was little evidence of leaming 
conceming the social justice dimensions of development. For environmental educators, 
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however. this type of leaming is critical to the quest for sustainability. As Pepper (1987) 
observed, progressive ecological change can on1 y be achieved in a dialectical relationship 
with progressive social change. Leaming that improves our instrumental competence for 
sustainable development will. therefon. also include leming about the linkages among 
environment. race. gender. and poverty issues (Greig et al. 1981; Courtney Hall 1997; Clover 
et ai. 1998). 
Further. a form of communicative leaming descnbed in Chapter 5 was insight into the 
interests of othen, which included recognizing the importance of overcorning entrenched 
positions for meaningful learning to occur. However. neither the Salmon Aquaculture 
Review nor the Maple kaf  cases yielded signnificant evidence of participants changing their 
initial positions on fundamental issues. That is. there was little evidence of changes in 
meaning perspectives. with most data pertaioing to meaning schemes. such as changes in 
concepts and attitudes. As well. in Maple Leaf. although participants recognized that the 
project would have both positive and negative effects. what people leamed concerning the 
gravity and extent of the impacts was often confiictinp. and associated with whether the 
leamer was a project supporter or cri tic. 
6.1.5 Equitable opportunity to participate 
Govemment support to proponents was disproportionate to support provided to the public. 
Additionally. the means by which active publics could become involved were often not well 
established. and opportunities for early invclvement were sporadic. Moreover. only four 
jurisdictions had mechanisms for participant funding and in each of these. funding was rarely 
provided or the scope of the funding program was quite limited. These findinps establish 
significant imbalances in power and resources within EA public involvernent systems in 
favour of proponent interests. 
Consistent with this, the case studies revealed forms of communicative leaming pertaining to 
strengthening of civil society. including insight into one's own interests. insight into the 
interests of othen, and lessons regarding social activism. These lessons included 
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understanding one's personal role wilhin community organizations. revelation of concerns 
shared by other citizens and organizations. confirmation of the need for perseverance in 
social activism. discovery of the need for complementary fonns of critical civic involvement. 
and confirmation of the need for increased resources for WGûs. Similarly. citizens were 
constrained from participating because of a lack of institutional capacity. refemng to a lack 
of resources (institutional. human or financial) within the community to develop alternative 
discourses and support extensive involvement. Oo a related note. few exarnples of applied 
leaming were identified. where lessons acquired through involvement in the Maple Leaf EA 
were applied subsequently. either in the Maple Leaf case or in another context. 
6.1.6 Opportunity to have arguments evaluated in a systematic fashion 
Systems were not well developed for integration of public subrnissions into the decision- 
making process. It was also signifiant that transparency was lacking at many of the key 
decision-making junctures. outside of public hearings. However. projects were rarely 
subrnitted for hearings. with €A approvals typically decided through political or 
administrative mechanisms. Consistent with this was the finding. noted earlier. that people 
were constrained from pmicipating by the belief that their input would not make a difference 
since they had failed to see their concems addressed during the EA process. 
6.2 TheoreticaI and conceptual implications 
6.2.1 Mutual learning among EA participants 
The key findings suggest that the extent to which EA as currently practiced facilitates mutual 
leaming among participants is quite limited, that is. EA processes deviate substantially from 
the ideal conditions of leaming. Canadian pmcesses represent institutional arrangements that 
fail to provide an **organization of social relations that is bound only to communication free 
from domination" (Habermas 1%8.53). EA in Canada remains largely within a 
comprehensive. synoptic paradigrn dependent upoa bureaucratie and technocratic 
institutional arrangements dominated by instrumental rationality. Further. learning through 
participation is constrained by a complex web of barriers to public involvemeat. Overall. 
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these factors. depicted in Figure 6.1, establish that the emancipatory potential of participation 
in environmental assessrnent is highly restricted. In light of these limiting factors. thece is 
little "chance for the 'force of the better argument' to count as against other mems of 
determining decisions" (Giddens 1992, 173). Opportuni ties for al1 participants to define their 
own meanings, intentions and values are lirnited, which restricts oppominities to self-define 
broader goals and commuoity futures. Further, the limits on emancipatory potential impede 
leaming through critical self reflection on sociopolitical presuppositioas, the domain in 
which transfomative leaming intersects with Freirean critical education (Freire 1970: 1973: 
1985: Meirow 1994: 1996a: 1996b). Without such critical reflection. opportunities for 
collective mobilization in opposition to dominant social forces are limited. 
EA invoivemenf 
(devtuxronsj?om the deal 
conciitionr of kaming) 
Figure dl: Factors Limiting the Emancipatory Potentisl of Participation in 
Environmental Assessrnent 
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Given the foregoing. the emancipatory potential of iovolvement in EA, and opponunities for 
mutual leamiag. could be inmased with greater flexibility in EA institutional arrangements 
to accommodate incrernental or transactive approaches to public involvement With reduced 
emphasis on instrumental questions and increased attention to broader normative issues. such 
approaches would accommodate diverse interests and values and would involve deliberative 
leaming opportunities. Existing EA processes would nquire significant restmcturing. or 
complete reconceptualization. to accommodate incremental or transactive public 
involvement. Shon of such restmcturing. however. specific nforms that would increase 
opponunities for mutuai leaming include more accessible and complete information. earlier 
public involvement. higher degms of involvement. continuous or deliberative involvement. 
and capacity enhancement among civic organizations. These and other refoms are discussed 
in greater deiail in Section 63  with reference to specific findings. 
6.2.2 Learning through involvement in EA 
The key findings highlight the extent and importance of informal learning through 
participation in EA. In a previous publication (Sinclair and Diduck 1995). 1 argued that 
critical non-formal education should be viewed as a precondition to effective public 
involvement. but the dissertation has led me to believe that informal leaming through 
involvement is a more basic concem. In some respects. this conclusion provides indirect 
support for tbose studies that have illuminated the limits of empowerment through non- 
fomal education (e.g.. Richardson et al. 1993; Regnier and Penna 1996). 
Despite the extent and importance of informa1 learning. the findings question EA's potential 
as a vehicle for individual leaming for sustainable development. Given the fimited 
emancipatory potential of participation in EA. environmental assessrnent offers limited 
potential to further social objectives of sustainabiiity. such as local participation. 
empowerment and equity. As reported. project cntics developed cynical views towards 
public involvement and democratic processes in general. and reported leaming of a need to 
be more involved at normative levels of planning and decision making. This was identified 
in both Maple Leaf and SAR despite differences in the types and degrees of involvement 
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found in the two cases, suggesting that public involvement principles have become highiy 
marginalized in Canadian environmental assessment. Consistent with the demand for 
normative involvement, govemment officiais. at les t  in the Maple Leaf case. reported 
learning of a need for more holism in EA. including greater integration with broad land use 
planning. 
As well, the nature and incidence of instrumental leaming found in the cases confirm the 
ongoing dominance of conventional growth-oriented economic approaches. Funher. the lack 
of interest arnong the project proponents in learoing from experiences in other jurisdictions 
suggests that larger contextual variables could counter what participants l e m  through 
involvement in EA as it is currently stmctured. This is supported by the lack of significant 
evidence of participants having changed their basic positions (or having expenenced changes 
in frames of reference ). 
Al1 of this serves to further establish the need for institutional restnicturing or reform to 
accommodate incremental and transactive approaches to public involvement. Nelson and 
Serafin ( 1995) and Cardinal1 and Day ( 1998) have argued that in the face of uncertainty and 
conflict, EA should be reconceived as a fom of civic exploration of unknown futures. 
Consistent with this. and bonowing from Christenson's ( 1985) approach to planning in the 
face of uncertainty. my argument is that EA in Canada requires flexible institutional 
arrangements to permit adaptations in response to planning and decision-making 
circumstances. With reference to Figure 6.2. sufficient flexibility is needed to allow 
movement dong the EA axis in response to varying degrees of uncertainty and conflict. This 
approach would counter the factors lirniting the emancipatory potential of EA in settings 
characterized by high conflict and uncertainty. w hen public involvernent should be of 
paramount concem. Emphasizing communicative leaniing. early involverneni. high degrees 
of involvement. and institutional capacity enhancement. this approacb would improve EA's 
potential as a vehicle for sustainable developmen~ 
As noted, existing M processes would require ~ i g ~ c a n t  res ructuring, or complete 
reconceptualization. to accommodate the mode! contemplated here. Altbough the reforms 
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suggested below do not address this larger issue, they represent important increments in the 
restructuring project. At the very Ieast. they represent a reorientation of EA as a force in the 
leaming for sustainability imperative. 
Uncertainty 
Figure 6.2: An Adaptive Apprmch to R i b k  Involvement in Environmental Assessrnent 
(After Cardimil and Day (1998)) 
6.3 Practlcal lmplicatlons 
The key findings and iheir theoretical implications have practical extensions regarding the 
administration and design of EA processes. These are considered in the ensuing discussion. 
and a set of reforms is summarized in Section 63.7. 
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6.3.1 Accessible and complete information 
Given the findings regarding accessible and complete information. noted in Section 6.1.1. a 
priority should be improving Internet access to registry systems. including public commenü 
on pending proposais. For rnost jurisdictions. this means providing or increasinp access. but 
for othen (e.g., British Columbia and Canada) it means refining or streamlining the access 
points. For al1 j unsdictions. it likel y includes further consideration of equity issues 
pertaining to unequal opportunities of access between rival and urban populations and amonp 
socioeconomic groupings. 
A further priority for improving the provision of information. and of potential assistance in 
overcoming bamers to Intemet access, is extending registry access through regional offices 
or local partners (e.8.. municipal libraries). Yet another priority should be production of 
detailed guidance documents on how interested publics could become involved in the 
process. Still another is developrnent of a research program into the readability and 
undentmdability of environmental impact statements and other EA case documents. 
Building on empirical studies from the United States (e.g., Gallagher and Patrick-Riley 1989: 
Gallagher and Jacobson 1993; Sullivan et al. 19%), this program should focus on means of 
facilitating leaming and involvement by interested publics. A research agenda along these 
lines could be coordinated through organizations such as the Environmental Planning and 
Assessrnent Caucus of the Canadian Environmental Network. or the existing network of 
senior Canadian environmenial assessment administrators that meets annually. 
The foregoing also suggests an opponunity for standardization in the provision of public 
information respecting EA. This could increase inte jurisdictional equity but raises several 
implementation challenges. such as variations in budget capacities across jurisdictions. 
Standardization coold be spearheaded by the organizations referred to above in cooperation 
with the Canadian Standards Council and the Canadian Council of Environment Ministers. 
All of these organizations have longstanding interests. including current projecîs, respecting 
the development of standards in EA (Hazell 1999: Whalen 2 0 ) .  
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An advantage of the refoms suggested above is that policy maken or EA officiais could 
irnplement them with relative ease. All agencies have existing guidance documents of some 
type. and have access to department or govemment web sites where documents could be 
posted. As well. the reforms could likely be achieved without legislative amendments or 
signifiant policy changes. 
6.3.2 Freedom from manipulation or control 
The findings regarding freedom frorn manipulation and control (Section 6.1.2) suggest that it 
should be a priority for govemments to reclaim responsibility for the design and 
implementation of public involvement programs. Doing so would counter the inherent 
conflict of interest in having proponents manage the involvernent of publics who are 
potential cntics of the proposal (despite the predominance of the rational approach in 
govemment planning systems and the close ties often found between govemment agencies 
and project proponents). Afterall, EA agencies have legislated mandates to promote 
sustainable development and to protect the environment in the public interest. An 
alternative. or perhaps complementary. suggestion is for interested publics to have greater 
participation in the planning and implementation of involvement programs. This would not 
only represent earlier and higher degrees of involvement. it could also be of practical 
significance since the capacity of many EA agencies has been diminished in recent years due 
to fiscal restraint in govemment A further alternative, echoing the suggestion in the 
preceding section. is for EA agencies to pursue standardization of enforceable public 
involvement principles and guidelines. Such reforms would merely put into practice the 
policy objective found in most Canadian EA processes promoting broad citizen participation. 
On a more general level. the findings periaining to responsibility for public involvement 
suggest that the imperatives driving the devolution of public involvement from govemment 
to indusw (whether they relate to applying a business ethos to public administration or to 
under-financing of public institutions) have jeopardized the public interest. Or. at the very 
least they have diminished a valuable public g d .  namely. citizen engagement in the civic 
life of the community. 
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6.3.3 Openness to diverse perspectives 
Given the findings regarding openness to diverse perspectives (Section 6.1.3)- an additional 
ana for refonn pertains to the timing of public involvement. The findings suggest a need to 
formaîize requirements for public involvement at normative and strategic levels of planning. 
including consideration of need. purposes, and alternatives. Doing so would not only 
strengthen EA planning and decision makiag and empower active publics, it also would 
mate  opportunities for cntical reflection upon basic presuppositions underlying matten of 
development. As transfomative theory indicates, such opportunities are necessary for adult 
learning, particularly changes in fundamentai meaning perspectives. In addition. these 
potential learning benefits could be enhanced with impiovements to feedback mechanisrns 
for participating publics. A modest improvernent in feedback loops was suggested in Section 
6.3.1. namely, increased Intemet access to comments filed in the public registry. Another 
improvement in this area would be the development of non-formai education forums 
involving interaction among community members and critical discussions of proposed 
developments. 
Participation at normative and strategic levels of planning would help address operational 
bamers related to foregone conclusions and unresponsiveness to input. It would aiso help 
respond to cognitive bamers presented by technical discourses. lack of understanding. and 
lack of skills. 
6.3.4 Opportunity to reflect critically upon presuppositions 
The findings noted in Section 6.1.1 support the refoms suggested in the preceding section, 
narnely. early public involvement and onping non-formal education. Further. they suggest 
an opportunity and a need to promote the importance and potential of EA among inactive 
publics. Consistent with Section 6.33. EA promotion should take a critical and deliberative 
approach, focusing on empowement of resource communities and active participation in the 
civic life of the community. And rather than behaviounstic mechanisms such as social 
marketing and advertising. it should rely on democratic and dialogical methods. 
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Key findings also suggest a need for broader EA scopiag to include increased attention to the 
social justice issues of development. and to linkages arnong human and natural systems. 
Finally. the findings regarding overcoming entrenched positions suggest that process nform 
should encompass the adoption and implemeatation of mechanisms for alternative dispute 
resoluîion (ADR). This has been discussed in the literature for some time (Buckle and 
Thomas-Buckle 1986; Emond 1988: Sadler 1993). and several Canadian processes contain 
ADR provisions. However. such provisions are rarely used. 
6.3.5 Equitable opportunity to participate 
Given the mandates of EA agencies to promote sustainable development and to protect the 
environment in the public interest. Section 6.1.5 suggests it should be a priority for 
govemments to redress existing process and resource imbalances favounng proponents. A 
practical means of doing so. and one chat has received considerable attention in the literature 
(e.g.. the references ci ted on page 72). is to establish participant funding mechanisms. S uch 
mechanisms. if funded largely by proponents. would help internalize negative extemalities. 
and could result in Pareto improvements (net gains in the social benefits of economic 
development) (Randall 1987: Pearce and Turner 1990). Funding would also enable 
interested individuals and organizations to consider development proposals from a broad 
public perspective. Funher. it would help ensure substantive equality (or equity) in 
opportunities for participation. Funding would also enhance opportunities for transfomative 
leaming through interaction among community members and critical discussion of project 
proposals. In several j urisdictions. comprehensive participant funding reforms would build 
on existing commitments to provide funding in hearing situations. 
It was argued previously that refoms are necessary to increase deliberative and critical 
public involvement at ail levels of planning. pamcularly at normative and strategic stages. In 
addition to the benefits descnbed earlier, such reforms. in conjunction with increased 
participant funding. would expand leaming opportunities beyond the leadership of active 
publics, and thereby enhance organizatioa and development in civil society. Doing so is vital 
for achieving sustainability objectives (Goociland and Daly 1995), and is consistent witb 
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several streams of environmental education (Disinger 1990; Sterling and EDET Group 1992. 
cited in Palmer, lm: Fiea 1993). lt is also consistent with the transactive mode1 of 
planning, in which strengthening civil society is viewed as a means of promoting collective 
self-reliance and creating a future less tied to the dyaamics of industrial capitalisrn 
(Friedmann 1987). 
6.3.6 Opportunlty to have arguments evaluated in a systematic fashion 
Section 6.1.6 suggests that transparency and the decision-making process would be improved 
through increased use of open. quasi-judicial procedures. such as public heanngs. This 
position is congruent with that of several ENGOs. which have. as discussed earlier. equated 
hearinps with more impartial decisions. A drawback with this position is that heanngs are 
often associated with undue delays. significant costs. and exclusive procedural hurdles. The 
findings also suggest that transparency and the decision-making process would be improved 
with increaxd public involvement in political and administrative decision-making 
mechanisms. This alternative would increase the degree of participation in the process and 
hence empower active publics (Amstein 1%9: Rocha 1997). This is significant because it 
would afford new opportunities for idormal education in EA. and could result in new types 
of leaming. not evident in the case studies presented in this research. 
6.3.7 Summary of EA process reforms 
A summary of the refonns outlined in the foreping discussions is presented in Table 6.2. 
The refoms. targeted to EA administrators and public policy makea. are prioritized as liigh. 
medium. or low. and labeled as short-term or long-term objectives. Several of the 
recornmendations would likely encounter little opposition and could be implemented with 
relative ease. They represent extensions of existing services or programs. and could be 
achieved without legislaiive amendment or major policy changes. This applies to the refoms 
ngarding information provision. and is tme of the recommendations respecting opponunity 
to reflect cntically upon presuppositions. These recommendations are thus viewed as shon- 
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terni objectives. and since they do not logically have to be acted upon before others could be 
taken up. they are classed as low pnority. 
Tabk 6.2: PrioRt*s for EA Process Reform b M i n g  Pubik Involvement and 
Leamhg for Sastainaibbilitg, Organized by AnilytK ComIriicts h m  the Ideal 
Conditiom of Learning 
ANALYTIC SPECIFlC REC0MMEM)ATION 
CONSïRUCTS 
b w  hority l Short-tenn 
Acce%ible and complet, 1) 
7) 
Oppomnity to rrflect 8) 
criticdly upon 9) 
presuppitions 10) 
Improve Intemet acccss to rcgistry systerns. including public comments on 
~mposals 
Provide or increase Internet access, and refine or strmline the access 
points 
Consider the quit) .  issues periaming to unequal oppomnities of In~ernet 
access 
E~tend repistq access through regional offices or local partners 
Roduce detailed guidance documents on how active publics could becorne 
tnvolved 
Develop a research progin into ihe readability and understanûability of 
EA documents 
Smdardize the provision of public information respecting EA 
Rornote the importance and potential of EA among inactive publics 
Focus on linkages iunong smd and natural sysrems 
Includc the social justice dimensions of devctopment, including me.  
gender. and povcrty issues 
I I )  Adopt and implement alternative dispute rcsoIution mechuiisms 
Medium Pnority 1 Short-term 
Equitabk oppoitunity to 12) Redress erusting irnbaiancts in favour of proponents 
paHiciprte 13) Estabfish w c i p a n t  fundinp mechanisms. funded lu& by proponenb 
Hiph Rionty 1 Shon-term 
Fmdom h m  14) Regain authonty for the design and implementrition or public involvement 
manipulation or contml prognms 
15) Involve active publics in planning and implementing paniciption 
programs 
16) Srandardize enforceable public involvement pnnciples md puidelines 
Hiph Rionty 1 Lonp-tem 
W n n m  to diveme 17) Fomaiize requirements for public tnvolvement at nonnative and strategic 
~Rpet ives levels of plankg. includinp consideration of need, purposes. and 
alternatives 
18) Increase delibentive and cntical public involvement, including 
interactive, cnucal non-fonnal educauon. at dl levels of planning 
Oppomnity to have 19) Increve the use of open. quasi-judicial prccedures. such & publ~c 
arguments evduated in r hearings 
systemrtic tashion 20) Increase s h e d  deasion malung in p o l i t i d  and admmistnhve processes 
21) Impmve feedback rnechanisrns for participating publics 
In contrast, other reforms would likely encounter formidable opposition and complex 
implementation challenges. As discussed in Chapter 4. industries in Canada have not been 
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quick to accept public involvement in normative and strategic levels of planning. 
Environmental assessrnent (including public involvement) of need. purposes. and alternatives 
has been viewed as unjustified govemment intervention in the market. Moreover. this view 
is ualikely to change in the near future. given the predominance of laissez-faire ideology and 
continuing trends toward deregulation. In overcoming these barrien, policy makers should 
likely focus on partnerships between industry and civic organizations, rather than state- 
oriented mechanisms, since the latter have fallen into disfavour. Such a focus is a 
manifestation of a central concem in the continued expansion of free trade. narnely. 
reconciling local initiatives w ith globalized economies. For this reason. and despi te the 
implementation challenges, formalizing requirements for public involvement at normative 
and strategic levels of planning (including consideration of need. purposes, and alternatives) 
is likely the most impomt reform in Table 6.2. It should. however. be viewed as a long- 
term objective. and reform advocates should not expect it to be accepted readily by 
govemment or industry. Another singularly important, long-tenn objective. also likely to 
encounter poii tical opposition. is improving transparenc y in decision making. The 
recornmendations here affect degree of public involvement. and are related closely to the 
suggestions reparding timing of involvement. since earlier involvement often implies higher 
deprees of participation. 
In support of the forepoing long-term objectives. it is critically important for govemments to 
regain authority over the design and implementation of public involvernent programs. A 
short-terni objective. this needs to be acted upon before the recornmendations regarding 
timing and degree of involvement can be taken up. and is thus viewed as high pnority. Also 
in support of the iong-tem objectives. it is important for govemments to establish 
mechanisms for participant funding. This is a short-term objective that couid be 
implemeoted in conjunction with reclaiming responsibility for public involvement. Although 
establishing funding mechanisms reinforces the long-term objectives. it is viewed as a 
medium priority since it does not logically have to be acted upon before the other reforms 
could be adopted. 
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6.4 Contributions to knowledge and directions for Mure research 
The dissertation is original research that contributes to theoretical. concepnial. and empirical 
knowledge. A primary contribution is to nascent theory linking environmental assessment. 
learniag and sustainable development. an aspect of which asserts that EA's potential as a 
vehicle for sustainability is heightened when leaming occurs based on EA experiences. My 
research contributes to the literature seeking to reconceptualize public involvement in EA 
within a leaming-centered paradigm (Nelson and Serafin 1995: Cardinail and Day 1998). and 
offers a new entry point for researchers punuing this idea. Further. it contributes to the 
diverse literature on leaming issues in EA (e.g.. Gailagher and Jacobson 1993: Sinclair and 
Diduck 1995: Webler et al. 1995: Regnier and Pema 19%: Sullivan et al. 1996; Meredith 
1997) by grounding its analysis in a comprehensive theory of adult leaming. In addition. it is 
distinct because of the breadth of leaming variables investigated. including contextual 
factors. constraints on involvement. and forms of leaming. The dissertation established that 
the extent to which EA facilitates mutual leaming among participants is quite limited. that is. 
EA processes deviate substantially irom the ideal conditions of leaming. It also questioned 
the emancipatory potential of participation in environmental assessrnent. and illuminated 
factors limiting that potential. Further. although it illuminated the extent and importance of 
informa1 leaming through participation in €A. it questioned EA's cumnt potential as a 
vehicle for individual learning for sustainable development. Ftnally. it suggested the need 
for institutional restructuring or refom to accommodate incremental and transactive 
approaches to public involvement in EA. 
The dissertation also contributes to knowledge regarding transfomative leaming theory. It 
provides empincal depth to key elements of the theory. such as instnimental and 
communicative cornpetencies and the ideal conditions of leaming. Particulan in this regard 
include technical knowledge regarding waste treatrnent. attitudes respecting lepal and 
administrative pmcedures. social and economic knowledge. insight into one's own interests. 
lessons respecting social activism. and constraints on public involvement. In addition. the 
research builds on Alexander's ( 1994; 1999) work in the area of land use planning by 
extending transfomative theory further into the realm of resource and environmental 
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management. Specifically , the dissertation shows how the theory can be useful for 
improving undentanding of public involvement in environmental assessment. This new 
application of the theory not only illuminates involvement in EA. but demonstrates the 
relevance of the theoretical framework to yet another ernpirical setting. 
Another contribution of the dissertation is to conceptual knowledge. in particular. the 
development of unique evaiuative cnteria and analytic constructs. The critena adapted from 
the ideal conditions of leaming and the analytic constnicts related to instrumental and 
communicative leaming contribute to existing frameworks (e.g.. Homenuck et al. 1977: 
Godschalk and StifteI 1981; Smith 1983; Webler et al. 1995; Moote et al. 1997: Schweitzer 
et al. 1998) for the assessment of public involvement in resource and environmental 
management. They provide a new entry point for researchers investigating the leaming 
aspects of involvement, and are unique in their concern for communicative cornpetencies and 
the social context of learning. As well. the analytic constructs related to individual and 
structural constraints provide a unique framew ork for investi gating barriers to participation. 
The few studies that have discussed bamers have tended to list potential constraints without 
ernploying a larger analytic framework (e.g.. Praxis 1988: Smith 1993: Wood 1995: Peas 
1999). A notable exception is Fnderes et al. (1992). who focused on a structural analysis. 
With respect to ernpirical knowledge. the dissenation supplements and advances 
undentanding of citizen engagement in environmental assessrnent in Canada. It provides an 
extensive picture of €A public involvement systems and a unique. intensive view of forrns of 
leaming experienced by EA participants. It also contributes to knowledge of baniers to 
public involvement in EA, rarely the subject of direct ernpirical research (Frideres et al. 
1992). Further. the dissertation contnbutes a comprehensive set of recommendations to EA 
administraton for refom in EA administration and practice. Although some of these refonns 
have k e n  discussed previously in the literature. they are unique as a package and serve to 
reonent EA as a forum of leaming for sustainable development. 
Given the foregoing, the dissertation presents an entry point for nsearch regarding 
connections among leaming, public participation. and environmental assessment in 
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developing countries. It also suggests an oppominity to investigate leaming and involvement 
in areas of resource and environmenial management other than EA, such as public awareness 
and social marketing of waste minimization. Extending the research in these ways would 
enhance opportunities for theory development and illuminate broader policy implications. 
A narrower approach, but still one providing opportunities for theory developrnent. would be 
to focus on case studies of EA processes that approximate the ideal conditions of learning. 
This type of research could focus on cases with early public involvement. including 
opportunities for consideration of project need and alternatives. Altematively. it could center 
on EAs with high degrees of involvement. including participation in decision making. A 
further option would be to examine cases evidencing diverse deliberative involvement 
mechanisms. such as public hearings. Finally. a research agenda of this son could include 
cases in w hich public involvement was supported by devices for capacity enhancement 
among civic organizations. such as participant funding. 
An opportunity also exists to extend transfomative theory from individual CO social learning 
in environmental assessment. Doing so would contnbute to social leaming theory by 
applying an ernerging. unique. and comprehensive theoretical framework. I t  would also 
provide insight into linkages between individual and social leaming. such as critical self 
reflection. sociopolitical consciousness. and individual competencies related to collective 
social action. Further. by seeking connections among transformative concepts and social 
learning constnicts. such as capacity enhancement. institutional memory. and feedback 
mechanisms. this type of research has potential to revise transfomative theory. In addition. 
since few snidies have focused on social learning in EA, research such as this will contribute 
to EA theory by exarnining instrumental and communicative competencies of organizations 
in the quest for sustainability. Beyond EA. this son of research has broader implications. 
including providing insight into the dynamics of interactions among institutional 
arrangements and resource systems. 
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As noted in Chapter 3 and elsewhere. my dissertation research was interactive and adaptive. 
This involved making changes to the research questions. study design. methods. and data 
sources in response to opportunities and challenges that arose during the investigation. In 
earlier chapters. when reporting on design. methods. and results. 1 also reported on the 
circumstances and motivations for adaptations. Doing so was necessary to ensure the 
trustworthiness (credibiliiy and dependability) and generalizability of the research. Upon 
completion of the dissertation. I offer the following brief cornments on the advantages and 
disadvantages of taking an interactive and adaptive approach. The ensuing discussion. in 
some ways. completes the audit traii and reponiog of the research. and furtber illuminates my 
dissertation experience. 
A primary advantage of the interactive and adaptive approach was that it enabled me to 
identify oppominities to adopt new data collection methods (namel y. participant observation ) 
and data sources (namely. diverse interview participants with potentially codlicting political 
and economic interests). Doing so increased the use of triangulation and thereby enhanced 
the credibility of the findings. 1 am confident that by adopting multiple methods and sources 
I increased the degree to which the research findings are credible or recognizable to the 
people whose realities were studied. 
Another advantage of the interactive and adaptive approach was that it encouraged me to be 
both rigorous and renective in making decisions during the investigation. and in preparing 
the dissertation. By documenting rny assumptions. theoretical orientations. and sampling 
decisions. and by pmviding an audit trail regarding data collection and analysis (e.p.. 
category construction). the credibility of the research was improved. That is. the 
undentandability of the findings to those outside the direct expenences of the research 
participants was enhanced. These methods also improved the dependability of the study by 
shedding light on the linkages among data. results. and conclusions. 
A primary disadvantage of king interactive and adaptive was that it increased the risk of 
beiag opportunistic rather than metbodical in my decision making. and in fact this occurred 
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dunng the case selection process. As aoted in Chapter 3 and various appendices. the 
extensive phase of the research was initially conceived as a general examination of Canadian 
EA processes to construct a sampling frame and select three EA cases for intensive. 
comparative study." My onginal idea was to apply five selection criteria: ( I ) presence of 
non-formal, adult education conducted by ENGOs; (2) application of an EA process that 
pennitted cornparison with the ideal conditions of learning; (3) circumstances that 
approximated a disorienting dilemma: (4) favourable practical factors: and. (5)  recency of the 
case. The criteria were to be applied to both processes and cases. and a sampliog frame of 
cases was to be developed. The cases were to be selected using a mixed approach (theory- 
based selection with extreme and representative examples)? Ultimately however. 1 gave 
more weight to cnteria (4) and (5) than I had anticipated. although each criterion was applied 
in selecting the ihree cases." 
Despite giving considerable weight to criteria (4) and (5). by selecting the Salmon 
Aquaculture Review and the Maple Leaf cases. 1 was still on track for theory-based selection 
with SAR king an exemplary case and Maple Leaf king a rniddling or poor case. The 
variation related to cntenon (3). chat is. the degree to which the processes approximated the 
ideal conditions of leaminp. 1 then decided to go with three unequal cases. that is. a pnmary 
case study w ith selected comparative analyses invoiving secondary cases. This decision was 
based largely on pragmatic grounds. and ultimately undermined the theory-based sampling 
because 1 didn't have sufficient data regarding SAR to do intensive theoretical compansons. 
Essentially. I ended up with a one-shot case study with two superficial satellite cases that 
permitteci only selected and cautious theoretical comparisons. 
" T h i s  purpose u s  met. but the eniensive phase dso evolvcd into the assessrnent h e d  on the ideai condiuons 
of ieruning presented in Chapter 4. 
Dunng this îrütlytic prorcsr. a number of tentative malyses were s-d: a deolled assessrneni of procesxs 
usine cnticd cducaclon cntena; an ordinal nniung of prccesses usinp the ideai conditions of leaming: and, a 
sampling f m e  of poientiai cases. 
'P Ultimatelu. critenon ( 1) became irrelevant because the non-fornial education q x c t  of the research quesuons 
was dropped. as the focus on informal Icaniing was pven higher prione. 
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In hindsight. 1 should have been more methodical in my case selection decisions, which 
would have strengthened the comparative case study dimensions of the research. By 
simplifying the selection criteria and focusing on the ideai conditions of leaming. the 
potential for theoretical cornparisons would have been enbanced significantly. Related to 
this is the need to bave treated the Salmon Aquaculture Review in greater depth because. as 
noted. the decision to lirnit the deptb of the secondary cases prevented full development of 
theory-based comparative analysis. However. if the secondary cases were studied in greater 
deph. I would not likely have chosen the Green Commuting Roject. 1 would have sought 
another EA case that offend more meaningful cornparisons within the theoretical framework 
of the project. 
As an aside. an alternative to treating the secondary cases on par with Maple Led. would 
have been to delete the secondary cases and streogthen the Maple Leaf case study. This 
could have included adding a longitudinal dimension. such as further interviews and 
observations of interactions in community orgaaizations and local institutions. This 
approach would have helped divenify the evidence available. and could have provided 
evidence of behaviour change over time. 
Another approach altogether would have been to choose the case studies ( d l 1  using theory- 
based sampling to permit theoretical comparisons) from the same jurisdiction. This would 
have provided more consistency in broad contextual facton related to social. political. and 
economic settings. In hindsight. 1 likely should have paid greater attention to contextual 
facton throuphout the research. from conceptualizafion to data anal y sis. Contextual facton. 
including political dynamics. institutional arrangements. cornmunity value systems. 
worldviews. and socioeconomic conditions, are likely as important or more important to 
informal leaming through involvement in EA than is the design of EA process. Contextual 
factors likely affect the range of foms of leaming identified in this study. including the 
lessons pertaining to democracy. govemment. and civic participation. As discussed. many 
EA participants exp~ssed cynicism regarding the value of participation. and carne away 
from the process feeling alienated from their local and provincial governments. In Chapters 
5 and 6,1 Iinked Iessons such as these to EA process. but it is reasonable to ask whether they 
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have more profound co~ections to larger contexnid (or structural) variables. In fact. in the 
end. we may find that learning through EA is not enough to fuel the drive to a more 
sustainable society. We rnay find that regardless of how EA processes are designed. 
contextual factors are the most significant variables affecting informa1 learning by UI 
participants. This simply highlights the need for ongoing tesearch into individual and social 
leaming. and its role in the dynamics between social and natural systems. 
Appendices 
Appendix i: Resesrch questions from the original dissertation 
The central research question was: In selected Canadian EA cases. what. if any. were the 
causal explanations linking non-fomal. adult education. the leaming expenences of 
participants. and public involvement in the process? The main subquestions were: 
What were the dimensions of the non-formal, adult education beinp conducted? (Whai 
was taught? How was it taught? Why was it taught? Who did the teachinp?): 
M a t  were the dimensions of the leaming experiences of EA participants? (Who were 
the learners? What did they leam? How did they leam it? Why did they l e m  it? What. 
if any. were the effects of the non-formal. adult education on the leaming enpenences? 
What. if any. were the effects of the informal adult education on the learning expenences 
of EA participants?): and. 
What was the nature of the publics' involvement in the EA process? (How were the 
publics involved? Why were they involved? What were the outcornes? What. if any. 
were the effects of the non-formal. adult education and learning on involvement? If there 
were effects. how and why did they occur?). 
Appendix 2: A framework of non-formal adult educath for €A 
patiklpants 
My Master's research ideotified correlatioos of varying strength arnong several variables: 
readenhip of documents preseating the pro-development position: understanding of the pro- 
developmeot position: understanding of the EA process: critical thinking towards the pro- 
development position: critical thinking towards the EA process; whether or not the 
participant was involved in the public hearings: and. level of involvement in the public 
hearings. Further analysis. adopting a critical approach to education (Freire 1970: 1985). 
suggested additional variables that could be important in the pmcess: undentanding of and 
critical thinking towards positions counter to the dominant. pro-development position: 
understanding of and critical thinking towards the counter positions: quality of public 
involvement in the public hearings and other aspects of the EA process: undentanding of and 
critical thinking towards interests and structures underlying the positions presented in the 
case: dialogue and cooperation among participants with similar interests: and. efforts to 
effect personal and social change. 
Appendix 3: Selected social leamlng issues raised in evaluations 
of EA processes and assessments of public involvement 
In a comprehensive international investigation of EA effectiveness. Sadler ( 1996). among 
other things. conducted a suwey of EA practitioners and managers. One result was that a 
majonty of respondents viewed EA as a leaming process with important benefits beyond 
informing decision making and achieving environmental protection. Significant leaming- 
related benefits included social leaming, such as greater public awareness of environmental 
concems. better coordination among agencies, and improved acceptance of public 
involvement and input. 
Drawing on the notion of EA as a social leaniing process, numerous authon have conducted 
post hoc assessments of EA processes in specific cases. Such assessments are thought to be 
necessary for EA processes to be dynamic and iterative (Jones and Greig 1985: Federal 
Environmental Assessment Review Office 1988: Davies and Sadler 1990: Sadler 1990: 
Nelson and Serafin 1995: Sadler 19%). Post hoc assessments have included audits of impact 
predictions to determine their accuracy (Munro et al. 19%: Buckley 1989. cited in Sadler 
1996: Bailey and Hobbs 1990; Australian National Audit ûf ice  1993. cited in Sadler 19%: 
Culhane 1993; Locke and Storey 1997) and more holistic pst-project analysis or 
retrospective assessrnent (King and Nelson 1983: Sadler 1990: Mathers et al. 1994: 
Boothroyd and al 1995; Gibson and Day 1995: Bitondo ZOO).  
An issue related closely to post hoc assessments is the capacity of EA processes to adapt to 
new opportunities and challenges (Federal Environmental Assessment Review Office 1988: 
Wood 1995: Sadler 19%; Barker and Wood 1999). An important study of this issue was by 
Doyle and Sadler ( 19%). who did a comparative analysis of the effectiveness of Canadian 
EA processes. Adaptive capacity. or 'living process', was one of ten attributes examined in 
the evaiuation. and four dimensions of adaptive capacity were assessed: ( 1) incorporation of 
new EA technologies; (2) incorporation of public involvement: (3) incorporation of changing 
community values regarding aspects of the environment: and. (4) efforts to improve 
institutionid capacity to admiaister and conduci m." 
Another issue related to social leaming is the impact of EAs on decision making (e.p.. Rees 
198 1 ; Rees and Boothroyd 1981: Canadian Environmental Assessment Research Council 
1988: Gi bson 1992; 1993 : Wood 1995: Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 19%: 
Doyle and Sadler 1996: Sadler 19%; Barker and Wood 1999). In several studies. impacts on 
decision making were measured by the number or proportion of projects modified or 
canceiled as a mult of the application of the EA process (Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Agency 19%; Barker and Wood 1999). Other studies considered a different 
dimension of the issue. namely. the integration of environmental considerations into project 
planning and design or regional planning (Rees 1981: Munro et al. 1986: Gibson 1992: 1993: 
Tesli 1995, cited in Sadler 1996; Wood 1995: Canadian Environmental Assessment Agensy 
1996). 
Finally. consistent with the organizational development strearn of social leaming theory. 
Keith and Mulvihill( 1995) used a four-stage mode1 to examine learninp and life cycles in 
four EA organizations in Canada's North. 
- - 
As teveded in Chapier 4. the evaluative fmework in phase one of the disscmtion rclicd on indiacors 
similar to Doyle and Sadler's ( 19%) dimensions of 'living process'. In phase one. the question of whelher thc 
EA process was subjccted to continuous improvernent was used a s  an indicator of the cntcrion of opcnness to 
alternative perspectives. This is similar to Doyle and Siidlet's ( 19%) dimensions ( 1) anci (4, listed above. As 
~ e l i .  h e  question of whcther systems exist for intcgntion of public subrnissions was cumined ris an indicator 
of the cntenon of opponunlty to have arguments evduated in a systematiç fashion, and this rs similar to Doyle 
and Sadler's dimensions ( 2 )  and (3). 
Appendix 4: Application of the case selecfion criterla 
For the purpose of applying the case selection criteria. data collection and analysis began 
witb a review of documents. pnmarily from govemrnent sources. The review focused on EA 
public involvement systems in each of the jurisdictions examined." including programs of 
non-formal. adult education for €A participants. As part of the review. descriptive memos 
were prepared for each jurisdiction and later synthesized into a longer. evaiuative document. 
The synthesis included a description of the common elemenü from the public involvement 
and non-formal education systems and an attempt to apply the case selection cnteria. 
To assist in applying case selection criterion (1). a preliminary assessment of the EA 
processes was completed. using cnteria denved from critical education (Table A. 1. below)." 
This analysis tumed out to be a false start but for the sake of completeness is reported here. 
The assessment began as an attempt to apply the criteria comprehensively to each of the €A 
processes. Table A.2, page 177. summarizes application of the cnteria to non-formai. adult 
education in the British Columbia process. A similar analysis was done with respect CO the 
fedetal legislation. but after reaiizing that comprehensive application of the critena was not 
panicularly fruitîul. a more selective approach was used in applying the most relevant 
critena. 
" The examinattion aas Iimited co provincial and fedenl junsdicuons becaux the EA praesscs of Nunavut and 
Yukon had not ken  promu1p;iited at the time of the document rcvieu, and in subscqucnt stages ol' the reserirch, 
inteniew chta were noi obtained regardinp ihc Northwest Temtories. 
32 M y  interest in c n u d  eduation stems from my Master's rcsearch and rny professionai bkground as an 
ridult education practitioner in the non-govemmentid sector. My work esperience included a fmus on 
empowerment of trditionally disadvmtiiged citizens and reforrn of dominant political and legal institutions. 1 
bmught these interests to mu dûctoral research and. hence, my initial a p p m h  to exmining non-fonnal 
education by govemment EA agencies reiied on criucai education constnicts. 
Tabk A.1: Critieil Education Criteria and Associated Operational Definitions 
CRITERIA CONCETUAL DEFIMTIONS OPERATIONAL DERNiTlONS 
Put ic ip toy  Did leihers help design the mmatends? 
Are Lht leamhg events parucipator)? 
Did the leamers heîp set the agenda? 
Actlvisî 
Affective 
Reliant on praxis 
Cuttural divers@ of society is 
recopzed and accepted 
The subjcct 1s siaiared in 
paritcipant thou@ and language 
Discussion encourages self- and 
social- reflecaon 
Discourse is constructed by both 
the facilitaor and the participants 
The basic fonnat is k e d  on 
dialogue ruound problerns posed 
in the learning forum 
PYticipants are dcsocialized from 
passivity 
The facilitator rescarches l m e r  
realities (e.g., speech, behaviour), 
while leamers research problems 
posed in class 
The classmm 1s active and 
intenclive 
The didogue favours b r d  
development of human feeling 
The process relies on the action- 
Arc multiculniral e.wples &? 
Are interpteration and translation used? 
1s there culturaily specific programming? 
Are plain languûge princi ples used? 
Are issues punded in lemer reali~ies? 
Are there udinked activities? 
Leamers have an oppommty to criuque whai 
they leamcd 
Opporcunir). to question power relations and 
dominant. pro-development pandigms 
1s there equitible maunent among the publics'? 
Does the format rel y on problem solving? 
Does the govenunent promote contact with 
offiaals regarding problems? 
Encoungc action vs. passivity (regtsq, noQcc) 
hcounged to creatc own future 
fbmote plitical rictivism 
Does the govemment inuestigatc the leamers 
and trulor matends and leaming events to thcir 
speci fi c necds? 
Intencuve leaming oppomimties 
Does the govemmeni promote EA? 
Table A.2: Application of the CritirPl Education Criteria b British Colambia 
CRiTERiA OPERATIONAL DfflNlTlONS EVIDENCE IN THE DATA 
Are plain lanpgc principics Iwd? 
.%re issucs grounded in leamer rtaliiics? 
Arc ihere unlinked actavities'? 
Leamers have an oppornuucy to cntiquc 
what l t ry  learned 
Opponunity to qirsuoa power relations 
& dominant, po-dtvtlopacni paradipms 
1s there quitable m a t  among the 
pubhcs') 
Does thc fonnat rely on proMem solving? 
Does tbe govenimcnt pfomotc conkxt 
with officiais rcpding pobterns'? 
Encourage acuoa vs. p w t y  (repstq. 
notice) 
Encomged io crcaie own future 
R o m e  poliucal acûvism 
Dws th povernmcnt investigate the 
leamers and lailor matends and leammg 
evcnts to their specific aeeds3 
Interactive leammg opponuniues 
ihes the pvernmcnî promote EA'? 
Thrwgbout ihe Act. pdicics. and gudance documents. 
crnpbasis is p l a d  on Fm Sauom, e.g.. tbc spcctal 
appcDdi. on invdvement of First Samas. 
Governmcni may form a pubiic adv isq comminee [O 
make ncommenhtions ou mamn of public conceni and 
may asnst W pubiic in Imdcrstaading tbc prrress and tbe 
pmject. Above avcngc use of plain I a n p p .  
Thcy have coasidcrable p a v e  unl~nked activiries (e.g.. a 
varicty of pubiicariom, k i r  web site). Tirne p e n d  play 
an imponaor pan in rht process and could work apmt  
taiung tirne fa critical rcfiection 
Tbe pvcmment's revicw of tbe pponeni's pubiic 
involvement plan ma' specify frnrhcr measures to ensure 
adequate distribution of information iociudinp 
adverî.tscmnî, puùiic consultation. direct mling. etc. 
Sec the activist cntena 
Sœ acrivist cntena repding poactive techniqirs and 
cdlaboialion to rrsolve olitiaruding problerns. Gudance 
docirmenrs rcfer to pubiic involvemeai in rhe purpares of 
rbt Act  the dtcision-mahag proccss. ai each stage of tk 
nview. and in a sptcial sccuon oo how CO bccome 
invdveû. whch encourages tnvolvemcni and use d the 
funding propam. 
At the preapplicaùon stage. prelirnimq conlacis shwld 
be made b' tbe ppowni and initial comultaiions kld, 
incluâinp meeting key publics and scopinp of concem. 
The statcd btricfits of involvcrncoi rncludc leunmg- 
reiared hnefits on the part of popoocnts and tbt public. 
The web site inclldcs a &îailed govenunent directory 
wth a ~earch fimction and opporruniiies for faedbect 
Proponents an errouraged to use prœctivc c d i a i i o a  
techniques. Early in thc appiication review prircss, the 
proponent should consult. Coasuitatioa a1 the pym 
rcpon nview stage is foc& on twcway dialop anô 
on collaborative opportunitics ioiendtd to rrsolvc 
ornstanding issiits. The goais and pnncrples of public 
invdvemcat in rht U proces spmfically recopm boch 
infomiation-oul and inforxnatmn-in. 
Ultimately, the cntical assessment was abandoned after 1 recognized that it was not an 
insightful line of inquiry to apply critical constnicts to the implementation of govemment 
policy. 1 was setting up a "straw man" for failure by applying inappropnate or irrelevant 
cnteria. In addition. since the criteria were derived from descriptors of individual 
pedagogical evenü, they could not be operationalized logicaily at extensive or process-levels 
of analysis. This difficulty is reflected in the lack of operational definitions for the criteria of 
affective and reliant on praxis. It is also apparent in the repetitiveness of the evidence 
regarding several of the criteria (see participatory. dialogical. and activist in Table A.2). 
Nevertheless. the assessment yielded tentative results that could be used in subsequent 
research focusing on education methods. 
To assist in applying case selection critenon (2). a rudimentary ordinal classification of the 
LA processes was developed based on the degree to which the public involvement 
components of the processes approximated the ideai conditions of leaming. The ranking. 
presented in Table A.3. was not developed fully because its usefulness was doubtful given 
the tremendous discretion that exists in implementing EA processes in  individual cases. The 
ranking was. therefore. another false stan. although it proved to be useful in case selection. 
and evolved ultimately into the extensive assessment of Cbapter 4. 
Table A.3: Pretiminnry Ordinal Ciassoication of I I  Canadian EA Processes 
RANKING JUCUSDICïION 
(1) Bntish Columbia, CaniJri 
(3) Manimba. New Brunswck. Nova Scoira, Ontano 
(41 Neufoundland. h n c e  Edward Island. Saskatchewan 
Appendix 5: initial sampling frame of cases 
When the document nview and analysis referred to in the previous Appendix were 
undeway. interviews with govemment EA officials were initiated. The interviews yielded 
data that supplemented the document review and enriched the analysis. including application 
of the case selection cntena. one of the interview questions sought suggestions for potential 
case studies. Based on these suggestions and ideas offered by thesis cornmittee rnemben. a 
preliminary sampling frame of cases was prepared (Table AA). However. before the 
sampling frarne was completed and the criteria applied systematically to each of the cases. as 
discussed in Section 3.2.5.3.1 turned my attention to the Maple Lcaf and SAR cases. 
Table A.4: Proüminarg Sampling Fmm of Cases 
JURISDiCTlON CASE 
Canach Hucklcbcmy Goid Mine 
Chalk River Waste Treriuneni U p g d e  
Alliance Rpeline 
Red Hi11 Creek Expressway 
Saskatchewan 
BR Residential h d f i  Il 
Pembim Vailey Water Supply Systcrn 
hu~sirina P;içiiic Swan River Pulp and hpcr 'Mill 
Nor-Sask ?O Year Forest Managcrnent Pian 
S;iskFor-Macmillan 
Hamdous Wristc Proposai 
Prince Edward Island Cavendish hrms French Fn Plant 
Alberta Suncor Steep Bank 1997 
Cheviot ,Mines 
Cold Lake cases 
AppendIx 6: Interview schedule for the extensive phase 
FURTHER DOCUMENTS 
1) We used the documents in Appendix A to famiiianze ourselves wich public involvement in EA in  
Manitoba. Are thcrie important documents that we missed that are crucial to piving us a full undcrstruiding 
of public involvement in EA in Manitoba? 
UNLINKED ACTIVITIES 
2) The following questions relate to public ducauon and rnformaoon activiues that your department conducts 
for anyonc who is intereskd in  EA in Manitoba. That 1s. thesc questions deal wiih public ducation ruid 
tnformation acuvities that m not tinked to a specific project or proposal. 
3) This set of questions d d s  nith document numûers 16 and 17, w hich are information bu1 letins on the 
public involvement suid EA prwesses in Mmtoba (incidenully, thesc are the s m e  documcnrs srs numbcrs 
18 and 19). 
a) What was the department's morivaiion in pducing the bulletins? In other words, why did !ou 
prduce thema? 
b) Can you pmvide us with background on how the bulletins were preparcd (prompt if n e c c s w  
reprding in-house work. consultalion with stakcholders - who and how. revisions)'? 
c) Are they availabic in other lringuriges? 
t )  I f  yes, which Ianguages'? 
i l )  I f  not. why not? 
d) What kas been the public!proponent responsc to rhcsc matcriais? 
C)  Does the depanment have an rnformrition bulletin on the prirticipant assistance rcgulation? 
i )  I l '  so, why did you produce il? 
ii) If not, why not? 
4) The nexi two questions dcal with >out wcb site (documents from your wcb site that we rev~cwcd include 
numbers 3.4.5 and 6). 
ri) Do you have records of how mimu hits y u  gct on yout web site? 
b) We noticed that the EA legislation 1s not aviulablc on the web site. Why is this? 
5) The next question deds with document number 22. which 1s thc Clem Environmcnt Commission's 
part ic ip~s '  guide for public hcannps. The scction on particplion on page 2 of the guide indiates that 
the CEC believes that citizen organization at the gr;rss mors level is an cflective way for people to become 
in~olveû in EA. Do you? 
a) if no[. why not? 
b) If so, what do !ou do to encourage I t? 
6) Othcr than the bulletins. the wcb site and the CEC guidc. do you conduct any other cducation wbvrues for 
the genenl public chat are no[ linked to a speci fic case, such as workshops, or conferences? 
a) Ifnot.whynot? 
b) I f s o :  
1) What types of activities do you undeae?  
11) Wh' rue they iniuatcd? 
111) Who are these aclivioes directed to (1.e.. proponent/pubhc)? 
IV)  Hou. manu sessions have there been in the past year? 
) How big would the sessions nonnally be and who usually attends? 
VI)  Hou. do you solicat parûcipants for the sessions? 
vii) For each type of activity noted, who usually faciIiratcs the sessions6? 
7) Have you acted as facilitator or presenter at ~ i y  of thcse workshops or conference preseniauons? 
a) if no, 
i) Can you provide us with the narnes and contact numbers of the usud facilita;itors? 
ii) Can you provide us with lis& of recent participants? 
b) Ifyes, 
i) W b t  were the ovedi objectives of the session? (Do objectives van.  by session ~ypd?) 
ii) How were the objectives dewrrnined? 
iii) What support matenals were used? 
iv) Who designed the materials? 
v )  What was the format of the session ( d h n g  hcads, seminar, workshop. etc.)? 
V I )  Were psinicipanis given the opponunity to thinJi criucally about p t  mes? 
vii) How are they encounged to become involved in future EA cases? 
viii) Can you prvvide us with lists of recent p t u i p r s ?  
8) Are ihere common, las formd. riclivines that are used by your deplment thrrt provide public cducritron or 
idonnation (phone, web chat Iines)? 
a) If so: 
i )  What types of activi ties are most common? 
ii) Who normdly m e s  out ihese activities? 
i i i )  1s i t common for the public to utilize these opponunities outside of ri crise siruation? 
LtNKED GCTIVITIES 
9) The following questions relate to public ducarion and information acrtviucs that your dcp;irrmcni crinducts 
once a proposai is submtted or a prqect 1s otherwise inihated. That is. ihcsc questions dcd w ith citucatian 
and inform;ition xtiviues that are linlied to a specific case. 
10) Does your department conduct yiy public education and infonnauon xtivitics rit the presubmrssion sugc 
of the process? 
a) If not. why not? 
b) I f = :  
1) Why? 
i i )  Who arc rhese acuvitics directed to (1.e.. proponent/pu biic)'? 
111) Hou man) sessions have thete ken in the past yar'? 
i b  ) HOU bt g would the sessions normall y be and who usuall y attends'? 
v)  How do yau çol~cit partictpanîs for the sessions? 
C) Have you acted rts facilitator or prrsenter üt rury of these workshops or confcrcnce prescnr;iiions? 
i )  If no. 
( 1 )  (Zan you provide us with the nmes and contact numbcrs of the usud ficlcilitators? 
(2) Can you pro! ide us w~th lis& of reçcnt p;tniciprints? 
11) !f yes. 
( I ) What were the objecuves or the session? 
(2) How were the objectives deiermined? 
(3) What support matends were used? 
(4) Who designed the matenais? 
(5) What was the format of the session ( d h n p  herids, seminar, worhhop, etc.)? 
(6) Wrts MO-wq communication and discussion encouragcd at these events? How? 
(7) Were participants pven the opportunity to think cntically about p t  crises'? 
(8) How are they encounged to become involved in future EA cases? 
(9) Can you provide us wiih lis& of recent panici pan&? 
1 1) Once a pmject proponent submi ts a proposal formdl y, your de partment files a summary OC the proposal in 
the repistry ruid notifies the public through advertisements. Il then provides the public with an opportunit): 
to submit written comments. Does your deparunent conduct any other public educawon and information 
activi ties once the notice of proposal has been piven, such as open houses or presenmtions'? 
a) If not, why not? 
b) If so: (Follow-up with quesuons as above. if necesszuy.) 
12) Upon screening of the proposal, your depanment may provide guidelines to the proponent for the provision 
of an EIS or other idonnation. Other than the steps to provide access to idormation (such as filing the 
guidelines in the repstry and advertising thts in the media Does your departrnent conduct ruiy other public 
education and information activities ar this suge of the process, such as open houses or presen~tions? 
a) If no& whynot? 
b) If so: (Follow -up with queshons as above, if nece-.) 
13) Does your depanment conduct any specific activities to assis1 the proponent to prcpiue their EIS'.' (Rompi 
with TAC example. if necessaq.) 
a) If not, why not? 
b) I f  su: 
1) Why? 
ii ) Wht  som of rictivi [les are normal1 y undertaken? 
i i i )  Hou. were they designed? 
I V )  W hat has been the response of proponents? 
14) Your depanmeni may requtrc project proponents to cary out public consu1t;itions dunnp the prepmtion of 
the EIS. 
3 Docs your department become involved in such consultations? (m. Do you hclp to establish 3 
consul tauon fnmework?) 
b) Docs your deputment conduct any public ducation md informaùon xtivitics in canjuncoon with the 
EiS prcpntion consultations (rigrun. such ris opcn houses or prescntauons)'! 
1) If not, why nota? 
il)  If so: (Follow-up H ith qucstions as above. i f  neces*.) 
i i i)  I s  the proponent encouraged [O usc non-uçhnid langwgc or to explain the technicd Ianguagc 
used in the EIS 
15) We referred earlier to thc CEC's participants' guide for public hemnps. This guide pravides a numbcr of 
ups to help mcmbcrs of thc public bccome involved in the hcannps. 
a) Dœs your department conduct imy public education and information xtivities (such as tnininp 
prugnms or workshops) io help members oï the public undersund and bccome more involved in 
heanngs? 
1) if not, why not? 
I I )  If  so: (Fullaw -up wi th qucstions as abovc. if  neccssaq.) 
I I I )  Intenenors are encounged to submit bncfs or make o d  presentalions. Do you provide an! 
guidelines. direction or encoungcment to the public to facilitate thcse wntten submissions; e.g., 
do yau providc them wih my examplcs? 
16) Considerable onus is placed on the project proponent to initiale a program of public involvement Does 
your deprtrnent assist thcm with this iask'? 
a) 1 f not, whx not? 
b) If so: 
1) What sons of assisunce are provided? 
ii) What is the usual apprmh to developtnp PI activitics? 
17) What happens to tfie information provtded by the public at consulnt~on sessions and heanngs? 
a) Hou. do p u r  department and the proponent use it? 
b) 1s the çurrent process xiequately incorpon~ng the public's concerns/issues in the final EIS and 
decision? 
18) 1s the public shown how its input at consulîauon sessions and heuings is used? That is. csui members of 
the public kam from cheir experiences to parucipate more effectively in the future or tr, help othcrs 
paruci pte? 
19) Does your depanment alternpt to l e m  h m  public submissions? That is, have such submissions evcr 
effected project design or the EA proces in the province? if so. what rue somc ment e x m  plcs? 
20) To conclude, please to answer the foilowing questions, which am of a more genernl narure. 
2 1) In what ways has your department attempted to 'promou" EA with the public and pmponents (prompt with 
waste rcduction exruriples, if necesw)? 
22) Would "OU please identify ment EA cases ?ou consider as berne exemplq in regard to public 
involvement? 
3) And. pierise idenufy hose !ou consider ris king poor examples in regard to public involvement. 
23) Would you p lwe  idcntify recent public education and information acuvities (such as workshops. seminus. 
etc.) conducted by your department with respect to EA in Manitoba o u  considcr as bang c ~ c m p l q ' ?  
23) 1s there a '-pical" profiie of 3 participant in EA ases in your province? 
a) First. with respect to public hcuings. 
b) Next, at thc prcheanng sugc or where thcre wasn' t a hmng .  
c) Hris yow departmen t prnduced any public educrition and information matcnds speci fical l y for thcsc 
groups? 
25) Has your de partment considered w hy people may choost not to panicipatc in EA cases'? 
a) If so. what do you think thc rcrisons for not panicipating might be? 
b) H z  there ken  an! attempt to attract new pamcipts  or appeal to a bmder specinirn of 
'3t;tkehol Jers"? 
26) Could you pl- idcntify some non-govenunent organizations (including pmponents) that havc cxpencncc 
wih the EA pwcss in Manitoba. 1.e.. "rcpular" pruticipants'? 
27) Which junsdiction have !ou, or would >ou. look to for assistance with your public: in\.ufvcment prognm i f  
i t was rcquired? 
Appendix 7: Interview schedule for the intensive phase 
1 ) Who is doing the kachmg? 
a) Hou. was the orgmzauon fonned? 
i) When'? 
t i )  By whom? 
iii) Why? 
b) What is its suucaire? 
C) What IS 11s miindrite? 
d) What arc somc examples of its activitics? 
3) How was i t  tiiught? 
a) Did the organization conduct any education or infonnauan activities uilh respect to the Mrtplc L e d  
me'? 
b) For example, did you create any materials or facilitale ;iny workshops on the EA proccss'? 
3) What education and information meth& were used? 
a) Workshops? 
b) Guidance matenals? 
C )  Media relations? 
d) Open houses. bnef prcpmtlon, ctc. 
e) 1s there 3 ment cxemplq acrivity? 
n Do you habc anythinp coming up that I can attend? 
g) How do you go abu t  dcsipning these activities? 
4) What 1s king taught? 
a)  What werc the major Icssons the orgûnmtion \vas tqmp to impart? 
b) For ~ h o m  werc the activitres intcnded or who werc you q i n g  ta mch? 
C) Wcrc you [Ting to involve your constituents or the b r d e r  cornmunit' in thc ML process? 
5) Whyisitraught? 
a) What were the main motivations for undertriking ihe cûucation and inlormation ;tctivities? 
THE CONDITIONS OF LEARVNC 
6) HOW would you asses thc accumçy and completeness of the information o u  rcceived rrom rhc 
povernment throughout thc ML c m ?  
a) Was the public registry xcessiblc? 
b) W;is thcre adequate public notice? 
C) WELS the web stte accessible and informatxve'! 
d) Were the projeci documenis user fnendly and in summq form? 
e) Were the p n m q  legislation and the tems of rcfercnce for the project readily available? 
7) Di& you feel undue pressure from the proponent or ME Environment dunng the process? 
8) Opemess to alternative perspecuves 
a) Did the EA process address need for, purposes of. and aiterniitives to the proposed development? 
b) Was MB Environment open to m&ng improvements to the pnxess as the case procedeci? 
i ) If so, e.wnples? 
c )  Did rhe assessment deal with normative (what should be done) questions? 
9) Opportunit). to cnticaliy renect upon presuppositions 
a) Were ?ou shown how your input was used in the decision-making pwess? 
b) Were there opponunities for inremcuve eduation and leaming dunng the case? 
10) Equd opportunin to p;uucipate 
a) Were there opponumries for involvement thmghout the process? 
b) Was there a participant funding prognm? 
C) Was there an "affected public" bias? 
d) Wha are your views of the City of Brandon pubiic meetings? 
e) Was there NO way dialogue at the meetings? 
f) What other ~ p e s  of enpgcment techniques do you h n k  the government should havc used? 
g) Do you feel hem was more govemment support for some panies than for o h m ?  
1 1 ) Opponuniiy to swss upurnenü in a sysiemauc lashion Was there an 'impartial" darsion-maker'? 
a) DOes tmsparency eust in deciston-making processes? 
b) Do systems exist for the integrauon of public submissions? 
THE LEARNlNC EXPERIENCES 
12) Who are the leamers? 
a) Ask for background information. 
b) Hou- u OUI J you d e r n  be the level of awareness ol the Maple i d  case in Four cornmuni ty? 
13) What did they l m ?  
a) What r a s  thc single most impwwnt thing you l m e d  from your involvcmcni in the ML CLW? 
b) What types of things did !ou l e m  from your involvcmenr? 
C) What w u  the single mosi important thing you learned at the public mectmpslworkshops held by the 
Ci t! of BmdodMaple LcliTlWCAC? 
d) What types of things did you l e m  thcre? 
14) How did they lm it? 
3) What is  your overail reaction to the evcnt ?ou attcnded? 
b) What was the most sausfying pan of thc event? 
C) What was the I a t  sritisfyng? 
d) Did you have ;in opponunrty to question the positions offcrcd b> thc proponents? 
e) Since the evenL havc you have an opportunit? to reflcct upon what you Icmed? 
t) Havc you used what !ou lemed in oiher ares  of your lire? 
15) Wh! did thcy leam it? 
a) What was your motivation for attendinp the Gin. of BmdonMapie teaC/WCAC cvcnt? 
b Did you attend uith a spccific question or problem in mind? 
THE NATURE OF THE INVOLVEMENT 
16) How wcre thcy involved? 
a) What exxti y was your role in the ML case'? 
b) How did >ou participate? 
c )  Why rvere they involvcd? 
17) What was your motivaiion for becoming involved in rhe ML case'? 
a) Did the City of Br~idonlMaplc LdlWCAC meeunglworkshop that you attendeci have an? effects on 
your later involvernent in the ML case? 
i) Why did it affect !ou in ihis way? 
b) Did ir  have an! effects on o u f  involvement in any other community development issues? 
i ) How and ut h y? 
c) Does any other event (such as a TV prognm or conversation aith a friend or uprhing) stand out as 
having dlécced your invdvement in the ML case? 
i) Why did this event affect !ou in this way? 
18) What were the outcornes of their involvement? 
a) Do o u  lhink p u  influenced decisions made during the course of Lhe assessment'? 
i)  Why do you hnk ths? 
b) Has your involvement in the M m e  influence. your involvernent in any olhcr cornmuni ty 
development rnatters? 
i )  How and why? 
19) Do ?ou hou of any other communq orpizaiions that made efforts io involve the cornmuni- in the ML 
case? 
20) Have you ever considered why people may choose not to participate in EA cases such 3s the ML 
developmen t ?  
a) If so. what are your thoughts? 
11) What do you rhink of the whole notion of community education as a veh~cle io faciiitrite imolvemcnt in EA 
cases such as the :ML developmcni'? 
The interview recrui tment protocol included a telephone cal1 to introduce the researc h project 
and rnyself. and to schedule the date and time for an interview. A letter was then sent to 
provide funher details of the research and confimi the interview appointment. The letter 
indicated that selected participants might be recontacted later in the research. Two copies of 
a consent form accompanied the letter and participants were asked to sign both copies of the 
form and mail or fax one copy to me pnor to the interview. The telephone script. 
confirmation letter. and consent form for the intensive phase are included as Appendices 9- 
11. 
Appendix 9: Telephone script 
Telephone Script: Phase 2 
Hello. my name is Alan Diduck and I am a PhD snident in Geography at the University of 
Waterloo. 1 am doing research on public involvement in environmentai assessrnent and 1 am 
studying the new Maple Leaf hog plant. My particular focus is community education as a 
twl to facilitate participation. 1 am also interested in what people leam when they 
participate. 
I read your letter in the public registry and know you were very involved in the case so..... 
OR 
I read your interview in the paper and know you hold strong views on the plant so.. ... OR 
1 know that you were active1 y involved with <insefi group> and.. . .. OR 
A similar iead in tailored for that prospective participant.. ... 
..... 1 was wondennp if 1 could meet with you to ask a few questions about the case. 1 am 
panicularly interested in your views on <insert evenb held by the <insert sponsob and 
similar community events that you may know about. I t  shouldn't take longer than 45 
minutes and everything you Say will be treated as confidential. 1 won't use your narne and 
will take care when 1 am writing so that you aren't identified through the context of what you 
Say. Also. 1 should let you know that my research has received ethics clearance through the 
office of Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo. 
1 am available on <insert dates and times. Thank you very much. I really appreciate this. 1 
will see you on the cinsen d a t e  but before that 1 will send you a letter to provide further 
details of my research and confirm what we have discussed. Thanks again. Goodbye. 
<insert participant name>. <insert participant t i t b  
cinsert participant office> 
cinsert participant addrew 
cinsert participant c i t p .  &sert participant province> 
cinsert participant postal code> 
Dear cinsert participant name>. 
Thmk you for agreeing to participate in this research project. As 1 mentioned on the 
telephone. the purpose of the research is to explore connections among non-formal. adult 
education. leaming and public involvement in environmental assessment (EA). Through my 
research, 1 want to understand what govemments and environmental non-povernrnental 
organizations are doing by way of non-fonnal education for EA participants. 1 want to learn 
if non-formal. adult education can be used to facilitate public involvement in EA. l also want 
to know what people l e m  from participating in EA and what their experiences mean for EA 
reform and the pursuit of sustainability. Among other things, I hope the research will have 
practical implications for the redesign of EA process in Canada. 
As we discussed on the phone. 1 will come to your office for an interview on <insen 
interview date> at ansert interview t i rnu .  The purpose of the interview. which should iast 
for approximately 15 minutes. is to obtain a more complete understanding of your 
participation in  the Maple Leaf case. One of my specific areas of interest is public 
information and education that r a s  provided to facilitate public involvement. 
Our meeting is part of an initial round of interviews 1 am doing in the Maple Leaf 
case. If further questions come to mind later in the research. I hope you do not mind if 1 
contact you for a further brief interview. However. please be advised that your participation 
in our upcoming interview oa <insert inteiview date> does not obligate you to participate in 
future interviews. You will be asked for a separate consent at that time. 
There are no known or anticipated risks to your participation in this study. In 
addition. your participation is entirely voluntary and although my questions in the upcoming 
interview will be quite general (e-g.. what types of cornmunity education did your 
organization conduct during the Maple Lcaf environmental assessment) you may decline 
answenng any questions you do not wish to mswer. 
AI1 information you provide will be considered confidential. Further, you will not be 
ideotified by narne in my thesis or in any report or publication resulting from this study. If 
you do not mind. 1 would like to audio tape the interview for the sake of accuracy. Interview 
tapes and notes will then be transcribed and entered ont0 my cornputer hard disk. Backup 
copies of the data will be stored on floppy and zip disks. The onginai tapes and notes. 
cornputer hard disk and backup disks will be stored in rny home office and will be 
inaccessible to anyone other than members of my thesis cornmittee and myself. Raw data 
will be destroyed when they are no longer required. likely upon completion of my thesis and 
any subsequent publications based on the thesis. 
1 have enclosed two copies of a consent form for your participation in the interview. 
Please sign both copies of the form and mail or fax one copy to me at the address noted on 
the form. The second copy is for your records. 
This research is being conducted for my doctoral dissertation through the Department 
of Geography under the supervision of Dr. Bruce Mitchell. It is supported by the Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada. The research has been reviewed by. 
and received ethics clearance through. the Office of Research Ethics at the University of 
Waterloo. 
If you have any questions about your upcoming interview. piease do not hesitate to 
contact me at (204) 477-1529. If you have concems resulting from your participation in this 
study. please do not hesitate to contact either Dr. Mitchell at (519) 8884567 Ext. 3061 or the 
ethics office at (519) SB-4567 Ext. 6005. 
Thank you for your assistance with this project. 
Y ours sincerely, 
Alan Diduck. LLB, MNRM 
PhD Candidate in Geography 
Appendix II: Consent fonn 
I agree to participate in an interview being conducted by Alan Diduck of the Department of 
Geography under the supervision of Dr. Bruce Mitchell. I have made this decision based on 
the information 1 have received in the attached letter and bave had the opportunity to receive 
any additional details 1 wanted about the study. As a participant in this study. I realize chat I 
will be asked to take part in an interview of approximately 45 minutes and that 1 may decline 
answering any of the questions. if 1 so choose. In addition. I understand that I may be 
requested to participate in a funher interview later in the research. Al1 information that 1 
provide will be held in confidence and 1 will aot be identified in the thesis. report or 
publication. I understand that I may withdraw this consent at any time by asking that the 
interview be stopped. 1 also understand that this project has been reviewed by and received 
ethics clearance through the Office of Research Ethics ai the University Waterloo and that 1 




Name of Witness: 
Signature of Witness: 
Date: 
Please sign both copies of this fom and mail or fax one copy to me at the address noted 
below. The second copy is for your records. 
Alan Diduck 
3 Sandra Bay 
Winnipeg. Manitoba 
Canada 
R3T OK 1 
Phone and fax: (204) 477- 1529 
E-mail: apdiducke fes.uwaterlw.ca 
Appendx 12: Recordhg the data 
More than half of the interviews were tape-recorded to ensure that everything said was 
preserved for analysis. This not only preserved the data. but ii allowed me to refiect upon the 
interviews and make necessary adjustments to improve my technique. Shoitly after the 
interviews, verbatim transcriptions were made and used to constmct the initial database of 
the interview information. 1 also frequently supplemented the tape recordings with wnnen 
notes dunng the interview sessions. I used these notes to record my own reactions to 
participant responses and to help pace the interviews. In addition. 1 often made post- 
interview notes to document my nflections regarding the interviews and to make descriptive 
notes on the physicai reactions of the participants to the questions. The posi-interview notes 
were also used to improve my interview technique and to begin the process of data analysis. 
In those interviews not taped. participant commenis were recorded with contemporaneous 
and pst-interview handwritten notes. Most of these interviews involved govemment 
officiais. with whom it was thought that the advantages gained from taping were out-weighed 
by the loss of candor and spontaneity that could result from tape-recording. To increase 
accuracy in recording these interviews. which were done during the extensive phase of the 
research. two interviewers were present. one of whom made notes while the other conducted 
the interview. 
Appendix 13: Data management 
To assist with management of the document data, I prepared two databases using 
bibliographie software for the Macintosh OS platfomi, EndNote 4.0 (ISI 2000). One 
database was devoted to the extensive phase of the study, while the otber was devoted to the 
intensive phase. The databases provided powerful sort and searcb functioas on al1 data fields 
including author. publisher. title, record type. and key word. They also integrated easily with 
word processing files, which facilitated reporthg of results. 
To assist with the management of the interview and observation data. 1 prepared a set of 
databases using QSR N4 (QSR 1998), qualitative data analysis software for Macintosh OS. 
This software was essential to data analysis (Section 3.5). but it was also helpful in basic data 
management. Since the N 4  databases stored my interview transcripts and observation notes. 
the cross-indexing and searching capabilities of the application were very useful in 
organizing. filing. and soNng the data. 
Appendix 14: Observation checklist 
The physicd setting 
O What is the physiui environment like? 
O What is the context? 
9 What kinds of behavior is ~ h c  sening designeci 
for'? 
13 How is space allocated? 
Ci M a t  objects. resources, technologies are in 
the setting? 
O Dnw a diagram of the sening. 
3 T m e  movernents through it, if neccssary 
The participants 
3 Whoisat thescene? HOH' manypeopleand 
what are their roles? 
3 What sectors rire they Irom? 
O Wht  bnngs these people together? 
O Who is allowed here? 
a Wha is not here and who is expccicd to lx 
here? 
O What are the relevant chancmstics of thc 
participants? 
Activitles and interactions 
P Whattsgoingon? 
9 1s therr: a definable sequençc OC acuvities? 
O How do the people intenct with the xtivity 
and one another? 
3 W hat noms or niles structure the r i c o t ~  tles 
ruid interactions? 
3 When did the activity bcgrn? 
3 How long dws it lasi? 
O Is i ta~pical ; ic l i~ i t~ ,orunusual?  
Conversation 
O What is the content of conversations rn this 
scning? 
Q Who speaks to w hom'? 
0 Who listens? 
O Quote or summanzc conversations. 
û Note silences or nonverhi behavior that d d  
meaning to the exchange. 
O Look for key wonls in p p l e ' s  rcmarks thai 
will stand out later 
3 Concentrate on the first and lrist rcmrirks ln 
each conversation 
O Focus on substance nthcr h a n  vcrba1im 
reproducuon 
Subtle lac tors 
O Infonnd and unplmncd xtivitics 
3 Sumbolic and connoutne rnmings OC words 
O Nonverbal communication such as Jress ruid 
physiçd space 
O What does not happen, espccidly if i t  ought to 
have happcned? 
M y  own behavior 
a HOH. is my rolc affectmg the sccne? 
O Whai do 1 say or do'? 
0 Tnce movcments throuph the physid setunp. 
I f nccessq 
3 What arc rny thoughts about what 1s going on? 
3 Obscner commcnrs: feelings, rcactions, 
hunches. inilid interprckmons. workrng 
h y potheses 
!J HOH. does the mis of participation and 
abscrvation change throughout the event? 
Appendk 15: Example of brief anal'ic notes 
Q.S.R. NUD81ST Power version. revision 4.O.Licensee: Alan Diduck. 
PROJEKT: NUDIST thesis pro~ect. User Alan, 247 pm, Dec 72,2000. 
Nodc ( 12 3) LEARNING CONDITiONS (THE PR0CESS)lopcnness to dtcrnative perspectives 
Defimuon: Etic. Put any data herc regardmg this panicular idcal condioon of i m i n g .  
*** Creatcd: 857 pm, Jan 11,3000. 
*** L s t  mdified: 543 pm, Sept 26.2000. 
The siblings of this node are: 
( 13 1 )  LEARNING CONDITIONS (THE PR0CESS)laccunte and cornpletc informuon 
( 12 2) iLEARNiNG CONDITiONS (THE PR0CESS)ifreedom from cœraon 
( 11 4) ILEARMNG CONDITIONS (THE PR0CESS)Ioppornintty to c n t i d  reflect upon prcsuppo 
( 12 5) !LE4 RNING CONDITf ONS (THE fROCESS)/equal opportuni ty to participate 
( 12 6) iLEARNING COh'DITIONS (THE PROCESS)/oppor to have argu evai in s s'st fashion 
The chddrcn of ths node are: 
( 12 3 1) ILEARNING CONDlTIONS (THE PROCESS)/openness to alternative perspcçtivc~~sid learning 
( 12 3 2) iLEARNlNG CONDITIONS (THE PROCESS)/openness to aitemauve perspcctit wstriging 
Documents coded by this node are: 
1: Allie 2: Ban 3: Bcrnard 4: David ! 5: Edward 6: Harold 2 7: Jme 8: Markus 9: Michael 
This is 9 documents out of 55, = 16% 
Merno: 
530 pm, Jan 13.2000. 
Some of the nther considenblc hisi frorn Bart that I cded hcre might not be relevant to this nodc or in f x t  to 
my of the nodes. Watch for this. I f  it is extrancous, delete it. 
t 206 pm. Jan 14.2000. 
I need to c d e  the datrr h m  wth a fincr iooth comb. TH'O posslblc RCW ndes. both dcnsed from thc datri. rire 
Barr's "stntcgic ;isscssrnentn stuff and Alfie's "holistic" approach. 
1 1:46 am, Jan 18.2000. 
Some of the dafa hcre might be reievant to frecdom (rom caercion. But I might have lo devclop a new rndicator 
for freedom from cœrcion in addition to p n m q  responsibilit). 
3 5 8  pm, Jan 18,2000. 
Pcrhaps, this ncûe needs a new sub n d c  for xopc. or alternatnes. needs. normauvc opportunittes, ctc. 
Basrdly, sec the openuonal indiutors from the ideal conditions ol' lesinimg paper. 
tinsert participant names. <insert participant t i t b  
cinsert participant office> 
cinsert participant address> 
cinsert participant cityx <insert participant province> 
<insert participant postal code> 
Dear tinsen participant namez. 
I am wnting to express my gratitude for your participation in our recent interview. 1 
appreciate the many demands made on your time so I am truly grateful for the opportunity to 
have met with you. 
As we discussed. my research project examines linkages among non-formal. adult 
education. ieaming and public involvement in environmental assessrnent (EA). My hope is 
that the research will not only improve our understanding in these areas. but also affect EA 
practice by improving effectiveness, efficiency and faimess in the public involvement 
components of EA processes. 1 expect to complete the snidy in laie 2Oûû and 1 will provide 
you with an executive summary of the research ai that time. However. if you have any 
questions regarding the progress of the research in the meantirne. please do not hesitate to 
con tact me at (204) 377- 1529. 
As we discussed. my research is being conducted for my doctoral dissertation throuph 
the Department of Geography under the supervision of Dr. Bruce Mitchell. It is supported by 
the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada. The research has been 
reviewed by. and received ethics clearance through. the Office of Research Ethics at the 
University of Waterloo. If you have concerns resulting from your participation in this study. 
please do not hesitate to contact either Dr. Mitchell at (519) 8fB-4567 Ext. 3087 or the ethics 
office at (519) 8tB-4567 Ext. 6005. 
Once again. thank you for your assistance with this project. 
Y ours sincerely . 
Alan Diduck, LLB, MNRM 
PhD Candidate in Geography 
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